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· Preface 
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JlJ. . . . . a�1 over the world, which IS encouraging to me. 

Amongst the many readers who have written to me, there is quite a number of reputed martial artists, who have raised an identical 
question to me: "Will you some day establish a branch in our area?" 

As a matter of fact, if  I do not have the intention of starting Wing Tsun gymnasiums in other countries I would not have published 
this book! 

Two main facts motivat�d me to write this book. Firstly, there are many so called "Kung Fu Experts" in the western world these 
days who are cheating their people with "Kung Fu" banner. In actual fact, a great proportion of these "Kung Fu Experts" have 
merely practised some superficial skills of kung fu from some instructors or even have only learnt their techniques from some 
"Kung Fu Books" for a short period of time, others perhaps are former karate instructors, and yet they have ventured to put up 
the signboard of "Kung Fu School" and started to advertise for students. The deeds ef such people are deeply loathed by real 
Chinese martial artists who are extremely worried at the damages which would be done to the development of Chinese kung fu 
by these impostors. 

For this reason, I am determined to shoulder the responsibility for introducing the .genuine Chines kung fu. So, for the past few 
years, I went to many countries to propagate the real Chinese martial·arts. To achieve this purpose, I have established branches 
schools in a few countries. Recently, together with a number of leading grandmasters and instructors of different styles, I have 
organised the "International Chinese Martial-Arts Federation". Memberships of this organisation is open to all kung fu instructors 
or enthusiasts over the world who are interests in taking part in the deYelopment of real Chinese kung fu. 

Secondly, I have for a long time been disappointed with most of the kung ftl books published in the western world. Most of 
these authors on one hand lack the right qualifications and on the other hand do not take serious attitude in writing and publishing 
their books. 

In China, a great proportion of the martial artists never go inadvertently to the production of specialty of books on kung fu. This 
is due to the fact that they have to preserve a good reputation of themselves as well the style that they are closely hinged. In such 
concerns, most of the Chinese martial artists would rather not write any book then to endanger their reputation and that of their 
style of kung fu they represent if they make any funny mistakes in their books. This is the main reason why there have been very 
few kung fu specialized books in China. 

However, it has been quite different in the western countries. In the same way as those so called kung fu instructors who are 
swindling their students with kung fu banners, there is a shocking number of so called "Kung Fu Books" to fool the general 
readers. One of the most .disgraceful deeds is that many of these authors have boasted themselves to be the "Grandmaster" of a 
certain style and have fabricated their own stories on the origin and history of kung fu styles. It is needless to say that the books 
they have written are stuffed with wrong concepts and opinions of their own. As a result, many of the fine Chinese kung fu 
s ystems and styles are stained and deformed. 

All the above mentioned happenings are greatly abhorred by a kung fu enthusiast such as myself. For this I am strongly deter
mined that I will try my best, with the most scrupulous and conscientious attitude, to put forward all that I know on kung fu, 
s o  that all the lovers of Chinese kung fu all over the world can have a true and clear recognition of Chinese martial arts. 



�--------------------------------------------------------

I n presenting this work, whilst not ideal, it is my very sincere wish 

that it will be of assistance to the martial arts enthusiast in the 
western world. For best results, it should be used as a reference, in 
conjunction with competent tuition. However, the book on its own, 
will educatei the readers in the ways 'of kung-fu, and they will no longer 
be so suseptible to the confidencet'tricksters previously described. 

Leung Ting. 

15.1.77. 
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GRANDMASTER PROF LEUNG TING 
Golden Rank Founder of the International WingTsun Association, 

Ph.D. in Philosophy, Guest Professor of the National Sport Academy in Bulgaria 





To Master Leung Ting, 

Congratulations on the coming out 
of the book Wing Tsun Kuen, a 

specialty on Chinese kung fu, that 

astounds the world of martial arts. 

This is only a small part of Master 

Leung's numerous great achievements. 

Indeed he is the most respectable 

among promoters of Chinese kung 

luI 
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, s' John, Liu Chung-Lian, 7th Dan Black Belt of 

Zen-Kwun-Do, Champion of All-Style Karate 

Tou rnaments for several years, holder of the I .  K .U. 
I nternational Karate Cham pionsh ip-Fighter Award, 
has been Chief I nstructor of I nternational Karate 
Kung-fu Association of U.S.A.. He has also been 

Chief Instructor of Chinese Karate Association in 

the Republic of China (Taiwan), Director and 

Chief-Professor of Chinese Karate and Kung-fu in 

the army of the Republic of China. He has created 

the Zen-Kwun-Do, an art of Kung-fu that he is 

teaching in France. He is now a famous star of 

Kung-fu films. 



To Sifu Leung Ting of Wing Tsun, 

PROMOTER OF CHINESE KUNG-FU 

FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL 

RACES OF THE WORLD! 

by Tam Hon 

Principal 

Tam Gar Saam Chin 
Martial-Art. Gymnasium 

Grand-Master Tam Han: 

Leader of the "Tam-Gar Saam Ch in  
Kuen", a famous kung-fu. style of Fukien 

of southern China, known as "King of 
Long Pole i n  Kwangtung", present Principal 

of the "Tam-Gar Saam Chin Mart ia l -Art 
Gymnasium" in Hong Kong. 

IS 



"Sifu Lueng Ting, on ly  half  my  age, is an int imate friend of 
mine. He surprised me with his skil l s  d u ring  my fi rst visit to his 
gym nas ium,  when he was teaching his students a lesson . His 
performance convi nced m e  of the effective skil ls! and at the same 
time, the practicability of th� theories of Wing Tsun. That is why 
I al ways pay visits to his gymnasium whenever I have tim e. I dare 
say Wing Tsun  Kuen is u ndou bted l y  a p ractical system of fight ing 
arts." 

16 

By Yue.n Yic.k. Kai.. 
(1978) 

Grandmaster Yuen Yick Kai, the 
leader of the "Five-Pattern Hung 
Kuen", who retired at sixty and 
passed away in Dec 1983. 



An I nstructor's Instructor! 

J\A-Jt.. '-\\ lq 15 
�'fC 

by Ronald Van Cl ief, the "Black Dragon" 8th Degree Red Belt Karate Expert of New York, U.S.A., has presented 

distinguished performances in Karate-Do tournaments in U.S.A., and has created the Chinese Goju K ung-tu. In recent 

years he has become a famous Kung-fu star. 
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MY WAY TO WING TSUN & GRANDMASTER LEUNG TING 

I t ip the scales at a sol i d  205 Ibs - sure ly  not what you wou ld  expect a Wing Tsun 
m an to l ook l ike! But my way to Wing Tsun  was not exactly a short-cut. 

At 16 I took to martial arts - Wrestl i ng, Judo, Juj itsu, Kem po, Shotokan Karate, 
Tae-Kwon-Do, and Kung-fu . Though I was ranked up to 2nd degree b l ack be l t  i n  some 
sty l es, and nobody cou l d  b lock my pu nch, I was not satisfi ed, and was l ongi ng for 
som eth ing d ifferent .  

I thought I succeeded i n  doing so, when I was adm i tted in a schoo l  where I was 
taught the so cal l ed Wing Tsun, with the name spe l t  d ifferent ly, and the l essons, which I 
l ater found  to be a m ixtu re of sty l es that resemb led Wing Tsun, were also taugh t i n  
d ifferent  ways. 

Keith R. Kernspecht, 7th Level 
Practician, director of the West 
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland 
Branch Headquarters, standing 
beside Grandmaster Leung Ting. 

I t  is not u nt i l  I met Grandmaster Leung 
and became h is personal student that I found 
the real Wing Tsu n  - the Ku ng-fu sty l e  that 
sat isf ied my d es i re - with the  soft and 
u n l aborious but at  the same t ime the most 
f ierce and fatal street-fight ing method I have 
ever come across. 

It is tru ly  a scientific way of w inn i ng, 
which l eaves noth i ng  to chance. 

Now I know the d ifference between 
stone-age b rawl ing  and a f ight ing art. 

Keith Ronald Kernspecht, 

Kie/, Germany, 5th May, 1977 



To Sifu Leung Ting, 

author of WING TSU N  KU EN:-

A THOROUGH RESEARCH INTO 

THE THEORIES OF KUN(j·FU 

by Law Kay 

President Master Law Kay: 

Choy Lee Fut Founder Chan Heung 
President of Choy Lee Fut Founder Chan 
Heung M emorial Association, fourth genera

tion Successor pf Choy Lee Fut Style (a 
famous kung-fu style of sourthern China), 
at present Vice Chairman of Chung Wah 
Chinese Martial-art & Ath letics Association, 
and Hon. President of Hong Kong Ch inese 
Martial-art Association . 

Memorial Association 
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"With whole-hearted respect for his philosophical 

studies in his Wing Tsun Style, though a style 

different from my own!" 

Law Kay 

1 9  
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To Sifu Leung Ting 

whom we found a helpful friend 
and real martial artist. 

Rene Latosa 

" . 

Escrima Chief I nstructor, U.S.A. 
Phi l i ppine Martial Arts Society 

Bi l l  Newman 
Escrima I nstructor, G .B .  
Ph i l ippine Martial Arts Society 

The. p-laUlte. f.>hoW6 that 
the. Ef.> CJUma --lYlJ.:,;t!l.UaOM 
M gUe!.l.t6 0 6  the. GeNnaI'!. 
He.adqu�e.M 0 6  the. 
I.W.T.M.A.A., 1911. 



Sport has been a way of l ife for me since my  boyhood. I started with box ing, later wrestling and 
weight- l ifting. 

My interest in martial arts began 1 5  years ago, when I w itnessed a performance in self-defence. 
Shortly after that I joined a school for self-defence and judo. 

I spent seven years practising several systems of Karate, and after being qual ified, I set up my own 
martial art school in Copenhagen. 

I was fortunate to have come into contact with S ifu Leung T ing, Master of W ing Tsun Kung-fu . He 
has changed my attitude, and that of my students, towards martial arts. 

Wing Tsun is the most fascinating martial art system I have ever come across. I ts powerfu l ,  fast and 
gracefu l m ovements, particu larly the deadly accurate straightl ine attacks, without the use of unnecessary 
force to defeat an opponent, contribute to the uniqueness and supremacy of the W ing Tsun System. 

A. S. Shar if, 

(VAAe..c.tOJt, I YLte..JtYl.a.UOYl.a1 
W-i.Yl.g T.6UYl. MaJl.t,i.a1-AJz;t 
Mil 0 ci..a;t-i.o Yl., VaYl.-i.-6 h BttaYl.c.h 
He..adquaJt:te..M .  ) 

Cope..Yl.hage..Yl., May, 1977. 
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Milan Prosenica 

1,- .. have practised judo and ju-jutsu for ten years. When I was you nger, 
'�. ' I won, for nu mber of times, the judo championship in Yugoslavia, 

_. ' " . and was amongst the top characters in the Yugoslavian judo ci rcles. 

I n  after years, I started to practise karate, nunchaku and chain .  I n  karate, 
I had obtained the 4th Dan black belt and became one of the formost 
leaders in the karate field in those days. I n  nu nchaku, I had acqui red the 
7th Dan . It is only in chain that I have never been able to obtain any 
recogn ized qual ification .  

However, since 1977, a l l  the above mentioned titles have become mean
ingless to me. That was the fi rst time I started studying Wing Tsun 
Kung F u .  

I a m  a Wing Tsu n enthusiast. For  the purpose of pu rsu ring with this 
art, I went, for ma ny times on the fi rst two years since 1977, to G er
many and Austria to practise u nder the instruction of the German head 
d isc iple of G randmaster Leung Ting. The most encou raging happening 
took place in 1979, when I was able to be admitted by G randmaster 
Leu ng Ting to become h is d i rect student. I n  addition, G randmaster 
Leu ng assisted me and M i lan Prosenica to establ ish the Yugoslavia 
Headquarters of the I .W.T. M .A.A. 

More and mo re Yugoslavians a re now practising Wing Tsun Keu n, l ike 
myself, all of these fol lowers are becoming deep ly and passinately de
voted to th is sty le of martia l a rts, wh ich is so scientific and persuasive. 

Master Leung Ting 

Slavko Truntic 
20 Nov. 1980 

Slavko Truntic 
Chief Instructor of I. W. T. M.A.A., 
Yugoslavia Branch Headquarters. 

Headman of I. W. T.M.A.A. , 
Yugoslavia Branch Headquarters. 



TO SIFU LEUNG TING 

Friendship not only between u's, 
but also between our peoples. 

SUNTHUS SUPASTU RPONG 

President of European Centre of Thai  Martial Arts, 
Berlin, Germany ( E . Z.T.S.e .V)  
( R ED-GOLD SASH ) 
Master in F ive defferent Thai Martial Arts, 
Fo�mer Champion of Thai land 

(Left) Sunthus Supasturpong & (Right) Leung Ting in West 
Berlin. 
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'�ing' is to ,raise or '!Eulogi.u, 
'ij]:SlUI' a fair �pring, 
'�u.en' benotes a �ist or t�e l'rt of �ist -�ig�ting. 
�ut '�ing ij]:sun' fuas a ln�� of t�e Ql�ing ;!£J �nast�, fu�o �a� 

l' � air name t�at tarries a sense of poes�, 
l' fate so heautiful an� attradiue, 
l' fasdnating stor�, of a lobe affair. 
�ot a great persollalit� t�oug�, 
,..� or one horn of a fuealt�� famil�, 
�ut skilful arms an� legs, 
l'n� �er �ushan� fu�o lobe� �er so. 
�iltgmsun, �er name remains in tales of �er touidr�-folk; 
�er stor� st�s in t�e memor� of all; 
�er martial art skills fuill sprea� to t�e fu�ole fuod� ..... . 
Ji'rom �ofu to �ternit�! 
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I ntroductory N ote on 

the O rigin of Wing Tsun 

of 

msun 

'gro people  of the Chi nese race, who have con
t inual ly been d istu rbed by frontier tribes 
th roughout their several thousand years of 

h istory, the art of war is a requ isite ski II agai nst 
invasions. I n  Chinese Semantics, the character "i£" 

(pronounced "mo" , meaning "military"), is formed 
by the combination of the two cha racters ".1.1:." 
(pronounced "chi", meaning "to stop") and "�" 
(pronounced "kuo", meaning "a spear"), and is 
empl oyed to mean defend ing the country, or keep
ing the peace, with mi l itary power, if necessary. 

The conception of genealogy i n  the mind of 
the Ch inese peop le plays an important part in the 
conso l idation of a h igh esteem towards the origin of 
a ku ng-fu style and its l i ne of succession. On the 
other hand, the differences in thought, power of 
atta i nment, i nterest, and physical  adaptabi l ity, 
coup led with the cf;Jange of age, area, env i ronments 
and customs, together give rise to the d ifferent 
kinds of kung-fu sty les and various ski l l s  and 
techniq ues, wh ich are varied by succeed ing genera
tions, accord ing to the i r  favou r or d is l ike. I t  is, 
therefore, a common habit for the d iscip les of a 
system of certa i n  kung-fu techniques to set up, for 
the sake of commemorati ng the founder of thei r 
system, a re l i gious-sensed STY L E ,  cal led by the 



Chinese "moon" (literally meaning a door or a 
system), or "pai" (meaning a style or a sect), or 
"gar" (meaning a family), or by the Japanese as 
"ryu". The Chinese term "moon pai", which is in 
common usage, impl ies a system, sect or style. I t  
also bears the sense o f  a group, a society o r  a party 
of people. Hence it is not a perfect way to translate 
the Chinese term "PAr into "STYL E" , as the 
l atter does not inclu de the fu l l  meaning of the 
former. 

As regards the num ber of Ch inese kung-fu 
sty les, they probably amount to m ore than a 
h u ndred in a ll. Of these sty les, many are named 
after p laces or people; some are named according to 
the particu lar technique of that sty le; sti l l  others 
take thei r names from legends, h istorical people, or 
names of objects. There are cases when two sty les 
of different names are fa i rly sim i lar, as both of 
them are derived from the same sou rce, but are 
handed down by two separate l i nes of successi on. 
Sometimes it so happens that a fighter who has 
lea rnt the tech niques of several styles may incor
porate these techniques into a new form and ca l l  it 
a new style. Many people doubt whether it is 
correct to call it a new sty le, as it lacks original ity .  

In  fact, peop le al ways pay too much attention 
to the name of a kung-fu style, and too l i ttle 
attention to its theoretical system, which is c lose ly 
related to loca l ism. A set of martia l arts theories, 
before its b i rth, is a lways under the influence of 
certa in natura l cond itions, which can not easi ly be 
,aLtered by one person at one time.' (It is thus 
nonsense to say that someone can originate a 
fighting system simply from the ideas which came 
to him in his dreams!) One who has never p racti sed 
ku ng-fu can never create a ku ng-fu system from a 
sudden inspiration. These natu ral conditions are in  
fact the rud iments from wh ich a kung-fu style is  
derived. On the other hand,  these rud iments are 
affected by the personal experience of the 
origi nator, obtained from what he sees and what he 
hears i n  the area, and the customs, cu ltu re and l i fe 
of that a rea. The fo llowing is a good i l l ustrati on.  
The K ick-Box ing of Japan is  derived from the 
amalgamation of Thai Boxing, which spread into 
Japan, Judo and Karate- Do that �had a l ready been 
well developed there. This proves that the form ing 
of the theory of a martial art sty le is closely related 
to loca l ism . 

As regards the d ifferent sects of Chinese kung
fu , they can be classi fied into the northern styles 
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and the southern sty les, according to the area of 
orig in .  These two large classes can be subd ivided 
into two groups - the " rigid" group and the 
"flexible" group. G enera l ly  speaking, the "rig id" 
group of styles emphasize the use of "long bridges* 
and wide stances", appl ied in the southern styles as 
strong bridge-arms and powerfu l upper tru nk, and 
in  the northern sty les, as stable stances and power
fu l k icks. As regards the "flexi ble" group, emphasis 
is laid on "close-body fighting techniques and 
narrower stances", both in the northern and 
southern styles, it presents a more ski l fu l  use of the 
arm s and the upper trunk. 

Wing Tsu n System is derived from the F u kien 
System of kung-fu, which is related to the Hakka 
System . Their common features are that during 
fights, pug i l ists of these systems prefer short steps 
and c lose fighting, with their  arm' s placed close to 
the chest, thei r el bows lowered and kept close to 
the f lanks to offer it protection. Another charac
ter istic of these two systems of ku ng-fu is, un l i ke 
those of Kwangtung Province and northern Ch ina, 
their boxing forms are rather simple. So, it is better 
to say that the Wing Tsun System is a col lection of 
techniques passed among the residents of the coastal 
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provinces of south - east Ch ina, and fi nal ly pol ished 
and improved by one or two ta lented pugi l ists to 
form its present system ,  rather than to say that it is 
intentional ly created by one originator. So it can be 
sa id that the present Wing Tsun System, having 
passed th rough generations and generations, is a 
col lection of personal experiences of its successors, 
refi ned and pol ished with necessary additions, dele
tions, a lterations and improvements. 

I have some doubt about the authenticity of 
Buddh ist Mistress Ng Mu i 's creating the Wing Tsun 
System after seei ng a fight between a fox and a 
crane, of M iss Vim Wing Tsun 's encou ntering the 
local bu l ly, of the fi re at the S iu  Lam M onastery or 
even of the existence of N g  Mui herself! The 
description concerning the fou nding of a Ch inese 
ku ng-fu style is usual ly legendary, or even mythical, 
so much so that it often leads to d isbel ief, be it 
verbal or written. Th is is partly due to the fact that 
Chinese writers, especia l ly those of ancient times, 
usual ly fa l l  into the habit of writing books u nder 
the names of some fam ous authors,or using the titles 
of certa in  wel l-known classics for their  work, in  
order to  attract m ore readers. Many books, includ
ing those on martia l  arts, are found to be forged in  



this way. Therefore we should regard books about 
the origin of martial  arts as mythicised fictions, 
u n l ess factual evidence is found in them to prove 
the rea l ity of their descriptions. 

As regards the description of the emergence o· f 
the Wing Tsun System in the fo l lowihg chapter, a 
greater part of it, I dare say, though voluminous 
enough for a novel ,  is without proof and cannot be 
confi rmed, except the part concern ing the tales of 
D octor Leung Jan and th ings thereafter. But, taking 
references from the h istorical sources of other kung
fu styles, the probabi l ity of the existence of figu res 
such as Ng Mu i ,  Vim Wing Tsu n, Wong Wah Bo and 
Leu ng Vee Tei ,  is great. Of course, the final decision 
on  their authenticity sti l l  rests with the reader. 

*Chinese martial-artist8 are u8ed to cal l 
the ai'm8 of the kungfu practi tioner8 a8 
the "Bridges" or "Bridge-arm8". Thu8 long 
bridge8 mean8 the arm8 when they are fuZZy 
extended, while "8hort bridge8" mean8 the 
arm8 are cl08e to the practitioner's bodY. 
Please also refer to Page 166. 

Notes: 

Fu kien, M i n-nam , Chiu-chow and Ha kka are 
coastal areas of southern Ch ina, where pro
m inent ku ng-fu Systems, besides Wing Tsu n, are 
the Praying Mantis Style of Hakka, The Snake 
Style, the Wh ite Crane Style, the Saam Chin 
Style, the Ng Cho Style ( F ive E lders Style), the 
Ng Ying Style ( F ive-Pattern Style) 'and the 
Dama Butterfly Sty le, which a l l  have the 
com mon features of these a reas. 
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Front view of Siu Lam Monastery at Sung Shan 
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F I R E  AT THE S I U  LAM MONASTE RY'" 

.J!llt ore than two hundred and fifty years ago, (note 1) JI1J lduring the reign of Yung-Cheng (J 723-1736) 
(note 2) of the Ching Dynasty, it is said that there was a 
fire at the Siu Lam Monastery (note 3) when it was 
under siege by soldiers of the Manchu Government. 
The incident gave rise to two different tales passed 
among two groups of people if! China. One tale, 
which is spread among secret societies (Triad Socie
ties), tells that the siege of the Siu Lam Monastery 
was led by high officers of the Manchu Government, 
notably Chan Man Yiu, Wong Chun May and Cheung 
King Chow. They were helped by defectors from the 

Monastery, notably one by the name ofMa Ning Vee, 
who set fire to it from within, as a means of 
retaliation for being dismissed from the Monastery. 
The story revealed that only five monks escaped from 
the ruin. They later went into hiding and organised 
secret societies working for the over-throw of the 
Ching Dynasty. Another tale, which is passed among 
the martial arts circle in Southern China, reveals 
different happenings, except for the part about the 
fire that burnt down the Monastery. It tells that the 
number of survivors exceeded five and their names 
were quite different from those mentioned by people 
of the triad societies (note 4). 

My description about this part is, of course, 
based on what is retold in the martial arts circle. Be it 
true or false, I would like to begin the story by 
telling of the burning of the Siu Lam Monastery. 

*SIU LAM. or SHAO LIN, depends on the different 

dialects of pronunication in Chinese language. The 

former is the Cantonese pronunication, while the 

later is the Mendarin pronunication. 

THE B I RTH OF A N EW F IGHTING SYSTEM 

It is said that during the fire at the Siu Lam 
Monastery, which was ruined by treachery, most of 
the monks and the unshaved disciples who were 
skilled in martial arts were killed or burnt to death. 

Many skilful pugilists however managed to escape 
from the calamity. These included the Five Elders, 
leaders of the five systems of Siu Lam (note 5) - who 
were the Buddhist Mistress Ng Mui, Master Chi Shin, 

Master Pak Mei, Master Fung To Tak and Master Miu 
Hin and their disciples, notably Hung Hay Kwun, 
Fong Sai Yuk and Luk Ah Choy (note 6) who scattered 
and went into hiding. 

One of the Five Elders of the Siu Lam Monas
tery, Master Chi Shin the Abbot, who had adopted 
the largest number of disciples in the Monastery 
before the fire, led them to fight against the Manchus. 

So Chi Shin and his favourite disciples, Hung Hay 
Kwun, Tung Chin Kun, Tse Ah Fook, were all wanted 
by the Manchu Government. To avoid being caught, 
Chi Shin ordered his disciples to disperse, then he 
disguised himself as the cook of a "Red Junk" (now 7). 

Others like Master Miu Hin and his daughter Miu 
Tsui Fa, for a time went into hiding among the Miao 
and the Yao tribes between Szechwan and Yunnan 
Provinces, but later travelled around, thus adding to 
our legends many fantastic adventures, of which the 
most notable were, "Fong Sai Yuk (note 8) challenging 
the defender of a tournament" and "Ng Mui killing 
Lee Pa Shan on the Plum-blossom Piles" (note 9). 

The Buddhist Mistress Ng Mui was the only 
female in the Siu Lam Monastery and the eldest 
among theFive Elders. She was more tolerant towards 
the Manchu Government than her kung-fu brothers 
and their hot-tempered disciples, (though of course 
would sometimes apply physical power if necessary, 
in order to m aintain justice). Ng Mui went travelling 
about the country after the destruction of the Siu 
Lam Monastery, determined never to become in
volved in mundane affairs again. At last she settled 
down in the White Crane Temple, at Tai Leung 

Mountain (also called Chai Ha Mountain), a sparsely 
populated mountain on the border between the 
provinces of Szechwan and Yunnan. There, being 
seldom disturbed, she concentrated on Zen Budd
hism, a sect of Buddhism originated by Bodhidharma 
during the Northern and Southern Dynasties, and also 
martial arts, as her favourite pastime. Ng M ui, like her 
kung-fu brothers, who were then separated from each 
other, never forgot the bitter experience they suf
fered from the fire at Siu Lam, and the teacherous 
defectors who turned to the Manchu Government. 
Besides, she had another worry too. That was, how 
they could defend themselves from further attacks of 
the skilful Siu Lam defectors and the Manchu 
Government. She knew the difficulty of overcoming 
these defectors of Siu Lam, who had during the past 
year mastered most of the techniques of Siu Lam 
Kung-fu, that at the moment she herself excelled over 
them in skilful techniques only, but her knowledge of 
theories being only equal to the defectors, she 
worried that one day her strength would fail to 
overcome the more powerful younger Siu Lam 
defectors. The only way to defeat them was to create 
a new fighting system that would overcome the 
existing Siu Lam techniques. But what? And how? 
These were the questions that troubled her at this 
time. 

Her chance came one day. According to some old 
Wing Tsun people: "Ng Mui, after watching a fight 
between a Fox and a Crane, founded her ideal kungfo 
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system!" There were also some kungfu novels 
mentioning that Ng Mui formed a new style after 
watching a fight between "a Snake and a Crane ". 

In fact, for a very long time I did not believe in 
these hearsays at all. It was not until some 15  years later 
I finally found out the first hearsay was actually from 
the legend that "Ng Mui found a new kungfu system 
after watching a fight between a Monkey and a 
Crane" (note 10). It could be a true story if we can figure 
out that Ng Mui or one of her students was actually an 
expert of the "Crane" kungfu style and the one fought 
against the Crane fighter belonging to a certain 
"Monkey" kungfu style! 

TECHN IQU ES CONTRARY TO 

TH E EXISTI N G  SYSTEM 

The new system, which might be inspired by the 
techniques of the two kungfu styles with brand new 
concepts by Ng Mui, was no more called as the 

Side-view of the Main Hall of the 

Siu Lam Monastery at Sung Shan. 
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"Monkey-crane" style or so. For Ng Mui, when 
consolidating this new system, paid much attention to 
changing the techniques applicable to the "Monkey 
Hand" or the "Wing of the Crane" to suit the human 
limbs, and by altering some of the movements of the 
animal styles, she successfully created a set of fighting 
movements that retain the techniques of the crane or the 
monkey but are, on the other hand, suitable for 
application by the human body. 

The existing Siu Lam Kungfu system that 
emphasized fixed patterns of regular movements, was, 
to Ng Mui, too complicated. Whereas, her newly 
created system, the emphasis of which lay on simplicity 
of movements and versatility in application, was quite a 
deviation from the traditional Kungfu styles. In other 
words, the over-fifty-or-so sets of kungfu forms of the 
Siu Lam Kung-fu style which were slightly different 
from each other in the sequences of movements, offered 
a trainee only stereo-typed practices. The new system 
consolidated by Ng Mui thus consisted of simple basic 

"CHO-TSO-UM" Abode of 
Bodhidharma. founder of Zen 
B uddh ism of Ch ina. The tablet for 
his "Wall-facing Meditation" is sti l l  
there. 



m ovements incorporated, after final alterations and 
refinement, into three boxing forms and a set of 
Wooden Dummy Techniques for practising purposes. 

Furthermore, the former Siu Lam System con
sisted of a large number of movements that bore an 
imposing appearance and attractive names, but were 
actually impracticable , such as the so called "Dragon 
and Phoenix Dance", the "Taoist Master's Rod", the 
"Lion coming out from the Cave", etc. The new 
system of Ng Mui was not for demonstrative pur
poses, and therefore it was completely stripped of 
any m ovements just for fun or for visual attraction, 
but retaining aU practical fighting techniques; Thus 
the movements of this new system were named 
according to the motive of each movement or the 
way it was delivered. For example, there was, in Ng 
Mui's new kung-fu system a movement called the 
"Palm-up Arm", a term which clearly indicated the 
way the hand and arm were held. 

Another difference between the former Siu Lam 
System and Ng Mui's new system was that in the 
former Siu Lam system too much emphasis was laid 
on "strength training", that a trainee was required to 
practise for two or three years keeping a firm stance, 
before he was allowed to start learning any boxing 
form. Ng Mui's new kung-fu system emphasised 

View of a corner in the 

Siu Lam Monastery 

Memorial Tablet with the inscrip
tion "Abode where Bodhidharma 
did his Wall-facing Meditation. " 

defeating an enemy with "method", rather than with 
"strength". Though in her method there was a need 
to practise for strength, yet in a real fight what was 
important, in this new system, was to adopt a skilful 
method that suited a particular occasion and a 
particular oppone"nt, so as to be able to defeat him 
with skill and wit. 

F or this reason a follower of this new kung-fu 
system would adopt versatile hand techniques,  a 
flexible stance and steps that were free and fast
moving, as compared to the strong bridge-arms, a 
firm stance and heavy steps. In other words, the 
former Siu Lam System would adopt "long-bridges" 
and "wide stances" in a real fight, while the new 
system would adopt chasing steps and in-fighting 
techniques, which would render the long-bridge a.rms 
and wide steps ineffective. In the former Siu Lam 
system the inost frequently used stance was the 
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"Front-bow and Back-arrow stance" (note 1 1)( or simply 
the "Front Stance "), in the new fighting system the 
stance adopted was the "Front-arrow and Back-bow 
stance" (note 12)( or simply "the Back Stance "J. The 
back stance allowed the practitioner to apply a low 
aiming "FrontThrusting kick" to attack the knee-cap 
of the front supporting leg of the former stance and 
to prepare for a quick retreat in case his own front leg 
was being attacked. 

THE CHARM I N G  Y I M  WING TSU N  

Miss Yim Wing Tsun, a native of Kwangtung 
Province, stayed, after her mother's death, with her 
father Yim Yee, a disciple of the Siu Lam M onastery. 
At a very early age she was betrothed (note 13) to Mr. 
Leung Bok Chau, a salt merchant of Fukien Proyince. 
Yim Yee, having learnt certain techniques of the Siu 
Lam System, managed to uphold justice if the 
opportunity arose, and so was eventually involved,in 
a court case. Rather than be arrested, he escaped, 
taking with him his daughter Wing Tsun, to the 
border of Szechwan and Yunnan Provinces, settling 
down at the foot of Tai Leung M ountain, and made a 
living by keeping a bean-curd stall. 

As time went on, Wing Tsun grew into a 
quick-witted, active and pretty young teenager. Her 
attractive personality soon brought her problems. 

There was a local bully, by the surname of 
Wong, who was notorious for his bad behaviour. 
However, due to the fact that he was skilled in .the art 
of fighting and that the power of the court was too 
weak at this remote frontier area, the local natives 
there could do nothing about him . Being attracted by 
Wing Tsun's beauty, he sent a go-between to Wing 
Tsun to .ask for her hand in marriage, with a threat 
that if she refused, he would force her to marry him 
on a fixed date. Wing Tsun's father was now old, and 
herself weak. So they were much troub1ed. Day after 
day they worried about this and did not know what 
to d o .  

Meanwhile,  the Buddhist M istress N g  Mui, who 
was at that time staying at the White Crane Temple 
on the slopes of Tai Leung Mountain, used to come 
down to the market place of the village several times 
a m onth to do some shopping for her daily necessi
ties. Every time she passed by the stall of Yim Yee, 
she would buy some of the bean-curd from him. In 
this way they became acquainted. One day she came 
as usual to the bean-curd stall of Yim Yee. But at 
once she noticed that there was something strange in 
the look of the father and daughter. At Ng Mui's 
request, they told her all tpeir troubles. Their 
confession re-kindled the feelihg of justice in the 
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mind of Ng Mui. She determined to help Wing Tsun, 
not by beating the local bully herself (as she surely 
would h ave done before her retirement) for the 
reasons that she did not want to disclose her own 
identity and that it would be unfair for a famous 
Mistress of a famous kung-fu system to fight an 
unknown boxer of a remote village. She thought of a 
way to solve Wing Tsun's problem, that was, to bring 
her to her own convent and to teach her the art of 
fighting. The art of fighting was not a strange thing to 
Wing Tsun, as her father was a pugilist himself. It was 
only that Wing Tsun had found no need to learn the 
art before. Now, under the personal guidance of this 
skilful mistress and with her own wisdom and hard 
work, she quickly attained competence within three 
years of learning from Ng Mui. 

One day, Ng Mui told Wing Tsun that she had 
mastered the skill of her kung-fu system and that she 
might go back to her father and deal with the local 
bully by defeating him. As soon as Wing Tsun came 
down from Tai Leung Mountain, the local bully at 
once bothered her again. This time Wing Tsun 
challenged him to a fight, instead of running away 
from him . The bully, though surprised, welcomed this 

Portrait of Bodhidharma 

who came to China from the "Western Territories" during 
the L iang Dynasty (503-557), the third dynasty of a period 
cal l ed the Southern Dynasties. It is said that he came to 
Kwangtung Province by sea, and trave l led northwards to Sung 
Shan of H o-nan Province, where h e  settled down for the rest 
of h is  l ife. He was the founder of Zen Buddhism in Chi na, 
and was sai d  to be also the founder of Siu Lam Kung-fu. 
H owever, researches reveal that the art of fighting and the use 
of weapons can be traced in Ch inese h istory as far back as the 
period of H uang-ti (2698 B.C.). 





The recent research by P rof Leung proves that the hearsay of liNg Mui creating a brand new kungfu system after watching 
a fight between a fox and a crane" was merely a m isapprehend from the tale of a kungfu fight between two kungfu styles. 

fight, as he was convinced of his own physical power 
and that he would eventually defeat Wing Tsun and 
win a wife. However things did not turn out as he 
expected. He was helplessly knocked down by Wing 
Tsun and would never dare to give her any more 
trouble. 

Wing Tsun, after defeating the local bully, 
continued to practise the art of figh ting. On the other 
hand Ng Mui, finding her life on Tai Leung Mountain 
too monotonous. decided to travel about the country 
for sightseeing purposes, having first reminded Wing 
Tsun to keep the commandments of the Siu Lam 
System, and to be careful in finding a suitable 
successor to avoid passing the art to unworthy 
persons. 

LEUNG BO K CHAU AN D LEUNG LAN KWAI 

Wing Tsun eventually married her fiance Leung 
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Bok Chau and managed to pass to him the art of the 
new system which she had learned from Ng Mui. It 
was said that her husband, Leung Bok Chau, was 
himself a pugilist before their marriage, who liked 
practising the art of fighting in his leisure time. After 
their marriage Wing Tsun talked much about theories 
of martial arts to her husband. At the beginning her 
husband paid little attention to what Wing Tsun told 
him, thinking that he himself knew the art of fighting 
and that Wing Tsun was, to him, only a feeble 
woman. But then Wing Tsun strove to find oppor
tunities to practise fighting with her husband and 
managed to defeat him time after time. It was only 
then that Leung Bok Chau realised that his wife was 
not a weak young woman, but a skilful mistress of 
the art of fighting. From then on he admired his 
wife's techniques and would very often practise the 
art of fighting with her. He also called his wife's 
kung-fu system the "Wing Tsun Kuen", in honour of 
his wife. 



Later Leung, Bok Chau passed the techniques of 
Wing Tsun Kuen to Leung Lan K wai, a herbal physi
cian of osteology , who never mentioned to anyone of 
his knowledge of kung-fu skills. That was why even his 
relatives and close associates were ignorant of his 
skills in Wing Tsun Kuen. This secret was revealed to 
people only when, once, he assisted in driving back a 
group of fighters who attacked a single unaided 
pugilist. Anyway, he always refrained from boasting 
of his skills, bearing in mind the forerunner's com
mandment of "not to make public the skills of Wing 
Tsun Kuen". 

WONG WAH 80 A N D  LE UNG Y E E  TEl  

It would b e  necessary t o  re-write the history of 
Wing Tsun Kuen if Leung Lan. K wai had never made 
known his skills to anyone. But happily by a lucky 
chance, he did pass his skills to Wong Wah Bo, an 
actor who played the role of the "hero" in an opera 
troupe. At that time, actors in opera troupes were 
known by the Chinese as "followers of the Red 
Junk". Wong Wah Bo was one of these Red Junk 
followers at the time when he encountered Leung 
Lan Kwai, by whom he was accepted as a disciple. 
Leung Lan Kwai never intended to take a disciple. It 
was Wong Wah Bo's upright character and sense of 
justice that appealed to Leung most deeply and so he 
was allowed to learn kung-fu from Leung Lan Kwai . 

I t was a common thing that most of the Red 
Junk followers knew the art of fighting. In their 
shows, they had to put on a heavy facial make-up, 
which kept them from being recognized. That was 
why at that time many of the followers of the former 
Siu Lam Monastery were disguised as Red Junk 
followers to keep secret their real identity from the 
Manchu Government. A good example of this was the 
Buddhist Master Chi Shin, one of the Five Elders of 
the Siu Lam Monastery. 

Master Chi Shin, who escaped from the siege of 
the Siu Lam Monastery by the Manchu soldiers , was 
disguised as the cook of the Red Junk to avoid being 
arrested. But it was difficult to keep a secret. Sooner 
or later a man would eventually disclose his secret to 
those he thought reliable. M aster Chi Shin was not an 
exception. His identity was finally revealed to several 
Red Junk followers who had a sense of justice . They 
did not inform the government of the existence of 
this "wanted criminal", on the contrary, they tried, 
and succeeded, to protect him on s.everal dangerous 
occasions, because they were among those righteous 
people who hated the Manchu Governmertt and were 
working secretly to overthrow it by means of 
organising secret societies and taking subversive 

action. So Master Chi Shin then became their hero. 
He taught them the art of fighting, teaching them the 
Siu Lam System, to get them prepared for fighting 
the Manchu soldiers when the time came. 

Among M aster Chi Shin's disciples on the Red 
Junk, there was one by the name of Leung Vee Tei, 
who was worthy of mention. Leung Vee Tei was'not 
an actor of the opera troupe, but a sailor of the �ed 
Junk, a poler, to be precise, who used a long pole to 
guide the junk into a desired position. 

Of all the techniques demonstrated by Master 
Chi Shin, the one Leung Yee Tei admired most was 
the "long pole techniquC\S". It was lucky for Leung 
Vee Tei, that Master Chi Shin was an expert of the 
"Six-and-a-half Point Long Pole Techniques", and 
thought that Leung Vee Tei was worthy of being 
instructed in the techniques. Now to come back to 
Wong Wah Bo, he was working in the opera troupe on 
the Red Junk where Leung Vee Tei was the poler. 
Wong Wah Bo admired the Six-and-a-half Point Long 
Pole Techniques of Leung Ye� Tei, and Leung Yei 
Tei admired the Wing Tsun Kuen techniques of Wong 
Wah Bo. S6 they both had something to learn from 
the other, as well as something to teach each other. In 
this way, they exchanged their techniques.  As a 
result, Leung Vee Tei also became a successor of the 
Wing Tsun System, and the Wing Tsun System had 
therefore absorbed to itself a set of weapon techni
ques - The Six- and-a-half Point Long Pole Techni
ques, in addition to its Eight-Cutting Broadswords 
(Bart-Cham-Dao) Techniques . As Leung Vee Tei and 
Wong Wah Bo helped each other in learning the 
techniques, they realised that they could improve 
their own techniques by adding to it what they had 
learnt from the other. For example, they found that 
they could greatly improve the Six-and-a-half Point 
Long Pole Techniques if they added to it some of the 
Wing Tsun Kung-fu concepts.  They then added to it 
the Chi-sau (Arm-clinging) training way, and by 
doing so they gave birth to a new training called the 
"Pole - clinging Exercises " (Chi-Kwun). Further 
more, to improve the practicability of the long pole,  
they decreased the "portakvidth of the hands " (note 
14), and changed the advancing steps of the pole
stance into those of the boxing stance. 

MR. LEUNG J AN OF FATSHAN 

At an advanced age Leung Vee Tei passed the art 
of Wing Tsun Kuen - boxing techniques and pole 
techniques etc, to Leung Jan, a famous physician of 
Fatshan, one of the four famous towns of Kwangtung 
Province of Southern China. 
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Fatshan, being located at the junction of many 
busy travelling routes near the Pearl River, is a 
fam ous commercial centre, densely populated - a 
place where government officials , wealthy mer
chants, workers and common folks gather together. 
Leung Jan, the owner of a herbal pharmacy there, 
was brought up in a good family, being well
cultured, gentle and polite. Besides keeping his Jan 
Sang Pharmacy in "Cbopsticks Street" in Fatshan, 
he also offered medical services to the residents of 
Fatshan. He was skilled in his profession and was 
trusted by the local patients. His business was in 
fact flourishing. In his spare time, he enjoyed 
literature, and surprisingly enough, the art of 
fighting. In the art of fighting however, he was 
particular about choosing his mentor. Besides, he 
did not like the "long bridges " and "wide stances " 
that looked fierce and powerful. Systems that em
phasised physical power and brutal forces were not 
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to his liking. Nor were those which consisted of 
good-looking, graceful but impractical movements. 
What he wanted to learn was a system that insisted 
on practical skill and wise application under the 
cover of its simple appearance. 

Years passed as he waited for his ideal instruc
tor and the ideal system, eventually his chance came 
when he met Leung Yee Tei and learnt from him 
the Wing Tsun System. 

Soon Leung Jan's skill earned him the title of 
"Kung-fu King of Wing Tsun ". His fame brought 
him many challenges. Ambitious people forced him 
to defend his title,  but were all quickly defeated. 
Whenever people heard his name, they all remem
bered his title - "Kung-fu King of Wing Tsun ", and 
the incidents when he defeated all challengers. 
Nowadays, people of the older generation still talk 
about his exploits with great enthusiasm. 

Mr. Leung Jan of Wing Tsun Kuen 



"WAH TH E WOODEN MAN", LEUNG TSU N  

& "WAH TH E MON EY CHANGER " 

Leung Jan did not regard teaching Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu as his profession, but his own interest in 
the art of fighting urged him to adopt a few 
disciples, including his two sons, Leung Tsun and 
Leung Bik. He taught each of them Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu every day after the close of his pharmacy. 

Among his disciples there was one by the 
nickname of "Wah the Wooden Man. " He earned 
the nickname because he had a pair of strong arms, 
which were as hard as wood and he would often 
break the thick arms of the wooden dummy during 
practices. Every evening, after the close of the Jan 
S ang Pharmacy, he used to practise Wing Tsun 
techniques with his co-students, under the guidance 
of their mentor Leung Jan. 

Next to the pharmacy of Leung Jan thert: was 
a money-changers stall (note 15) ,of which the owner 
was Chan Wah Shun. People used to call him "Wah 
the Money Changer ". He had a yearning to learn 
kung-fu and was determined to follow a famous 
kung-fu master. As his stall was neighbouring the 
pharmacy of Leung Jan, whose behaviour and kung
fu skills he had admired for a long time, he was 
eager to request Leung Jan to accept him as his 
disciple. But owing to the fact that Leung Jan was a 
respected gentleman of a famous family and at the 
same time a wealthy shop owner, Wah the Money 
Changer felt humiliated in making such a request. 
Besides, he did not know whether Leung Jan would 
accept him or not. Anyway, his determination to 
learn kung-fu and his respect for Leung Jan gave 
him much hope. 

Every day, when work was over and the streets 
w ere quiet, Wah the Money Changer used to tip-toe 
to the door of Leung Jan's pharmacy, to peep 
through the crack of the door, to watch Leung Jan 
teaching kung-fu. Mr. Leung Jan became his idol. 
Each move of Leung Jan's hand or foot was studied 
carefully, and made a deep impression on him. Day 
after day his eagerness to learn kung-fu grew stron
ger and stronger. 

So one day, he thought it was time to make 
his request. He gathered all his courage and spoke 
to Leung Jan. Leung Jan refused his request, as he 
had expected, with kind words. This made him feel 
naturally disappointed, but not hopeless. He 
thought of another way to fulfil his wish. 

One day, When Leung Jan was out, Wah the 
Wooden Man brought to Leung Jan's pharmacy a 

strong man, when only the elder son Leung Tsun 
was there. It turned out that the stranger was in 
fact Wah the Money Changer, who had for a long 
time been learning Wing Tsun Kung-fu by peeping 
through the crack of the door. A feeling of 
superiority prevailed at the back of the pharmacy. 
So . Leung Tsun suggested having a fighting practice 
with the intruder to test how much he had learnt 
through his illicit lessons. 

Leung Tsun had never worked as hard as his 
co-student Wah the Money Changer . At the first 
contact of their Arms-clinging, Wah the Money 
Changer at once felt that his opponent was not as 
powerful and skilful as he had expected. By mistake 
Wah the Money Changer launched a palm at Leung 
Tsun, so heavily that Leung Tsun fell helplessly on 
the much valued armchair of his father Leung Jan, 
and broke one of its legs. This surprised all of them 
in the first place, and in the second place, worried 
them in case they should be punished by Leung Jan 
for breaking his valuable armchair. So they quickly 
attempted to conceal the damage to the chair. 

WAH THE MON EY CHANGER 'S F INAL 

A DOPTION A S  LEUNG J A N 'S D ISC I PL E . 

That night, when Leung Jan returned to his 
pharmacy, he , as usual, tried to rest himself on his 
beloved armchair after his meal. To his surprise the 
armchair collapsed to one side and he nearly fell t9 
the ground. On inquiring into the matter Leung Jan 
was informed by his elder son of the full details of 
the visit of the stranger and t1:)e fighting practice. 

Leung Jan, on hearing this report, summoned 
his disciple Wah the W06den Man and made further 
inquiries, particularly about .. how his friend the 
Money Changer had acquired kung-fu skills. He was 
informed that his disciple Wah the Wooden Man had 
from time to time been teaching kung-fu to his 
friend the money changer and that the money 
changer had surreptitiously been peeping through 
the crack of his door to watch him teach Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu every day after the close of business at the 
pharmacy . Leung Jan then immediately asked Wah 
the Wooden Man to send for his friend. It was then 
that his disciple Wah remembered that it was wrong 
to teach kung-fu to others without the permission 
of one's instructor. 

Thinking that his Master Leung Jan might 
punish him for this, Wah the Wooden Man told his 
friend . to run away to his native town, instead of 
asking him to see his Master. 

When Wah the Wooden Man did not return 
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Wah the Money Changer and Leung Tsun 
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with his friend, Leung Jan asked for the reason. On 
hearing it, he realised that his disciple had mis
understood him. He then told his dis.ciple that 
he wanted to see how much knowledge his friend 
had acquired in Wing Tsun Kung-fu, and how talented 
he was. Wah the Wooden Man, over-joyed on hearing 
this, rushed to his friend and brought him back at 
once. After watching this young man, Leung Jan 
immediately adopted him as his disciple. 

WAH THE MONEY CHANGER 

AN D H IS  S IXTEEN STUDENTS 

Though Wah the Money Changer was not 
educated, he made rapid progress in learning Wing 
Tsun Kung-fu from his master Leung Jan, simply by 
his perseverence and determination. He was a man 
of the market and thus was in close contact with 
people of the lower class, who were fond of figh
ting. This gave him more opportunities to improve 
his skills in the art of fighting. Before long his fame 
spread and reached the ears of the officials of the 
Manchu Government. 

It was the time when the Manchus had been 
ruling the Chinese for over two hundred years and 
were being gradually assimilated into the Chinese 
culture. The barrier between the Manchu race and 
the Han race was breaking down, as shown in 
diminishing national feeling against the Manchus and 
more and more people of the Han race were taking 
up official :positions in the Ching Government. On 
the other hand, the Ching Government of the 
Manchu race, after ruling the Chinese for over two 
centuries and having enj oyed much of the Chinese 
way of life, was becoming corrupt. As a result, 
invasion from foreign countries increased year after 
year. Concessions of land, war indemnities in silver 
to foreign countries, control of industries and com
merce by foreign powers, all led to the weakening 
of the country. One way to restore the strength of 
the country was to re-inforce its military. That was, 
to strengthen the "Soldiers of the Eight Banners ", 
as the Manchu forces were called. It was for this 
reason that Wah the Money Changer was invited to 
take up the post of Chief Instructor to the Soliders 
of the Eight Banners, a post much admired and 
respected. 

However, Wah the M oney Changer, being the 
successor of Leung_ Jan, did not regard it as an 
honour to be the Chief Instructor of the M anchu 
soldiers. He, like his master, regarded teaching 
kung-fu as an amateur pastime, not as his profes
sion. 

He did not have a fixed site for his gymnasium. 
He rented one for this purpose. During his thirty-six 
years of teaching kung-fu, he had altogether 
adopted sixteen students, among whom one was his 
own, !?on, Chan Yu Min. His son Chan Yu Min was a 
wayward child, and, being spoiled by his parents, 
indulged in fighting with local juvenile delinquents, 
much to the displeasure of his father. · For this 
reason, his father hesitated to teach him the most 
advanced skills of the Wing Tsun System, but 
instead, his father taught them to his daughter-in
law. As a result, Chan Yu Min's wife was much 
better skilled than he and he had later to learn fro'm 
his wife what he did not learn from his father. 
However, he was particularly skilled in one techni
que, that was, the Six-and-a-half Point Long Pole 
Techniques. His competence in this was confirmed by 
his gaining the title of "King of the Pol� of Seven 
Provinces " which was conferred on him after his 
performances in "Martial A rts Tournaments of 
Seven Provinces ", in which he was also bestowed 
with a memorial pole, thick as his arm, engraved 
with his title "King of the Pole of Seven Provinces ". 
He put this pole at the gate of his own gymnasium 
at its inauguration some years later to attract 
students. 

Among the students of Wah the Money 
Changer, the most remarkable was Ng Chung So, his 
second disciple, who had learnt from him all his 
skills, and who later became his helpful assistant 
until his death. 

In his later years, when he was over seventy 
years old, Wah rented the ancestral temple of the 
Yip's clansmen from a wealthy merchant as a site 
for teaching Wing Tsun Kung-fu. It was here that he 
adopted his sixteenth, and the last disciple, who was 
at that time, thirteen years of age, and destined to 
be the heir-successor of the Wing Tsun System, and 
to spread the techniques of Wing Tsun from a small 
town to all parts of the world. However, he himself 
was not aware of this, and during the final stages of 
his life, reminded his second disciple Ng Chung So to 
take good care of that little boy, his youngest 
kung-fu brother. 

After the death of Wah the M oney Changer, 
there came a period of decline of the development 
of Wing Tsun, a period coincident to the time of 
upheavals in China, during which none of his 
students, who were too intent on minding their own 
business, had the least intention of promoting the 
Wing Tsun System, or of passing its techniquys to 
the next generation. 

This duty seemed to rest on the shoulders of 
his last adopted disciple, surnamed Yip, whom he 
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adopted at the Yip clansmen's ancestraC temple. It 
was not until Yip reached the age of fifty six years 
that Wing Tsun began its renaissance. He fostered 
the development of the Wing Tsun System , and 
brought it into a golden age . 

Eventually he became the unchallenged Grand 
Master of Wing Tsun. His name, greater than any of 
his forerunners , was known to all people of the 
martial arts circle. His fame was hard earned , by his 
diligence , and with the help of his disciples . He was 
Yip Man, the Grand M aster of Wing Tsun. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 . Judging from h istorical facts, chronology of persons, and 
references from other kung-fu styles of Kwangtung Province 
and other areas of Southern China, the birth of the Wing 

Tsun System was ascertained to l i e  between 200 and 300 
years ago. 

2. According to the essay "The Origin of the Wing Tsun 
System " written by Yip Man the G rand Master, M iss Vim 
Wing Tsun l ived during the reign of Kang-hsi (more than 
fifty years before the reign of Yung-Cheng), but according to 
another rel iable source (i.e. descriptions in the History of 
Secret Societies of China), the fire at the Siu Lam Monas· 
tery, if it did exist, shou ld have happened in the twelfth 
year of the reign of Yu ng·Cheng. On the other  hand, the 
ex istence of H u ng Hay Kwun, the founder of the later H u ng 
Kuen (Hung Gar Kung-fu), and h i s  master Ch i Sh in,  was 
confi rmed. That is to say, if Vim Wing Tsun did receive 
instruction from Buddh ist M istress Ng M u i  who was a 
contemporary of the Buddh ist Master Ch i Sh in, then Vim 
Wing Tsun could not have l ived earl ier than Ng M u i  and Ch i 
Sh i n .  

3. The tale o f  "The fire at  the Siu Lam Monastery " was 
passed down, with firm bel ief, from generation to generation 
since the Ching Dynasty. There are two ways of deciding 
upon the date of this affai r. One says the i ncident occurred 
on the twenty· fifth day of the seventh month of the 
th i rteenth year of the reign of Kang·hsi ( 1674 AD.); another 
tel ls  that it happened fifty-nine years after that, on the 
twenty-fifth day of the seventh month of the twelfth year of 
the reign of Yung-Cheng ( 1733 AD.)  or the thi rteenth year 
of the reign of Y ung-Cheng ( 1734 AD.). Therefore, Grand 

Master Yip Man's description must have been based on the 
fi rst say ing. Recent researches, however, reveal that the fi re 
at the Siu Lam Monastery might have been fabricated with 
the aim of sett ing up secret societies, to attract young men 
of the lower classes to join them, and to organise movements 
to overthrow the M anchu Government. Also the date of the 
sett ing  up of the Hung Moon (the Hung's Society) wh ich 
developed i nto a kind of trial society of Ch ina, m ight be the 
date of the assu med fire at the Siu Lam Monastery . 

4. The tale about the burning down of the Siu Lam 
Monastery, as retold by the triad societies, revealed that the 
F ive Elders, who escaped from the fire, were the Five 
Buddhist Masters Choy Tak Chung, Fong Tai H u ng, Wu Tak 
Tei ,  Ma Chiu H i ng and L i  Sik Hoi .  But accord i ng to the 
story retold by people of the Mart ia l  Arts circle, they were 
Ng M u i  the Buddhist Nun, Chi Sh in  the Zen M aster, Pak Mei 
the Taoist Master, Fung To Tak the Taoist Master, and M iu 
H i n ,  an unshaved Siu Lam fol lower.  These two sou rces differ 
greatly in detai ls regarding the names, identities and sex. 

5. It was said that the Siu Lam Kung·fu i ncluded many 
kung-fu systems, from the most powerful  to the most 
flex ible, wh ich gave rise to the myriad martial arts styles of 
Ch ina in later generations. 

6. H u ng H ay Kwun,  Fong Sai Yuk, Luk Ah Choi, Tse Ah 
Fook, Tu ng Chin  Kun, and Fong Weng Chun, were heroes 
fami l ia r  to the ears of the common people of China.  Al l of 
them were highly ski l led in the art of fight ing.  They were 
righteous people, possess ing a deep sense of justice. That was 
why they used to help the poor and needy, opposing the 
powerfu l  and authoritarian.  After a l l ,  they had a national 
fee l i ng, and were always try ing thei r best to overthrow the 
Manchu Government. O n  this aspect, the most notable 
among them were Hung Hay Kwun and Luk Ah Choi, who 
were regarded as the founders of the H ung Gar Kung-fu 
(Hung Kuen), and also Fong Sai ,.yuk, founder of the F ive 
Pattern H u ng Kuen. But their authenticity was not con
fi rmed. At l east there is the poss ib i l ity that some of them 
might be fictitious. 

7. The "Red Junk" was a kind of fl at-bottomed Chinese 
Junk driven by sai l .  I t  was painted red and decorated with 
colourfu l  banners. I t  was used to carry an opera troupe for 
tour shows arou nd the country . Usual ly an opera troupe 
m ight possess one or more of these junks. Therefore the Red 
Junk was a special  symbol of an opera troupe. 

8. Fong Sai Yuk was the son of M i u  Tsui F a, who gave h im 
vigorous tra in i ng i n  martial arts. As a resu lt, he had a strong 
body that could evade cuts from sharp weapons and stand 
heavy attacks without bei ng hurt. Besides, he was ski lfu l  at 
the art of fight ing. When he was a boy, he was naughty, but 
with a sense of justice. Once he fought with a famous 
pug i l i st who came from the north and ki l led him on the 
stage during a tournament. For this  he was much praised and 
adored. This also got h im i nvolved in a dispute with some 
other famous boxers. 

9. The Plum-blossom Piles are long perpendicular posts 
driven i nto the ground, leavi ng part of each post above the 
ground, about the height of a man. The ground is stuck with 
sharp knives pointing upwards. The pi les are grouped i n  
fives; a b i rd's eye view o f  each group looks l i ke the five 
petals of a plum flower. That i s  why they are cal led by that 
name. The purpose of these pi les is for the practice of 
light-weight kung-fu. It is said that in the past Ch i nese 
pugil ists had to practise techn iques, such as del ivering secret 
darts, archery, osteology and l ight-weight kung-fu. This was 
in addition to train ing themselves i n  fighting practises. 
Competence in the l ight-weight kung·fu wi l l  enable the 
trainee to jump onto the pi les, stand firmly on them, wal k  
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and j ump on them, or fight on them. It is said that Ng Mui the 

Buddhist Mistress was particularly skilled in the technique of the 

Plum-blossom Piles. 

1 0. The tale of the "fight between the fox and the crane" was 

actually a misunderstood of the name "Wu" (JIi!l) to "Wu" (111\) in 

hearsays. As the first "Wu" (JIi!l)  means a " Monkey" as in the 

term "Wu-Suen" ( 1"Ii!l 1I* ,  a "Chinese Macaque" or "Macacus 

Chinensis" in technical terms) which is a very common species 

of monkeys in China, whereas the other "Wu" (111\) means a 

" Fox". Both of them pronounced exactly the same in Chinese 

phonetics. The whole research also concerns of a secret 

martial-art style in Thailand called 'Ung Lom' (phonetic 
translation) which also known as the ' Flying Monkey' style (� 
7(,1i!�g�) . The strange thing is that the movements, structures 

and fist-fighting theories of this style are as least 70 percent 

resemble to the Wing Tsun techniques. The most interesting 

information is that 'Ling Lorn is also said to be founded by the 

Chinese! Therefore, this could not have been a coincidence. 

(For details please refer to my book "Roots & Branches of Wing 
Tsun".) 

1 1 .  The "Front-bow and Back-arrow Stance ", or in short, the 

"Front Stance", is a stance in which the front leg is bent, while 

the rear leg is straight and a greater part of the body weight 

rests on the front leg . This is the most frequently used stance in 

many kung-fu styles. 

1 2. The "Front-arrow and Back-bow Stance", or in short, the 

"Back stance", is a stance in which the front leg, contrary to that 

of the front stance is stretched straight in front, while the rear leg 

is bent. In such a posture the greater part of the body weight 

rests on the rear leg. In the Wing Tsun System, the "Back 
Stance " is particularly narrow, the whole of the body weight rests 

on the rear leg, so as fa allow fast and free forward and 

backward steps, and kicks readily at wil l .  

1 3. It is a custom of the Chinese people that the marriage of a 

child (whether a son or a daughter) is determined by his or her 

parents. That is to say, parents choose a husband for their 

daughter, or a wife for their son. When their son or daughter is 

still an infant, betrothal is made, pending marriage at a much 

later date when the little husband-to-be and wife-to-be grow 

older. 
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J 
n Wing Tsun Style, the late Mr. Yip Man was a 4 great Grand Master' in the kung-fu world of his 
time. Having an unusual temperament and self

respect, Grand M aster Yip paid little attention to the 
mundane vanities of life ,  viz fame and fortune , nor 
did he have the rude and scornful attitude of some 
kung-fu people. On meeting the man, one found no 
pretension. He had the gift of placing one at ease. His 
sincerity, warmth and hospitality were evident in 
many ways. A true gentleman and a scholar, he 
represented serenity and refinement. His conversa
tions, in the accent of the Fatshan dialect, revealed 
his carefree and yet friendly character. 

A Genteel Kung-fu Fan · 

Born of a respectable family, the wealthy owner 
of a large farm and houses along the whole length of 
one street, he should have been a young nobleman 
leading a sheltered and protected life ,  never even 
allowing his hands to get wet with the warm water of 
spring. Yet, to the surprise of all , he showed a special 
l}king for the art of fighting. So, at the age of 
thirteen, he received tuition in kung-fu from Chan 
Wah Shun, whose nickname was 'Wah the Money 
Changer ', a favourite disciple of Grand M aster Leung 
Jan of the town of Fatshan in Kwangtung Province. 

As Wah the Money Changer had to rent private 
premises for teaching his followers because he had no 
permanent site for his gymnasium, the father of 
Grand Master Yip was kind enough to allow him to 
make use of the Ancestral Temple of the Yip's  
clansmen. However the high amount of the tuition 
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fees imposed on his disciples, usually as much as three 
taels of silver a month, had resulted in a small number 
of students in his gymnasium. Yip Man, being the son 
of the owner of the property , became closely 
as.sociated with Wah. Attracted by Wah's kung-fu 
te chniques, Yip M an eventually decided to follow 
him in the pursuit of the art of fighting. So one day, 
to Wah's surprise, Yip man, bringing with him three 
taels of silver, requested that Wah admit him as a 
disciple. This aroused Wah's suspicion of how Yip 
Man had obtained the money . On inquiring into the 
matter from Yip's father, Wah found that Yip M an 
had got the money by breaking his own savings pot to 
pay for the tuition fees. Touched by Yip M an's 
eagerness and firm decision to learn kung-fu, Wah 
finally accepted him as his student, but did not teach 
him with much enthusiasm , as he regarded Yip M an 
as a young gentleman, too delicate for the fighting 
art . Nevertheless Yip M an strove to learn much, using 
his own intelligence and the help of his elder kung-fu 
brothers (si-hings). This finally removed Wah's pre
judice against him , he then began to adopt a serious 
attitude in teaching Yip Man the art of kung-fu. 

During Wah's thirty-six years of teaching, he had 
taught, in all, sixteen disciples, including his own son 
Chan Yu Min. Among these disciples of his, Yip M an 
was the youngest who had followed him and con
tinued to do so until his death. Yip M an was sixteen 
when his master Wah the Money Changer died of a 
disease. In the same year he l�ft Fatshan and went to 
Hong Kong to continue his education in St. Stephen's 
College. 
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G ra ndmaster 
Yip Man at 

, home at the 
age of 72. 



B lessing or Curse ? 

During the years when Yip Man was attending 
school, there was one incident which he would never 
forget - an experience of a failure which turned out 
eventually to be a blessing in disguise . It was a defeat 
in a fight which resulted in his obtaining the highest 
accomplishment in his kung-fu career. 

Being an active teenager, he was well involved 
with a group of youngsters from the school, who 
were all more or less the same age and were fond of 
quarrelling with their European school-mates . Having 
received tuition in the art of fighting, Yip Man very 
often defeated his European opponents in fights, even 
though he was smaller in size. He admitted in his 
reminiscences some time later that he was too proud 
of himself in those days. 

A chal lenge for a fight 

One day a classmate of Yip Man, surnamed Lai, 
said to Yip Man, "There is a kung-fu practitioner in 
our trading company, a friend of my father , in his 
fifties. Would you dare to fight a few movements 
with him?" 

Yip Man, being an arrogant youngster who had 
never experienced failure, feared no-one at that time, 
and so he promised to meet this middle-aged man. 

On the arranged day, Yip Man, led by his 
classmate, went to meet the elderly man in a silk 
company in Hong Kong's Jervois Street. After greet
ing him, Yip Man told the elderly man of his 
intentions. 

The man, introduced to Yip Man as Mr. Leung, 
replied with a smile, "So you are the disciple of the 
revered Master Chan Wah Shun of Fatshan. You are 
young. What have you learnt from your Si-fu? Have 
you learnt the Chum-Kiu?" 

Yip Man was then so eager to have a fight that 
he did not listen to the man and only uttered a few 
irrelevant words in return, as he was at the same time 
taking off his large-lapelled garment, getting himself 
ready for a fight. 

Grandmaster Yip Man at the age of 72. 

The first defeat 

At this moment the elderly man smilingly told 
Yip Man that he was allowed to attack any part of his 
body by any means, and that he himself would only 
discharge these attacks and would not render any 
counter - attack, nor would he hurt Yip Man in any 
way. 

This only a�ded fuel to Yip Man's fury. Never
theless, Yip Man managed to fight with care and 
calmness. He launched fierce attacks on the man, who 
discharged them with ease and leisure , and finally 
floored him, not just once, but repeatedly. Every 
time Yip Man lay flat on the floor he rose again and 
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rendered a new attack, only to find he had to leave, 
defeated , in the end . 

It was later discovered that this elderly man was 
Mr. Leung Bik, the second son of Grand Master Leung 
Jan of Fatshan, the paternal-teacher (si-fu) of Chan 
Wah Shun the Money Changer who taught Yip Man. 
This was to say that the elderly man was actually the 
younger kung-fu brother (si· de;) of Yip's own 
paternal-teacher (si-fu), one of a higher generation 
than himself, uncle (si-sok) as Yip had to call him 
according to kung-fu traditions. Yip Man should have 
noticed this when he was being questioned by Leung 
Bik in the 5.rst place, except that he was too 
conceited to realise it. 

Once he knew the truth, a sudden thought 
flashed through Yip Man's mind - that he might 
as well follow this Mr. Leung to further his studies in 
the art of fighting, as he had begun to realise his own 
weaknesses in the art. This was a chance he would 
never let pass. On the other hand, Leung Bik began to 
realise the potential of this young man, who lacked 
only exper ience and adequate instruction. So Leung 
Bik promised to accept Yip Man as his disciple. 

From then on, Yip Man followed Leung Bik for 
years and learnt all the secrets of Wing Tsun Kuen.. At 
the age of twenty-four, Yip Man returned to his 
native town of Fatshan , having achieved competence 
in his art . 

Back in Fatshan 

Yip Man returned to Fatshan to pass a leisurely 
life , being free of all the burdens of life as his family 
was wealthy. During those days Yip Man spent much 
time practising kung-fu with his second kung-fu 
brother, (si-hing) Ng Chung So and Ng's disciple, 
Yuen Kay Shan, and maintained a steady progress in 
his skills. Yuen Kay Shan was nicknamed "Yuen the 
Fifth " as he was the fifth son of his family. So all the 
clansmen of Fatshan called him by his nickname, and 
his real name was gradually forgotten. Although Yuen 
the Fifth was a little older than Yip Man,  he was the 
nephew (si-juk) in Chinese kung-fu terminology 
because Yip Man was of an older generation , i.e. Yip 
Man had been learning kung-fu longer. But as they 
were so closely associated,  they forgot the generation 
gap and became good friends. 

During the days when he was back in Fatshan, 
Yip Man began to notice something quite interesting 
to him and yet in another way rather disturbing. It  
was that he found himself more advanced in his skills 
than his elder kung-fu brothers . This provoked 
complaints from his elder kung-fu brothers, that he 
had learnt something that had not been taught by 
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master Chan Wah Shun. For this reason he was being 
accused, especially by those who had been defeated 
by him , of being a defector2 from the Wing Tsun 
System. This resulted in many arguments between 
Yip Man and his elder kung-fu brothers. Fortunately 
Ng Chung So successfully explained the situation to 
the other people . He revealed that their master, 
Chan Wah Shun, although highly skilled in the art , 
had not been a scholar, therefore he was not 
experienced in the art of expressing his view to his 
students. This of course, meant that much of the 
theory of Wing Tsun Kung-fu could not be explained 
properly. Whereas Leung Bik, the son of their 
Grandfatherly-teacher, was a learned scholar in addi
tion to being a highly skilled practitioner of kung-fu. 
Therefore he could give explicit explanations of the 
theory of Wing Tsun Kung-fu to Yip Man. This was 
where the difference between Yip Man and his elder 
kung-fu brothers lay . Consequently, Yip Man was 
well know for his skills after he returned to Fatshan . 

Fingers that knocked away the chamber of a pistol 

Yip Man paid little attention to fame and 
fortune, never showing himself off before other 
people, and making little or no mention of his heroic 
deeds in his youth. Yet there were one or two 
incidents about him that are worthy of mention. 
These were r�told by some eye-witnesses, but with 
inevitable exaggeration. 

It was the custom of the people of Fatshan to 
hold a procession of floats30nce a year, in which all 
the wealthy tradesmen, industrialists and eminent 
people of that town all took part. They organised 
teams of floats to show themselves off for publicity. 
The festival usually attracted not only local people, 
but also sightseers from many neighbouring towns. 
On the day of the festival, onlookers poured into the 
streets through which the procession of the floats 
would pass. It became very difficult for a spectator to 
find a spot from which he could have a good view of 
the show. 

It was during one of these occasions in Fatshan 
that Yip Man and several young female relatives, were 
among the spectators for the show. Standing not far 
away from them was a soldier. Yip Man had a special 
dislike of this soldier, bearing in mind that in those 
days, people who joined the services were either 
vagabonds or outlaws, and that 'good youths ' as 
people said, 'Would -never become soldiers. ' Yip Man's 
female companions were luxuriously dressed , and 
their beauty and graceful manner attracted the 
attention of this particular soldier. The soldier 
annoyed Yip Man as he approached them and 



insulted the ladies, speaking disrespectfully to them . 
Yip Man accused him of having bad manners, which 
resulted in a fight between the two men. To the 
surprise of the soldier, Yip Man was not the delicate 
scholar he expected. This infuriated the soldier, who 
drew his pistol and pointed it at Yip Man.  At this 
critical moment yip Man wasted no time. He quickly 
snatched the pistol and knocked away the chamber of 
it with his powerful fingers, leaving the soldier 
standing frightened and dumbfounded. Before the 
soldier had time to recover from the shock, Yip Man 
and his companions were already gone . 

This incident was later retold by many eye
witnesses, but with much exaggeration, even to the 
point of saying that Yip Man had broken the barrel of 
the pistol into two halves. In fact Yip Man was only 

. .  to be praised for the strength of his fingers and the 
speed of his actions. 

Knocked down Boxer Kam within one m inute 

In another incident, Yip Man was noted for his 
competence, in a duel with a boxer by the name of 
Kam Shan Mao from Kianghsi Province in Northern 
China. Kam arrived in Fatshan and asked for the post 
of instructor in the Ching Wu Athletic Association of 
Fatshan. He boasted of his own skill and degraded the 
standard of the martial artists of Fatshan. The 
directors of the Ching Wu Athletic Association were 
reluctant to accept him.  Nevertheless, he was invited 
to take part in a tournament, to be held in the 
Fatshan Theatre, in which he was to fight the famous 
Yip Man. Yip Man at first refused to take part in such 
a public fight with this stranger, but, at the earnest 
request of Lee Kwong Hoi, a famous herbalist 
physician of Fatshan, he eventually agreed to the 
fight. 

On the day of the tournament,  spectators 
flocked to the theatre where the fight was to be held. 
To the disappointment of all, Kam was knocked 
down by Yip Man only one minute after the 
commencement of the fight. Kam was declared by 

. the judge, Tam Sheung Chi, to be the loser. The 
disappointed spectators became furious and restless, 
and disturbances at the scene would be inevitable, it 
seemed. They were calmed down later, only by the 
organiser of the fight offering them some instant 
boxing shows by a few other pugilists' at the scene . 

A Punch that knocked down the Comedian 
of an Opera Troupe 

The second time Yip Man fought for the fame of 
the kung-fu circle of Fatshan, was a duel between 

him and the comedian of the Red Junk - a junk 
carrying an opera trol,Jpe for a tour show. The junk 
was, at that time,  visiting Fatshan. When the opera 
was not performing, or when a show was over, the 
comedian of the troupe used to frequent a smoking 
den - a place where the people of Fatshan could 
legally smoke opium. Non-smokers also used it as a 
meeting place. Whenever the comedian of the troupe 
went into the smoking den, he used to boast about 
his own kung-fu skills. Once he even demonstrated his 
"Phoenix-eye fist "  in front of the smokers, making a 
hole in the wall with just a punch . It was in the 

smoking den that Yip Man encountered this man. The 
man, being proud of his own skills, insisted on having 
a fight with Yip Man who refused to accept the 
challenge. The fight would never have happened if it 
was not for the persistent urging of the meddlesome 
onlookers. To their surprise , Yip Man put his 
opponent on the floor with only one punch, giving 
him a bleeding nose. 

The spectators cheered Yip Man and asked how 
he could win the fight so easily. Yip Man told them 
that, although the Phoenix-eye fist of the man was 
very powerful, in fact the man had little knowledge 
of the techniques as used in fighting. That was why 
the man lost the fight. That was the last time the 
people of Fatshan saw the comedian of the Red Junk. 

A Favour to Charl ie Wan 

There was, in Fatshan, an associate of Yip Man, 
by the nickname of Charlie Wan, who was then badly 
in need of a large sum of money. Charlie Wan was a 
pugilist of the Choy Lee Fut style noted for its 
practical skills of fighting, quite different from those 
of Wing Tsun Kung-fu. Though they were friends they 
never discussed martial art techniques, nor did they 
ever argue over the art of fighting. For this reason, 
the meddlesome citi�ns of the town of Fatshan did 
not know, but were eager to find out, which of.the 
two were the better fighter. One of them had thought 
out a way to test them at last - that was, to hold a 
contest between the two of them for fund-raising 
purposes. This would, in the first place, attract and 
satisfy large crowds of kung-fu fans, and, secondly, 
would serve to meet the monetary needs of Charlie 
Wan. 

Charlie Wan, at first, refused this suggestion, 
thinking that this would impair the friendship 
between himself and Yip Man. However, for the sake 
of easing his own needy situation, he finally agreed to 
the contest, with the stipulation that there should be 
a suitable go-between to arrange it. This problem was 
solved by Lee Kwong Hoi, who agreed to arrange the 
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fight and to be the judge. For the opposition, Yip 
Man had no objection to this at all , thinking this 
would not only solve his friend's problem, but would 
also promote the art of fist-fighting in Fatshan. For 

T h e  o n l y  
photo showing 
G r a n d m as t e r  
Yip dressed i n  
Western attire, 
bel ieved to be 
taken at 56, 
now i n  the col
lection of Sifu 
Leung Ting. 
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increased publicity, Yip Man even suggested that he 
would be blind-folded during the fight. This really 
stirred up much talk about the tournament, and the 
people of Fatshan became very anxious to know how 



this man, who had knocked down Kam Shan Mao in 
the first minute , would fight when he was blind
folded.  Some feared that Yip Man's chance of 
winning was very small. 

On the day of the fight, spectators poured into 
the area. At the order of Lee Kwong Hoi, the judge, 
the two pugilists began their bout. Charlie Wan took 
the offensive at the very beginning, while the blind
folded Yip Man, well trained in detecting the 
intentions of his opponent by the feeling of his 
bridge-arms, remained in contact with his opponent. 
Though the attacks of Charlie Wan were firerce and 
powerful, yet Yip Man managed to dissolve them one 
by one, and very often succeeded in chasing his 
opponent and rendering counter attacks. In this way 
they exchanged punches and kicks, to the great 
satisfaction of all the onlookers. At last the clever Lee 
Kwong Hoi, fearing that one of them would inevit
ably be wounded in the end , declared a stop to the 
fight. So the fight ended in a draw, amidst a hail of 
cheers from the spectators. 

The Adduction Stance that could not be moved by 
Four Persons 

While Yip Man was Jiving in Fatshan, he had, for 
a time, been the Captain of the Detective Squad . He 
found his skills convenient and helpful in his job , and , 
on more than one occasion, they had saved his life·. 

There was one incident concerning Yip Man that 
continues to be told nowadays. Once, Yip Man was 
having a chat about kung-fu with some of his 
subordinates. In his enthusiasm he positioned himself 
in the Character "Two" Adduction Stance and 
invited four strong men to pull his legs apart , two on 
each leg. To their surprise, no matter how hard they 
pulled , they could not cause the slightest movement 
of Yip Man's legs. 

A Kick that broke Four Fir  Trunks 

It was recalled by one of the long-retired 
detectives of Yip Man's squad that he once witnessed 
Yip Man's amazing strength. This retired detective 
was a fellow clansman of Yip Man. Several years later, 
in Hong Kong, his nephew, a local lawyer, became a 
disciple of Yip Man. 

The story goes that one day Yip Man was 
leading hls squad in hunting down a gang of robbers. 
They arrived at a large farmyard, where the robbers 
were supposed to be hiding. In front of the main door 
of the farmhouse there was a gate, made of fir trunks 
as thick as a man's arm. This gate, known to people as 
the sliding gate, was meant to stop the intrusion of 

robbers. So it was extraordinarily strong and com
pact. Yip Man, seeing that the gate was under lock 
and chain at that moment, realised that the robbers 
had made use of it to stop Yip Man and his team of 
detectives. They were not carrying any tools with 
them, so Yip Man, without further tought, gave the 
gate a sweeping kick, which was so powerful that 
instantly four of the fir trunks forming the gate were 
broken. They were then able to break into the 
farmhouse and arrest the robbers. 

A Stance that saved Yip Man's Life 

Once, Yip Man, as Captain of the detective 
squad, was chasing a thief who had just ascended to 
the flat roof of a house by means of the inside 
stairway . When Yip Man came up onto the roof the 
thief had already jumped over the parapet to the roof 
of the neighbouring house, which was quite close, and 
was about to go down the stairway from the roof of 
that house. Yip Man,  risking his life rather than 
allowing the thief to escape, followed suit by jumping 
over the space between the two roofs. The thief, 
seeing that Yip Man was hard after him, suddenly 
slammed the door of the roof stairway towards Yip 
Man, who had just landed in front of it. This scared 
all those who were watching him, as the door might 
force him back to fall off the ledge of the roof. But 
they were wrong, for Yip Man's upper trunk only 
slightly swayed backwards,  and he was able to retain 
his balance. After this , the people of Fatshan were 
even more convinced of Yip Man's competence in 
Wing Tsun Kung-fu . 

No I ntention of Teaching 

During the last few decades, Yip Man was highly 
rated ,  in the art of fighting, by the people of Fatshan , 
but he never had the slightest thought of teaching his 
skills to anyone , always keeping the commandment 
of Wing Tsun, that 'to spread it is in contrast to the 
wishes of the founder'. He never intended to pass his 
skills to anyone , not even to his own son. He used to 
think that Wing Tsun was a deadly form of martial 
art, The more he knew of the profundity of Wing 
Tsun Kung-fu, the more he admired it as an art of 
self-defence. That was why he never imagined that he 
would eventually become an instructor of his art. 

Another photo of G randmaster Yip, now being posted in atl 
Wing Tsun gymnasiums and associations in Hong Kong and 
other parts of the world. 
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Though G rand
master Yip Man 
d i s l i ked being 
P h  0 t o g ra p h  ed,  
especially when 
practising kung
fu, he was taken 
in this photo de
m o n strating a 
movement of the 
7th section (the 
last but one sec
tion) of the Bart
Cham-Dao tech

nique. 

During the Second World War, when the greater 
part of China was under the military control of the 
Japanese, Yip Man's farmland was ruined and he was 
finding life difficult. Soon the Japanese arrived in the 
town of Fatshan, and Yip Man's fame soon reached 
the ears of the Japanese soldiers, who suggested that 
they would invite Yip Man to be their instructor. A 
national feeling and a hatred towards the invaders 
forced Yip Man to tum down the invitation of the 
Japanese. 

After the war, Yip Man moved to Hong Kong, 
taking with him his family. His self-pride and unusual 
temperament, coupleo with the fact that he was born 
of a wealthy family, made it very difficult for him to 
find a . suitable job. Therefore he had to be content 
with living in poverty . 

first Developing of Wing Tsun 

In 1 949, through the help of Lee Man, a very 
close friend of Yip Man, who was now the clerk 
of  the Association of Restaurant Workers of Hong 
Kong, Yip Man was offered the post of kung-fu 
instructor of the Association_ After a great deal of 
persuasion, Yip Man accepted the post. 

At first, members of the Association did not pay 
much attention to Yip Man, nor did they have much 
regard for what he was teaching, as Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu, unlike the 'long bridges and wide stances ' of 
otlier kung-fu styles, was not very attractive at fitst 
sight. Besides, Yip Man, like his o\Vn master, did not 
wish to boast about his skills ,  not to mention taking 
part in public displays. That is why Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu was not well known in that time. 

After two years serving as the instructor for the 
Association of Restaurant Workers of Hong Kong, 
where he had only a few students, he founded his 
own gymnasium in the district of Yaumatei in 
Kowloon and began to admit students other than 
restaurant workers. Many of his early students, who 
had followed him for the past two years, came to 
offer help in running the gymnasium. It was then that 
Wing Tsun Kung-fu began to draw the attention of 
kung-fu fans. 

Later, when more and more students came to 
him, he had to move his gymnasium to a larger site . 
Yip Man's fame, which ran fast, and the practical 
value of Wing Tsun Kung-fu, were especially admired 
by members of the police force, of which more and 
more attended his gym .  

Retired from Teaching 

As his last effort towards the promotion of Wing 
Tsun Kuen before he retired from teaching, he 
founded, in 1 967, with the help of his students, the 
Hong Kong Ving Tsun Athletic Association . Two 
years later, in 1 969, the association sent a team to 
participate in the First South East Asia Kung-fu 
Tournament,  held in Singapore. The results of the 
team were not satisfactory , so he opened more classes 
and lowered the tuition fees for them. Thus, by 
turning classes for the privileged into classes for the 
common people� he brought Wing Tsun Kung-fu 
nearer to public interest. 

In May 1 970, when the classes in his assoCiation 
were firmly established , he decided to retire from 
teaching, and to enjoy a quiet life ,  having first passed 
all the teaching affairs of his gymnasium to his 
favourite disciple, Leung Ting. 

After that time he was usually to be found 
having tea, alone, in a tea-house� in the morning, 
afternoon or even in the evening, or .e1se sharing a 
laugh and a few jokes with his disciples, always 
forgetting that he was their master. "Why put on airs? 
You are in an important position if people respect 
you." That was his philosophy. 

Between 1 970 and 1 97 1 ,  Bruce Lee, one of Yip 
Man's disciples, became a famous super-star in kung-
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fu films. Although this martial arts actor was noted 
for his leet-Kune-Do, yet it was known to many 
people that he had been a disciple of Yip Man for a 
certain period . Yip Man, on the other hand , never felt 
proud of having had this 'super-star as his student. 
Whenever people praised him for having taught Bruce 
Lee, he only replied with a smile. He seldom refuted 
people who made unjustified comments or erroneous 
conceptions about the theories of WingTsun Kung-fu. 
Truth is truth, and Yip Man is Yip Man ; it makes no 
difference to the standing of Wing Tsun whether he 
had taught Bruce Lee or not. 

A Grand Master of the time 

In 1 972 ,  fate had caught up with this carefree 
old man. A medical check-up revealed that he was 
suffering from cancer in his throat, which had 
stripped him of his physical shape and strength. Yet 
he was fighting the disease with his powerful will, 
hoping all the time that he would recover from the 
disease one day . He kept on going to the tea-house or 
dining out in the evenings with his disciples. He never 

uttered a groan in front of his students, and his 
students knew that their master did not like them to 
comfort him with fine words, bearing in mind that 
the old master always regarded himself as a deter
mined man. He was at one instance admitted to the 
hospital, and the doctor, who was also one of his 
disciples, declared that he could not live much longer. 
Yet Yip Man defeated fate, for, after one week, he 
improved and returned home again. 

But to all his respectful disciples, their master 
was doomed. On the 2nd. of December 1 972 ,  Yip 
Man, the Great Grand Master, eventually passed 
away, leaving behind him a great Style of kung-fu and 
a fascinating collection of memorable, Wing Tsuri, 
incidents. 

(1) The term "Grand Master" is applied to mean the 
Headman of a kung-fu Style. He is, by common , 
consent of his own Stylists and the public, holding 
a venerable rank in the kung-fu circle and 
a qualification recognized and highly rated. 

(2) It is a tradition of the Chinese to pay their 
respectful regards to the standard of a kung-fu 
Style and the line of succession of that Style. In 
the past, and even today, the chosen successor of 
a certain kung-fu Style could never follow an 
instructor of another Style, lest he would be 
regarded as a defector of his own Style. 

(3) The "Floats" are shows presented in a procession 
on a festive day, regarded by the Chinese as their 
Carnival Day, when entertainers, clad in colourful 
fancy dresses, pass through the streets on stilts. 

(4) In the past, followers of Wing Tsun System had to 
pay expensive tuition fees to their instructors. 
Even shortly before Yip Man the Grand Master's 
opening of low-cost classes, his own students had 
to pay fees higher than those of other Styles. 

(5) It is a custom of the Chinese to sit in a Chinese 
restaurant, during a certain period of the day, to 
have a chat with friends while sipping tea. In these 
kinds of restaurants, known to the Chinese as 
Tea-Houses, all kinds of Chinese food, such as 

A movement from the last section of the Wooden Dummy Techniques. pastries,noodles, dishes and wine, are served. 
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Mr. YU�IJ S;�IJ Yw an experlenceo newspaperman ;n Hong Kong; ,:, a famous contr;butor to 
a la"'lJe number 0/ mqtjazlnes ano newspapers; suc� as T�e Wa� IOu Yat Po; Mlng Po; New 
D;ges; T�e Worlo Tec�nologY; T�e New T V) T�e WorM Da;/Y; ano T�e worM 0/ Martltti 
Arts; beS;{)es bdng t�e aov':,eo to T�e WorM 0/ Tec�nology. In reeent years; �e engages 
�;mself In t�e worJ 0/ tec�nologkal transladoJ1. H;s wr;tlng is /Iuent ano attracdvfJ ano 
,1J,ves t�e reaoer a /eehng 0/ reality. He also �as a gooo Jnowleoge 0/ mardal arts. I am 
�eart;/y,lJrate/ul ta,�,i1t /or �;s wr;t;ng 0/ my own b;ograp�y. 

Leung Ting 

Leu ng �[ng As I �nD w 
By Yung Sing Yip 

" Note: Tf;s article 1IIas 1IIdtten ;11 I978. At tfat time tfe International Wing Tsun Leung 
Ting Martial-Art Association fao about 40 brancfes in I8 countries. It is n01ll calleo tfe 
"International wingTsun Association" ano fas become tfe largest professional fung/u 
association 1IIitf tfousanos 0/ brancfes over 60 countries ano stuoents allover tfe 1II0rlo. 

TH E SWO R D  WITH OUT SCABBARD 

Dhave known Sifu Leung Tmg for over ten years, 
ever since he "came out to meet the world ". He 
was then an upright, generous and high-spirited 

man ,  though not as well-known as he is now. 

Being innocent and successful in his youth, he was 
like a sword drawn out from the scabbard, shining 
and outstanding. I had the feeling that he is not to 
be a common guy ! He was just over nineteen when 
he started his own career .- setting up the big "Wing 
Tsun Qass of Baptist College Fellow Students", 
Later he took over the kungfu class of the Ving 
Tsun* Athletic Association from his teacher, 
Grandmaster Yip Man, the legitimate heir of Wing 
Tsun Kungfu. Further, he enjoyed the success of 
showing himself on the T.V. , of being made known 
on newspapers, and of having a large number of 
students. Being a young instructor, and being 
inexperienced in dealing with people, he was 
naturally being envied by some people of the kungfu 
circle ,  expecially the fellow-practitioners of his own 

kungfu style - among these people, some had the 
feeling that they just couldn't "become inferior to 
anyone else", others thought that Leung Ting was 
over-bearing;  still others, who had never met him 
before, looked askance at him simply because others

· 

said so! 

If you don't mind having a friend who is free and 
romantic, energetic towards people and versatile 
towards things, who neglects minor formalities 
but takes a serious attitude towards those who 
had given him a favor or made a wrong-doing, Leung 
Ting is the one. Sometimes you find him "too easy" 
in making a decision, or seemed not serious enough 
towards things . However, if one day you find him 
smiling while saying he is going to the North Pole 
the next day, don't think that he is having a joke 
with you, for in a few days you might be receiving 
a postcard from the land of the Eskimos. Isn't it 
true that Dr. Sun Vat Sen , our National Father, 
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was called "Sun the Liar" before he overthrew 
the Manchu Governm�nt? 

A M AN O F  NO M I NOR FORMALI T I ES 

Leung Ting is a man who never cares about minor 
things. Many people who had quarrels or arguments 
with him became his friends sometimes later. He is 
anxious in doing things, in a quickand straightforward 
way. Sometimes he might be 'too idealistic in making 
his works to perfection, this is quite used to make 
arguments as many of the others can not be that 
perfect as what he wishes ! However, he is more 
practical than other people in doing big jobs with a 
systematic scheme. Leung Ting might scold someone 
when he is displeased, but he never remembers who 
had him angry. He is just a care-free man.  

However, he sometimes takes a serious attitude 
towards things. He is particularly strict in keeping 
rules in his gymnasium. " The wrong-doer should 
be punished", he said, when once he drove away 
a high degree student who violated a serious rule 
of his gymansium. He felt sad while having to send 
away his student, but "if I can 't keep a student 
obedient to me, how can I control the numberous 
branches of my association in the world? " he said. 

As a matter of fact, most of his students respect 
him very much, I still can recall that some years 
ago, there had been a German youth who came a 
long way to Hong Kong because he adored the 
techniques of Leung Ting's Wing Tsun Kungfu. 
He became Leung Ting's stud en t and stayed in the 
gymnasium to learn kungfu by day, and slept there 
too at night. Once I was invited to the ceremony 
of "Adopting Disciples",  which was to be followed 
by a feast to be held in a Chinese restaurant. When 
the feast was to begin, Leung Ting found the 
Germany student absent. Leung Ting asked his 
student about him. One of his students reported 
that the Gennan student still stayed in the school 
for the reason that Leung Ting had eailier told him 
"not to move around". On hearing this, all guests 
laughed, but was much impressed by the fact that 
Leung Ting's students were so obedient to him ! 

Sifu Leung Ting, the Chief I nstructor of the kungfu classes 

of Ving Tsun Athletics Association , and one of his dis
ciples (also an instructor of a class) are seen demonstrating 
in the class. (Photo taken in 1971) 
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In early May of this year (*this article was written 
in 1 982 - the editor), Sifu Leung Ting organized 
an international kungfu contest, having invited many 
martial artists and fighters from many countries to 
take part in the contest . Among these participants 
was a Yugoslav young man, nick-named " The Giant", 
who had been the karate champion of his own 
country . He later studied Wing Tsun Kungfu from 
one of Leung Ting's foreign headstudents. Therefore 
he could be regarded as Leung Ting's "grand-student". 
This giant later won the championship of the 
tournament with a knock-out. While he joyfully 
returned from the pi atfonn, I jestingly said to him, 
"Did you have a trial with your Si-Kung?" To this 
question he quickly gave a prompt answer with a 
grimace, "Oh, oh, he would kill me ! "  From this we 
can see how deeply Leung Ting's students respect 
him. 

• 
The term " Ving Tsun " was first officially 

used for the Ving Tsun A thletics Associ
ation. But when Leung Ting founded his 
own gymnasium, he adopted the term "Wing 
Tsun. " In fact they are derived from dif
ferent ways of transliteration from the same 
original Chinese term. In Chinese phonetics, 
however, the consonant "v" is in fact not 
used. 



THE BEST WAY TO ATTRACT STUDENTS 

Sifu Leung Ting has his own ways of keeping his 
students obedient to him - not by high-handed 
p olicy, not by his own attainment in martial art 
skills, nor by his being carefree, generous attitude 
or his quick wit; but by having a serious attitude 
and sense of responsibility towards teaching. 

"rf you teach them conscientiously with all you can, 
they will feel grateful to you, " he said. That is the 
best way to be successful in attracting a large 
number of followers. 

On the other hand, he is serious towards his 
students' behaviour, courtesy and moral mind. Not 
to over-adopt - that is the motto of his gymnasium 
as regarded admitting students. However, he never 
showed an over-bearing attitude to his students, and 
his students have no fear of him - different from 
the students of an old kungfu expert, as the way we 
always see in the kungfu movies, who are scared of 
their master as mice are scared of the cat. 

THE AMBITIOUS CHILD 

Leung Ting ' s  p ast story, like his present life, is  
colorful .  It was said that he became ambitious 
ever since he was four or five years old. At that 
time he loved drawing - with a p iece of chalk in 
hand, he could draw a warship large enough to 
cover the whole wall of his p arents '  house, 
over-loaded with airplanes, guns, large chimneys, 
etc . ,  for the trouble of his p arents to rub them offl 

In his childhood, he was weak, though active . He 
would never sit quiet on his chair. He was a 
known troublesome boy in school, though he was 
not B adin his academic attainment. 

" Very few teachers liked me, " S ifu Leung Ting 
recalled, "and big boys in the class often bullied 
me at that time. I could not fight them over, and 
after all, teachers always punished me for the 

fight ". 

Prejudice and misunderstanding against him made 

Leung Ting and his bride sitting beside Grandmaster Yip Man in Leung's wedding feast i n  March 1 970 
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.. 
Sifu Leung Ting at the age of 1 3, when beginning to take up 
training in  Wing Tsun Kuen. 

Leung Ting at the age of 16. (A photo taken in the beach in 
the summer time) + 
him feel that he was always unfairly treated. That 
feeling resulted in his love for learning martial arts. 
He was determined to become a gallant-knight, a 
hero, who "fought bad people on his way and helped 
keeping justice" .  Dramatic persons in famous kungfu 
movies became Leung Ting's idols. But the one he 
most adored is the Monkey King, the imaginated 
character of the supernatural novel "Adventures of 
The Monkey".  What Leung Ting admired of the 
Monkey King are its naughtiness, its skills as being 
shown in the episode "Making a mess of the 
Heavenly Palace", and its faith in his master, and 
the respect and protection it offers to him besides 
its ability to impersonate seventy-two different 
figures. 

Leung Ting's boyhood, however, came to an end very 
soon as his days of play and fight passed away. He 
did not have a chance of learning martial arts from 
a king fu master, not until he was thirteen. 
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H ELPED H I S  F R I EN D  I N  A STREET F IGHT 

One night Leung Ting, his friend, and a cousin 
of his friend were having a walk in a street. The 
cousin of his friend got into trouble with a gang 
of youngsters, who, taking advantage of their 
numbers, attacked him altogether. Leung Ting 
could not allow so many people to bully one. With 
an angry shout, he threw himself over the twenty 
or so outlaws ! 

He regretted afterwards for having done so, he felt 
he was a fool to fight these youngsters, especially 
when his two friends had already sneaked away 
while he was busy fighting those people. However 
the incident was a meaningful experience for him, 
if he was determined to become an instructor of 
the Wing Tsun Style. 

Leung Ting had two maternal uncles, both were 
trained in Wing Tsun Kungfu and were famous for 
their fighting records. Leung Ting had all the time 
been requesting his uncles to teach him kungfu. 
However, Leung Ting's father thought the boy 
was so naughty that he should not receive tuition 
in martial arts . 



A HARD-WORKING STUDENT O F  WING TSUN 

It was Cheng Fook, one of Leung Ting's uncles , who 
took another view of the boy after taking care of his 
wounds. He thought that a boy's characters could 
not be changed, whether he was taught kungfu or 
not. So, he would rather teach him some skills of 
self-defence than to allow him to be bullied. With 

. the approval of Leung Ting's mother, Cheng Fook 
sent the boy to a gymnasium of a Wing Tsun 
instructor who was the eldest headstudent of 
Grandmaster Yip Man. 

For six years Leung Ting worked hard in learning 
kungfu everyday. He was then eighteen, and helped 
his uncle Cheng Pak, who was also his elder kungfu 
brother, to set up a school, and became his assistant. 

Over-indulgence in learning kungfu had affected 
Leung Ting's academic performance - he failed in 
the School Certificate E xami nation by being short 
of only one subject. He had the thought of ceasing 
his own schooling, if not for the cold sneer of one 
of his younger kungfu brothers. Being insulted, 
Leung Ting determined to read hard for one more 
year, and the next year he obtained brilliant results 
to become enrolled in the Baptist College. Then 
he received news that his uncle Cheng Pak had 
already closed his gymnasium. 

TO BECOM E A SCHOOL TEACH E R  O R  KUNGFU 
I NST RUCTO R? 

During the first year i n  the Baptist College, Leung 
Ting was not hard-pressed with school work. He 
had been thinking of having a part-time job as an 
evening school teacher, only to find out the pay 
for this kind of job was miserably low. At this 
moment one of his younger kungfu brothers 
suggested to him that he should give martial art 
tuition to a handful of students and get some tuition 
fees  from each of them in return. Leung Ting 
accepted his younger kungfu brother's proposal. 
This was a turning point in his career. For ,  in less 
than one month's time, his kungfu brothers had 
attracted more than ten people to become Leung 
Ting's students. In four months' time, Leung Ting 
had enrolled a large class of students. He was then 
in a position to set up his own gymnasium. His 
gymnasium, however, was shabby enough - some 
pieces of tin over the roof of one of his father's 
buildings. Anyway, Leung Ting was proud to say, 
HI didn 't use a cent of my father's. The whole 
ro of-top "training hall" was built by myself and 
several of my students!" 

BECOM I N G  GRANDMASTE R  Y I P  MAN'S 'CLOSED
DOO R ' STUDENT 

By an opportunate chance, Leung Ting was 
introduced by Kwok Keung, his second elder kungfu 
brother, to Yip Man the Great Grandmaster and 
recognised successor of Wing Tsun Style. Not long 
before that time, Grandmaster Yip Man had for a 
period been hospitalized for treatment of stomach 
ache. Returning from hospital , Grandmaster Yip 
determined to retire from the management o f  his 
gymnasium and teaching o f  kungfu. In Chinese 
tradition of kungfu ,  that was to say, Yip Man had 
already "Closed his Door"! Yip never expected 
that he would have met the teenager Leung Ting, 
being fond of him, be willing to accept him as his 
last disciple and give him personal tuition of the 
most advanced techniques of the Wing Tsun System, 
of which the techniques, being dreamt for by most 
of the other direct disciples during their lifetime , 
could hardly be revealed by this old man ! 

Leung Ting being admitted by Grandmaster Yip Man as his 
"closed-door disciple". This photo shows Leung (left) and 

Kwok Keung (centre) receiving instructions from 
Grandmaster Yip. 
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· 
Grandmaster Vip (

. 
sitting in the background ) attending as an honorable guest of the first Open Show of W i n  Tsun & 

Free Fight Toumament held
. 

In November 1 969 at the Baptist College. This was the fi rst and the only time when Grandm:ster Vi 
attended an open show by hiS own followers. 

p 

TH E FI RST WING TSUN CLASS IN  COL LEGE 

In the  winter of 1 968, Leung Ting opened a Wing 
Tsun class in the Baptist College - the first Chinese 
martial art class to be run in a post-secondary 
institute in Hong Kong. Before this, there was never 
a kungfu class in any academic institute, because 
martial arts and martial artists were all the time 
being despised, and kungfu was merely regarded 
as tricky skills used by street fighters. It was therefore 
a remarkable event that Leung Ting could open 
and personally direct a martial art class in an 
academic institute. To attract students, Leung Ting 
organised a kungfu performance show, in which 
he and his favourite disciples took part. The show 
attracted a large crowd of enthusiasts, among whom 
some sixty became enrolled. The enrolment soared 
to over one hundred and twenty the next year. 
The class was then incorporated into the "Wing 
Tsun Classmates Society of Baptist College". 

THE GLAMOROUS KUNG FU SHOW 
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In December, 1 969, Leung Ting held a "Wing Tsun 
Kungfu Show & Tournament" in the campus of 
the Baptist College. The meanings of  this event 
were three-fold : first ,  it was the first open 
demonstration and contest of Wing Tsun Kungfu 
ever since Grandmaster Yip Man began to promote 
the Wing Tsun System in Hong Kong. Secondly, 
though all the contestors in this event were 
students of Leung Ting, yet their performances 
were praised and highly rated. Thirdly, it was the 
only occasion in the life of Grandmaster Yip Man 
when he attended a kungfu show organised by his 
own disciples . Soon after that, Leung Ting was 
appointed Chief Instructor of the kungfu class 
in the Ving Tsun* Athletic Association. As for 
Yip Man, he was glad to have Leung Ting to succeed 
him and to have a calm and peaceful retired life. 

In May , 1 970, the Ving Tsun Athletic Association 
moved to the new site. Leung Ting took the chance 
to rent the old premises of the association for setting 
up his own gymnasium - the "Wing Tsun Leung Ting 
Martial-Art Gymnasium". 



From 1 970 to 1 97 1 ,  Leung Ting devoted all his 
energy to promoting the development of Wing Tsun 
Kungfu by organising public shows and T.V. shows , 
accepting press and radio interviews, besides sending 
his own students to participate in various 
tournaments. With the help of his younger kungfu 
brother Cheng Chuen Fun, his own brothers Leung 
Lap, Leung Koon, Leung Tuen, and some other 
headstudents, Leung Ting succeeded in setting up 
Wing Tsun classes in several civic associations and 
organisations, and indeed had brought the populace 
to the knowledge of the existence of the Wing Tsun 
System. 

As a result of their publicity work, large crowds of 
learners flocked to Leung Ting's classes. The rapid 
expansion brought to him a side-effect - that Il)any 
fellow kungfu brothers became to misunderstand 
him and dislike him more and more. 

M I SUNDE RSTANDING 
BROTH E RS 

AMONG KUNGFU 

Psychologically, Leung Ting felt hard-pressed by 
lots of rumours. He deliberately resigned from 
the post in the Ving Tsun Athletic Association and 
concentrated in the promotion of his own school. 
This was the first time Leung Ting started spelling 
his own system as "Wing Tsun", instead of spelling 
the same title as "Wing Chun " or "' Ving Tsun ", 
and soon this new spelling became the registered 
trade-mark for his own gymnasium. 

Leung Ting put his full energy and time in the affairs 
of his gymnasium. The enrolment of students soared 
rapidly, totally to more than ten different classes 
despite repeated increases in tuition fees. At this 
moment, Leung Ting had a sudden idea - to set up 
an all-girls class ! 

In the' winter of 1 972,  Grandmaster Yip Man died. 
Though Leung Ting had resigned from his post in 
the Ving Tsun Athletic Association, yet many other 
Wing Tsun instructors were still jealous of his 
success. Leung Ting, on the other hand, kept himself 
quiet, for his doctrin e was "things would become 
clarified one day ". 

From 1 973 to 1 974, Leung Ting had opened several 
branch gymnasiums. However, there came difficulties. 
The high rents for the sites of his gymnasiums in 
Hon g  Kong and the rapid regression in the stock 
market of Hong Kong at that period all of a sudden 
made life harder for all citizens, including those who 
came to his gymnasiums, and thus affected his own 
business. 

Nevertheless, his head gymnasium was still getting 
on well because of his good management and 
systematic methods of tuition. In July, 1 973,  the 
"Wing Tsun Leung Ting Martial-Art Association" 
was registered as a legal organisation. 

During this period, several of Leung Ting's graduated 
students did set up branches in oversea countries. 
In the end of 1 97 5 ,  Leung Ting changed the name of 
his association to that of "International Wing Tsun 
Leung Ting Martial-Art Association", which is still 
in use today. * ( *S i nce 2 7  Sept 1 983, the assoc i ation 

has officially c hanged its name as the -Internati onal 

Wi ng Tsun Martial -Art Associ ati on" - Editor . )  

INTE RNATIONAL DEVE LOPM ENT 

In 1 974, some overseas students an<1 graduates 
requested Leung Ting to give them course certificates 
as they needed these certificates to prove their 
qualifications for setting up their own gymnasiums 
in their own countries. After a series of meetings and 

G randmaster Yip at the Cocktail Party during 

the inanguration of Leung Ting's gymnasium. 63 



discussions, a grading system was formed and a 
Recommendation Committee was set up to accredit 
the qualifications of all instructors. It was indeed a 
daring move of Leung Ting's group to do this, for 
there had never been any grading system before in 
Chinese kungfu tradition. Many other Wing Tsun 
Kungfu instructors were making a laughing-stock 
of his "Nonsenical karate-do-like grading system " -

all these were regarded as a means "to cheat students 
and o ther people" !  

Despite numerous criticisms and sneers, certificates 
conferred by the International Wing Tsun Leung 
Ting Martial-Art Association to students of all parts 
of the world are today recognised, at least by five 
countries as having legal status. Besides, students 
of 1 6  more countries obtain proficiency 
qualifications in Wing Tsun Kungfu because they 
got certificates from Leung Ting's organisation. 
People who had made a laughing-stock of this 
would find it no way to be a "Nonsenical System" 
indeed ! 

TH E "SUCCESSO R EVENT" 

Something did eventually happened. At this moment, 
Leun g  Ting, besides managing the affairs of his own 
gymnasiums, was helping two of his friends in 
publishing an international martial art magazine -
The "Real Kung Fu'� Leung Ting wrote in several 
issues of the magazine. Among his essays, one was 
particularly worth mentioning - "Seeds of the 
Wing Tsun System, " which was also printed in 
series on the "New Evening Daily, " and the "New 
Martial Art" magazine in Hong Kong and Asia. 
These caused jealousy and discontent among 
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Leung Ting being invited to give a 
demonstration in a T.V. Show of the 
Hong Kong T.V.B. in 1 974. He is seen 
here breaking a big and thick earthen 
vessel by giv ing it three slaps which 
seemed effortless but were in fact very 
powerfu l .  

publishers of two other similar martial art periodicals, 
who were then prepared to take revenge actions 
against Leung Ting. 

In the Autumn of 1 97 6  while Leung Ting was having 
a visit to his branch gymnasiums in Europe, he 
received a letter from the Rediffusion Television 
of Hong Kong inviting him to organize a martial 
art programme. On the one hand, Leung Ting was 
promoting publicity for the TV programme, and 
on the other hand, he decided to take "Real Kung 
Fu" as the title o f  the programme. An editor o f  
an amusement and entertainment publication had 
an interview with Leung Ting, in which Leung Ting 
forgot to clarify his own position. The next day 
news about Leung Ting came over the front cover 
of a newspaper. Worse still, he was crowned with the 
title of the "Leader of the whole Wing Tsun Style" .  
It is not unusual to see wrong informations on 
newspapers, which are usually corrected on the next 
issue. But wrong information about Leung Ting 
was at that moment particularly irritatint to fellow 
kungfu instructors of the Wing Tsun style. 

This was certainly a best chance for revenge ! 
Instigated by two jealous publishers, the next day, 
several newspapers disclosed news of the "Successor 
Event" on the front pages, and few people noticed 
the "correction notice" on the newspaper that first 
disclosed news of Leung Ting. 

This was only the prelude. The climax of the incident 
came when a "Press Conference on the Successor 
Event" was scheduled to be held by a group of 
angry protestors and their invited kungfu aides, 
who meant to publicize the mistakes of Leung 



... 
Leung Tuen, (in black shirt and white 
body-guard) younger brother of Leung 
Ting, a fierce boxer, who had taken part 
in many open tournaments in Hong 
Kong and was never defeated, is seen 

havi ng a bout with a boxer of another 
sty le  in 1 974_ 

Leung  Ting, in his kungfu costume in  
one of the "Real Kung Fu" T.V. series, 
standing beside a T.V. camera. Photo 
taken in 1 976. .. 

Ting. 

But one day before this conference, Leung Ting, 
with the help of the TV station and a newspaper 
editor, the one who felt sorry for giving Leung Ting 
trouble, rushed to hold a "Press Conference To 
Clarify The Su ccessor Event", in which Leung Ting 

pointed out that the whole thing was not j ust 
planned plot to blur his name, but that those who 
stood out against him were merely instigated to do 
so by some people who actually planned to take 
over his TV programme for themselves. Leung Ting 
further pointed out to me that he had "learnt a 
lesson" from this incident, that he had seen the 
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real face of the so-called "respectable martial art 
seniors" ,  and that he himself had been too frank 
towards others. 

ENT E R ED TH E MOV I E  C I RCLE 

The "Successor Event" had finally brought Leung 
Ting more honour than insult , as reflected in the fact 
that the "Real Kung Fu" TV programme, in which 
a large number of kungfu masters, including numbers 
of two big martial-art general associations appeared 
to support it, became a favourite item. As a 
side-effect of this, the number of students attending 
his gymnasiums grew unexpectedly fast .  

Something more unexpected was still to come. 
Shortly after the event, he was picked up by Chang 
Chieh the famous director of martial art films of 
the Shaw Brothers Studio. 

In the Summer of 1 977,  Chang Chieh, in a press 
conference, with straightforward and simple words, 
introduced Leung Ting to the public as the new 
kungfu action director of his company. 

That is how miracularly Leung Ting jumped from 
the martial art circle to the movie world. 

RET U RN TO TH E GYMNAS I UM 

Though being successful in the movie circle , Leung 
Ting was all the time worried about his own ability 
for his new job, especially when he realized the 
complicated inter-personal relations in the movie 
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circle. The next year, when he had finished directing 
the sixth kungfu film, he returned to his own 
gymnasium. One month later, he had a tour of two 
months to Europe. 

KNOWING H I S  OWN R EAL INTEREST 

Having had a view of  the beautiful scenery of Europe 
and having seen his students who were growing in 
great numbers, Leung Ting finally found out where 
his real interest lies. After his return to Hong Kong, 
he re-arranged his manuscripts on martial arts, and 
put them into print at the end of 1 978,  which 
became the first volumous book on a selected 
Chinese kungfu style in English edition, with the 
title "Wing Tsun Kuen". 

WOR LD-WIDE W ING TSUN K I NGDOM 

The Wing Tsun Kuen not only brought him a fortune, 
but also made him well known to the world. 
Thousands of adorers wrote to him, many came to 
him from overseas to request for tuitions. The 
International Wing Tsun Leung Ting Martial-Art 

Association prospered as rapidly as the sales of  the 
"Wing Tsun Kuen". Branches grew from the original 
seven countries of West Germany, Denmark, New 
Zealand, Great Britian, Austria, Yugoslavia, and 
Switzerland to some more countries - Italy, Greece, 
the Philippines, USA, Spain and Poland. Recently, 
Egypt, Sweden, South Africa, and Finland are also 
included in his "Wing Tsun Kingdom".  It is not 
known how many of his students exist in other 

Each year Sifu Leung Ting 
travels to many foreign 
countries to inspect and teach 
h is students. The photo shows 
a class of hundreds of students 
attending a seminar somewhere 
in West Germany in 1 978. 



countries. In all these countries, there are different 
political thoughts, different habits of life, different 
races of people, and different languages. But when 
all these people come into the gymnasiums or branch 
gymnasiums of the I.W.T.L.T.M.A.A. , they all do 
the same thing, that is, to bow first to the image 
of Yip Man the late Grandmaster, then to the photo 
of Sifu Leung Ting, the Grandmaster of their 
kungfu system, before paying their respect to their 
own masters or kungfu instructors, as commensurate 
to the tradition of Chinese rites. In this way , Leung 
Ting is not only teaching kungfu, but also teaching 
Chinese culture. 

CONDENSED P ROGRAM M ES OF TEACH I NG 

In the recent three or four years, Leung Ting usually 
travels to foreign countries six to eight times a year, 
to inspect affairs of his oversea branches and to 
teach his advanced students. To facilitate short-time 
teaching, Leung Ting has compiled a set of 
"Condensed Programmes" that can be completed 
within ten days. Each condensed programme equals 
to a general course of eight to ten months duration. 
That is to say, a student who takes a condensed 
programme can learn what he usually will get in 
eight to ten months time . The condensed 
programmes are specially designed for advanced 
students, who are instructors themselves, and who 
are urgently in need of some advanced techniques 
for teaching purposes. 

"What happens after ten months? "  I once asked 
Leung Ting. 

"Have you even seen a drug addict?" he answered 
with humor, "now you understand why I have to 
go abroad all the time. " Leung Ting never changes 
his habit of uttering what he wants to say ! 

Sifu Leung Ting resently introduces his system to Egypt. 
Most of his students were high ranked officers.· This 
photo was taken in 1 982 when Leung was riding on a 
camel infront of a pyramid with General Abdul Rahman 
of the air-force. 

Leung Ting introduced his Wing Tsun System to 
the USA since 1 979. Within four years he had 
successfully set up branches in Arizona, Texas 
& California with his American headstudents. 
At least eight Americans became qualified 
i nstructors from his newly developed 
"Condensed Programmes':. This is a photo 
taken in 1 980 in Texas when Leung applied 
a powerful kick on one of his US headstudents 
during a T.V. show. 
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The 

Organization and Institution 

of the 

International WingTsun Association 

randmaster Leung Ting, founder of 
the International WingTsun 

Association, began teaching Wing 
Tsun Kungfu in 1 967 as an amateur 
instructor. In 1 968, Leung T ing 

opened a Wing Tsun class in the Baptist College; 
the first kungfu class ever opened in universities in 
Hong Kong. Then in May 1 970, he set up a 
well-equipped gymnasium, admitted disciples and 
made teaching martial arts his profession . 

Under the patronage of Sifu Leung and the support of 
his followers and kungfu brothers, the well-organized 
Wing Tsun Leung T ing Martial-Art Association was 
founded on 24th July 1 973 . The full registered title of 
the association is in fact the "Wing Tsun Leung T ing 
Martial-Art Association & Leung T ing Gymnasium", 
an amalgamation of two organizations. 

At the end of 1 975, the association changed its 
name t o  the "International Wing Tsun Leung T ing 
Martial-Art Association" .  T hen on 27th, September 
1 983,  the association changed its name to the 
"International Wing Tsun Martial-Art Association " 
once again for the reason that the title "WingTsun" 
had become the international registered trademark 
for Grandmaster Leung T ing's system. 

In the late 90s, as Grand master Leung T ing 's 
WingTsun ® is now well-known all over the world 
and t he Leung T ing WingTsun System become the 
most p opular Chinese kungfu style with students all 
over the world, the association is finally named the 
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"International WingTsun Association". 

The amalgamated organization of the International 
Wing Tsun Martial-Art Association and the Leung 
T ing Gymnasium (I.W.T .A.  & L.T .G.) is similar to 
the structure of a thermos flask, in that the I .W.T .A. 
is like its outer case, the external body which is 
visible from outside, while the L.T .G., like the 
vacuum tube of the thermos flask constitutes the 
most important part of the organization . 

The functions of the two establishments are quite 
different from one another. The "Association 
Organization", founded on 24th July 1 973, is an 
..open organization expanding horizontally, in which 
all members are equal in status, having the right to 
choose, in accordance with the rules of the 
Association, to become Ordinary Members or 
Permanent Members as they wish. Its Executive 
Committee is formed by elected members, in which 
the Permanent President, the President, Honorary 
Presidents and Honorary Members, though bearing 
special titles, are not endowed with special powers, 
as the management of the Association still rests 
with the committee . 

As memberships of the Association is open to all 
the people who are interested in practicing, teaching 
or promoting the WingTsun ® System, a greater 
part of its members come from people who are also 
members of the "Gymnasium Organization", 
because the rules of the Gymnasium stipulate that 
all those who wish t o  enroll as trainees under the 



gvmnasiums of the Leung Ting's WingTsun ® 
System, must first become members of the 
I.W.T.A. 

Not all the members of the Association are trainees 
of WingTsun Kungfu. Under limited conditions, a 
few people might be specially invited to join the 
International WingTsun Association solely on their 
own interest in the promotion of the WingTsun ® 
System (i. e. as organizers or promoters, etc.). 
These people may be not necessarily for the pursuit 
of learning WingTsun Kungfu in the Association . 

In other words, members of the Association may 
not necessarily be WingT sun Kungfu followers, but 
trainees of any WingTsun gymnasiu m MUST be 
members of the Association . 

Though the L.T .G. was formed as early as in the 
late 60s, its constitution was confirmed nearly one 
year later. During the past years, it has produced a 
great many well-trained WingTsun martial-artists, 
who are by now experienced enough to be 
instructors . The "Gymnasium Organization", as a 
matter of fact, is formed by all the instructors; thus 
most of the time is called the " Instructors' 

Organization" . 

Unlike the Association, membership of the 
Gymnasium, which has the branching system of a 
tree, is not open to the public and is limited to the 
instructors, or those being conferred with the titles 
of Honorary Technicians or Honorary Practicians of 
the L.T .G. 

Membership of the "Instructors' Organization" is 
free of charge. However, to become a member of 
the Instructors' Organization, an applicant must first 
be nominated, and his nominat ion must be passed 
by all the members of the Committee of the 
Gymnasium before he can be admitted as a 
member. 

In the Instructors' Organization, which is headed by 
Professor Leung T ing (loth Level M o. C), 
Grandmaster of the WingTsun System, all the 
members are graded according to the degrees they 
obtained or being conferred as a result of their 
accomplishments in martial arts, and their 
contribution to the WingTsun System. 

T he purpose of setting up the organization of the 
Gymnasium is mainly to promote the development 
of the WingTsun System and to control the 
qualificat ion of the instructors. T he business of the 
Gymnasium aims at helping the organizers or 
instructors set up branch-schools and training 
classes all over the world and, on the other hand, to 
strictly prevent impostors and the wicked from 
ruining the reputation of the WingTsun System. 

The conferring of degrees of the Gymnasium is 
under tight supervision and strict control. In order to 
keep up the standards of the instructors, the 
Instructors' Organization prefers to award fewer 
diplomas, and, if necessary, defers the promotion of 
instructors . The Instructors' Organization pays its 
highest regard to the qualification of the instructors 
intending to set up their own schools . 

The rules of the Instructors' Organization do not 
stipulate the possession of the "Instructor's Degree" 
for those intending to set up branch-schools, but 
they do require all the qualified instructors to hold 
at least the 2nd Level. That is to say, if the principal 
of a branch-school does not have a recognized 
instructor, the headman of his own school must 
employ a qualified instructor to teach the students .  
There are also regulations governing the setting up 
of branches of the I .W.T .A.  

The organization of each of these is the same as the 
International Headquarters, (Hong Kong).  Each of 
the branches of the I .W.T .A. over the world is 
required to hang a large photograph of Grandmaster 
Leung T ing, the founder of the I .W.T .A. ,  onto the 
main wall and the photograph of the headman, or 
principal, and chief-instructor of that branch at its 
right . T here should also be a certificate of approval 
from the International Headquarters in Hong Kong, 
as well as the certificates of the instructors that 
teach in the school. All the instructors and headmen, 
whose qualifications are recognized by the I .W.T .A.  
have their degrees kept on the record of the 
International Headquarters of the I .W.T .A. ,  which is 
open to any enquires from the public. This prevents 
swindlers from abusing the names of WingTsun ® 
& the "International WingTsun Association". 
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Y . he g�ading JgJlem- 0/ toe 
gnle�nationat C}(J inggj{L;n 

� Hoc-lation ean De dwided 

into fi{L;� J!ageJ.· -

First comes the Student Stage, which 
comprises twelve grades from beginners to 
graduates. 

T he second stage, Technician Stage, from 
the Primary to Fourth Level, refers to the 
standard of Technique training attained by 
holders of these four levels, known as 
Technicians. T he degree-holders of these 
levels are regarded as having learned the 
techniques of WingTsun and are able to use 
them, though not necessarily efficiently 
enough to apply them at will . 

PR I MA R Y  

GRADE 

F O U R T H  

GRADE 

SEV E N T H  1::; � GRADE 

TENTH 

GRADE 

S E C O N D  

G R A D E  

F I F T H  
E. � GRADE 

. E I G H T H  
i\ � G R A D E  

ELEVE N T H  

GRADE 

T H I R D 

GRADE 

S I XT H  

GRADE 

N I N T H  

GRADE 

TWELFTH 

GRADE 
T he t hird stage is t he Practician Stage 

including the Fifth to Eighth Level, which 
reflects the standard of practical training 
and fight ing power t raining . WingT sun 
experts who hold these degrees are known 
as Practicians. T hey are regarded as being 
able to apply their techniques with absolute 
proficiency and adeptness, besides having a 
high standa rd of st riking p o wer t hat 

D There are altogether 1 2  co lored p lum-blossom 
em blems to ind icate the student-g rades . 

Left: The Chinese version certificate for a Primary Level 
technician. 

Right: The tabulated grading system in , Engl ish and 
Chinese terms 
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Twelfth 
Level 

Eleventh 
Level 

Tenth 
Level 

Ninth 
Level 

Eighth 
Level 

Seventh 
Level 

Sixth 
Level 

Fifth 
Level 

Fourth 
. Level 

Third 
Level 

Second 
Level 

Primary 
Level 

Sage of � ±  
Philosophy 

Master of � ±  Almightiness 

Master of 1t ± Comprehension 

Man of it ±  Arrival 

Practician 

± 

Technician 

± 



Below: The certificate for a Primary Level Technician in English 
version. 

& mil till 1IIIISIai 
�Is Is 1o crrl11i: mal --'dLl2a.ooyJ1a..J:Iau-HAm,--_ 

sex M Ao� <10. fJ\f!llona/lif ChlM!Je HOM Kong • a slullm,f 
ofCfnstrudorG.r;rn"mll�./IIL.Jlag_CK!!.-MOC). Iflt. -.liQ.JlK lias 
pa=1I flit': aamllflnlon 011 lli� lIaie l!Jf March 2000. oIifalnb'IJ 
fire Inslrudor lIt':fJIY� of. 

(CEXAmhtl!l') 

Right above: The certificate given to a 1 0th Graded student by the I nternational Headquarters, Hong Kong. 
The student-graded certificates may be varied between different schools in  different cou ntries. 

A: The uniform for the Ninth to B: The uniform for the Fifth to C: The uniform for the Second 
Tenth Level (Note 1) Eighth Level to Fourth Level (Note 2) 

Note 1: Since Prof Leung Ting is the Founder of the IWT A, his uniform is the only exception from the above list. 

Note 2: Uniforms for the Primary Level are the same as "C " but without red trimmings. 
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shows they have been well trained and are highly 
skilled in WingTsun. The higher in level a 
Practician is promoted, the more he knows about 
the theories and techniques of WingTsun. At this 
stage a Practician is able to understand the 
theories of the other kungfu styles other than his 
own, and, by comparing the theories, he will have 
a better understanding of his own system, thus 
will b e  able to improve his WT techniques.  

The Fourth stage is the Stage of Enlightenment 

comprising four levels, the Ninth to the Twelfth, 
which reflects the degree-holder's understanding of 
the theories of both WingTsun Kuen and the other 
martial art systems. At this stage, a WingTsun 
practitioner should have an understanding of the 
concepts of WingTsun Kungfu, to such a depth that 
he will be able to explain any theoretical problems, 
and to research into the strong and weak points of 
the theories. Still further, to put the theories, not 
only of WingTsun Kungfu, but of other martial arts, 
onto a scientific and rationalized basis and as an 
ultimate aim, to sublimate the theories of WingTsun 
Kungfu to a state where they are blended with 
philo sophy. 

Primary Level Technic ian 

This is the most junior level of the Technician 

Stage. It takes about two years in regular WT 
classes* to complete the lessons for this degree. To 
obtain such a qualification, a student is usually 
required, during the examination, to present a good 
performance in the Siu-Nim-Tau and Chum-Kiu 
forms, Chi-sau, Lat-sau, free-fighting, etc . ,  in which 
he has to apply all the techniques he has learnt. (*A 
student may become a Primary Level in a much 

shorter period in condensed courses.) 

A Primary-Level Technician is also known as an 

'Assistant Instructor' or, better say, ' Instructor 

on Probation ' .  That means h e  i s  not yet qualified to 
be a ssessed as an official instructor, and has to 
accumulate teaching experience as an assistant to an 
instructor. 

The distinguishing uniform worn by a Primary Level 
Technician is black, with the Plum-flower badge of 
the IWT A embroidered in gold on the left chest. 
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Second Level to Fourth Level Technicians 

Technicians from the Second Level onwards are 

eligible to become certified instructors of the 

IWTA after fulfilling the designated instructor 

courses. The uniforms worn by Technicians of these 
three levels are blac� in color, trimmed with 
reddish-purple ribbon, half an inch wide, with a 
Plum-flower b adge of the IWT A embroidered in 
gold on the chest. The trousers are ornamented at 
the knees with thin triangular reddish-purple bands, 
with the vertexes pointing upwards.  'A waist bow is 
formed after the top-piece is fastened.  

The IWT A grading system maintains very strict 
standards . By the time a Technician reaches the 
Fourth Level, he is already very skilled in the 
techniques of WingTsun Kungfu. The more 

important factor is that he must prove his ability 

to teach, hence further the development of 

WingTsun Kungfu for the IWTA. 

Fifth Level to Eighth Level Practicians 

The Practician Stage includes the Fifth to Eighth 
Levels .  To advance to the Practician Stage, a 

Fourth Level technician must first undergo the 

IWTA Instructors Course and he must prove 

himself to be a successful  WT instructor. A 
Prachcian thus qualified can claim mastery in WT. 

The garb of a Practician within these four levels is 
black, trimmed with a one-inch-wide reddish purple 
ribbon and embroidered in red on the left chest with 

the two Chinese characters "Wing Tsun" ( t�c{f. )  
in the regular style, to show his distinction as an 
independent instructor. The trousers are ornamented 
at the knees with thick triangular bands in reddish 
purple with the vertexes pointing upwards .  

The Stage of Enl ightenment 

Levels Nine to Twelve are bestowed upon the 
very best of WT martial artists .  They have had 
great success in the development of WingTsun, 
and have attained the highest levels of martial arts 
enlightenment . They have taken their art from 
physical skill to mental discipline, and transcended 
the bounds of WT to embrace all the popular 
martial-art styles. 



Ninth Level (Man of Arrival) 

There is no examination through which a Practician 
has to pass before he is promoted to the Ninth 

Level (Man of Arrival) . However, he has to satisfy 
the members of the Board of Promotion that will 
judge his eligibility by his understanding of theories 
on WingTsun Kungfu as shown in the years of 
teaching, or in his publications and writings about 
WingTsun Kungfu, plus great contribution to the 
development of the IWT A .  Therefore, he is 
regarded as a "Great Master" to the W T  people. 

The uniform for this level is black, trimmed with 
one -inch-wide yellow bands, and embroidered in 
yellow on the left chest with Chinese characters "Wing 
Tsun "  in the grassy sty le. The trousers for this level are 
decorated at the knees with thick triangular bands in 
y e l low with the verte xes pointing upwards

'
. 

Tenth Level (Master of Comprehension) 

Master of Comprehension denotes that the holder 
of this title is well cultured in the theories of 
WingTsun besides having a mastery of its 
techniques . He who bears such a title is regarded as 
having a comprehens�on on martial-art theories 
bey ond those of WT; that is, of any kungfu sty les, to 
a depth that will enable him to readily point out the 
strong points and weak points of all kungfu sty les. 

In his eyes there is no barrier between different 
kungfu sty les. To him, all martial-art theories are 
but a unification of science and arts . 

This is the highest level of the IWT A He is regarded 
as the "Grandmaster of the WingTsun System". 

Thus, up to now, Prof Leung Ting, founder of the 
IWT A, is the only person to have attained the 

'International 10th Level' .  Meanwhile, Prof 
Leung 's German headstudent, Prof Keith R 
Kemspecht, as for his over-25-year contribution and 
achievements in the development of WT Kungfu in 
Europe for the IWT A, is now holding the 'European 

10th Level', the second-highest rank of the IWT A. 

Eleventh Level (Master of Almightiness) 

The Master of Almightiness is regarded as having 
a p urely philosophical concept of martial arts . To 

him, martial arts are but a kind of formless and 
boundless "Philosophical Theory " .  A holder of this 
honorary title is regarded by a ll in kungfu circles as 
having a distinctive theory of his own towards 
martial arts, and of having contributed something of 
importance to-wards WingTsun Kungfu. In fact, this 
level is an "honorary title " and is only conferred to a 
great grandmaster (10th Level M.O.C.) of the 
WingTsun System after he has retired. 

Twelfth Level (Sage of Philosophy) 

This level, in fact, does not exist in reality . It only 
denotes an ultimate stage of proficiency ideal to all 
martial artists, due to the fact that all kinds of 
martial-art theories, no matter how proficient their 
founders are, will never reach the ultimate stage of 
perfection . On the passing of a Master of 
Almightiness he may be posthumously awarded the 
12th Level (Sage of Philosophy). 

Instructor Assessment 

The title of "Qual ified Instructor of the IWTA" 
should be noted with care by a l l  who teach , practice 
or learn WingTs u n .  All  certified i n�tructors of 
WingTs u n  are s pecial ly tra i ned in WT teaching 
methods. However, NOT ALL techn icians are 
"certified instructors " .  They must first u ndergo 
special  i nstructors' cou rses, be approved as a 
re l iable and responsib le instructor before they are 
certified by the Associatio n .  

I n  add ition ,  yearly advanced level i nstructor cou rses 
and assessments are con d u cted for a l l  WingTsun 
certified i nstructors, wh atever their  IWTA leve l .  Th is 
system is specia l ly  designed to ensure that a l l  
WingTsun certified i nstructors m aintain the level of 
com petence req u i red by the IWTA. 

Hence, people trai n i n g  in WT s hould be care to 
check that their instructors have valid certificates 
iss ued by the IWTA, s howi n g  that they meet the 
associat ion's standard and are u pdated on the 
latest developments in Wi ngTs u n  Instruction.  
Students of a WT i nstructor without official  
reorgan ization of the IWTA, no matter how hard 
they practice, can never be regarded as an 
"official  students" I and wi l l  not obta i n  any 
certificates from the IWT A. 
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... A WingTsun demonstration given by the �pecial police of Germany 
in the 25th Anniversary celebration of the EWTO in 200 1 . 

Jackie Chan learning a few Wooden Dummy Tech niq ues from .. 
Prof Leung Ting during an interview by an American TV crew 
in the International Headquarters of the IWTA. • Prof Leung Ting teaching a bJg s!3minar in Hungary. 

A ph oto taken in November of 92 when Grandmaster Leung Ting was invited to teach a seminar in the SEK 
Headquarters. H u ndreds of special policemen and their instructors, including SEK and GSG9 of Germany, FBI of USA, 

NOCS of Italy , RAI D of France, as well as special police un its from Belg ium,  Austria, Spain, etc: came to attend this 

semi n ar. , 



U Prof Leu n g  o bta i n i n g  the title of C h ief Instructor � of the H u n garian Pol ice Karate Section in 1 999.  
Grandmaster Leu n g  Ting obta i n i n g  the certificate 

of the " G uest P rofessor of Arts of Com bat" by 

Prof D Kaikov, head of the . Centre for 

Postgraduate Qual ification of the National S ports 

Academy of B u l garia, i n  1 997. 

UM iss Karen Mok, a top singer & fi lm star i n  Asia, 

with her Si-Fu Leung Ting, in a test photo i n  

p reparation o f  t h e  movie "Wi ng Tsu n  t h e  Fou nder". 
U Prof Leu n g  demonstrating the " U n b reakable 

arm" with a vo l u nteer in an open lecture. 

--0-- An official welcome ceremony to Prof Leung by 

the National Police Academy of India in Feb 1 999. 
--0-- A welcome party to the H ungarian and Indian Teams 

by Junan Town of Shunde Government in summer 1 999. 



THE TRAINING 
SYSTEM OF 
WING TSUN KUEN 

Te techniques of Wing Tsun Kung-fu were kept secret before Yip Man the late G rand Master, when 
stresses ",,:,ere put on fre� learn ing and fr�e use of the techniques, a�d on 

.
applying them

. 
to cope wi�h 

emergencies. Therefore, I nstructors of Wing Tsun Kung-fu at that t ime did not emphaSise systematic 
tra i n ing. They did not specify the order of teach i ng the th ree m ost i mportant forms in the System, and made 
l ittl e  difference in the tra in ing given to the disci p les in other courses. Again ,  in the tra in ing of Chi-sau 
(Arm-clinging) , no ru les were set down regard ing the order of the teach i ng of the movements. The 
instructors taught in ways that they themselves p referred, or that the i r  trai nees cou l d  accept or gave 
gu i dance as the need arose. 

Nowadays, Wing Tsun Kuen has developed into' a great style. The large number of fol lowers makes the 
task of one person instructing a few trainees impossi ble. Besides, the l'Iumerous fol lowers differ among 
themselves in  their period of receivi ng trai n ing and thei r  standard of lea rn ing .  For this reason,  discrepancies 
occ u r  where one student receives certa in  techn iques, whereas another may n ot. To rectify this situation, 
systematica l ly  integrated tra in ing cou rses are set up. As a matter of fact, these cou rses are needed to reveal 
the trainees' progress to the instructors and to avoid cases where a trainee leaves out a certai n  section of 
tra i n i ng. 

This article is divided into four parts. The fi rst part describes the p rocedu res of t rai n ing in the men 's 
and the women's classes, with a detai led cata logue of the complete system of trai n i ng.  The second part 
descri bes the system of Wing Tsu n Kung-fu techniques, with a brief account of the th ree boxing forms, the 
wooden dum my, weapons such as the long pole, the double-broadsword etc. ,  and with particu lar stresses on 
the m ovements and formation of the Siu-Nim-Tau Form (The Little Idea Form), and the Chum-Kiu Form 
(The Arm-seeking Form) . The third part describes the pu rposes and ways of the Chi-sau (Arm-clinging ). 
The fou rth part introduces ways of strength trai n ing and complementary exercises. 
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GENERAL CONCEPTIONS OF AN IMPROVED TRAINING SYSTEM 

Tsun Kung-fu owes its origin to Ng Mui 
the Buddhist nun , Who seeing the Siu Lam 
monastery being burnt down, and its traitors 

helping the Manchu government in destroying its 
descendants and other righteous people who wished 
to overthrow the Ching Dynasty and restore the 
Ming Dynasty, retired to Tai Leung Shan (Mt. Tai 
Leung) between Szechwan and Yunnan Provinces. 
She took greater pains to practise martial arts, with 
the aim of creating a new fighting system that could 
overcome the former Siu Lam Style, and to hunt 
down the traitors of the Siu Lam Monastery. At 
last , she originated a set of kung-fu principles that 
applied intelligence to overcome physical forces, 
quickly and effectively . This set of fighting 
techniques was meant to overcome the Siu Lam 
traitors, therefore its movements were set in a way 
so as to counteract the existing Siu Lam Kung-fu 
which were rigid , powerful and complicated . On the 
other hand, this newly created form was simple and 
flexible. In the Siu Lam Kung-fu, it takes a prac
titioner several years to master its fundamental 
techniques, while this new fighting system gets rid 
of most of the complicated and over-lapping 
movements which are less important. Siu Lam 
Kung-fu emphasises rigid training, mechanical 
movement after movement, but the new system 
gives up the tradition, it only pays attention to the 
"free application at will. " A practitioner of this 
form should not fight in pre-arranged patterns, but 
should apply movements according to need. 
Therefore, strictly speaking, the new kung-fu system 
created by Ng Mui is in every way in contrast to 
the traditional Siu Lam Kung-fu .  

As  Ng Mui's purpose of creating this new 
system was applying it to deal with the original Siu 
Lam Kung-fu, she did not make it public. On the 
contrary , she kept this new fighting system a secret. 
However, on one occasion when she witnessed a 
delicate girl being bullied , the kind-hearted Buddhist 
nun could not help adopting the girl as her disciple, 
and passed to her the techniques of this system 
which was thus made public, and from then on, was 
named after the girl Yim Wing Tsun. 

Although Wing Tsun Kung-fu was then passed 
on to later generations, it carried with it a sense of 
mystery because it was not intended to be made 
public at that time. This did not happen until later, 
after it had been inherited by Yip Man the Grand 
Master. 

The legendary description of the origin of Wing 
Tsun Kuen might not be totally believable, but the 
theories, the form and the methods of this style are 
really in every way different from those of the Siu 
Lam Style, and it is undoubtedly true that Wing 
Tsun Kuen was handed down in secret from one 
successor to another until it was passed to Yip Man 
the Grand Master. 

Notwithstanding whether the origin of Wing 
Tsun Kuen is true or not, I always bear in mind the 
present day commandment of Wing Tsun Kuen , 
that is, "to spread it, though it is contrary to 
the wish of the founder." I fed that Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu has its own properties of being a good 
kung-fu system . It will be a pity if it cannot be 
carried onwards. 

Wing Tsun Kung-fu emphasises free learning 
and free application as circumstances make it 
necessary . For this reason, former instructors never 
insisted on systematic training courses.  As a matter 
of fact, an instructor in former days usually 
accepted only two or three disciples, with whom he 
made good personal relationship. This close personal 
relationship between the mentor and the disciples , 
coupled with the fact that the disciples had much 
more leisure time than people of nowadays because 
they were then living in an agricultural community, 
made it possible for them to follow their instructor 
for eight or ten years. During this long period they 
could pay all their attention to learning the desired 
kung-fu skills from their mentor. On the other hand 
the instructor thought it unnecessary to set down 
any system of training his disciples, since they were 
following him all the time, they would learn, sooner 
or later, all the skills which their mentor knew. 
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Another reason for Wing Tsun Kung-fu 
having no systematic training in former days i s  
that the theories of Wing Tsun Kung-fu are in 
contrast to the tradition of martial arts. It opposes 
the pre-arranged fixed patterns of movements, but 
insists on applying necessary movements to cope 
with circumstances. A pugilist can be regarded as 
having attained his highest achievement in Wing 
Tsun Kung-fu only if his hand moves with a will 
of its own, every motion of his hand i s  a kungfu 
movement without conscious thought, and he 
adopts movements to deal with his opponent's 
movements. Therefore, the Wing Tsun instructors 
of olden days would not teach pre-arranged 
movements to their disciples, but deliberately 
varied the order of movements so as to enable 
thei r  disciples to apply them at free wil l .  

However, under present day circumstances, i t  
is  necessary t o  have systematic training courses 
for teaching large numbers of students, unless  we 
sti l l  want to adopt only a few disciples and teach 
them secretly as in olden days.  In systematic 
approach to training, there is no confusion in 
either teaching or learning, but there is a doubt 
whether systematic teaching wil l  lead to a 
recurrence of patterned practices, and thus a 
regression in kungfu skills .  

Over seven years of observation of this 
systematical approach to training, I find no 
app arent i l l  effects in it. The only undesired 
effect, which I fear will occur, has been finally 
overcome by me. That is, after teaching my 
students every section of Chi-sau techniques, I 
guid e  them to practice different combinations of 
all the hand techniques which I have taught, 
either from their own section or from the other 
sections, over and over again, so that finally they 
know that the order of the movements can be 
altered according to need under different 
circumstances .  In thi s  way we can keep the 
valu able characteristics of Wing Tsun Kung-fu, 
and at the same time, we can simplify its training. 

The WingTsun Systematic Training is a 
method ideal for mass-teaching in the present 
society, because it renders teaching much simpler, 
and enables trainees to observe their own progress. 
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A student i n  any of the classes conducted by 
the International WingTsun Association will  find 
no difficulty in continuing his training in any 
other classes of this association, because the next 
instructor wil l  teach him right from where he 
stopped last time, without asking him to show all 
he has learnt. S imilarly, an instructor of a 
WingTsun systematic class can easily take over 
the instruction of another class without wasting 
time in finding out the standard of the individual 
trainees there . 

In former days when an instructor took up a 
class of ten or more students, it often happened 
that a certain technique is taught to a certain 
student, but not to the other. This was a result of 
having no systemization in training. Besides, the 
order of movements were taught as the instructor 
pleased, or as the student could accept, or 
according to the time the student entered the 
class, or as circumstances required. One of the 
weak points of this method of teaching i s  that 
there i s  bound to be a preference for certain 
techniques on the side of the instructor. For 
instance, a certain i nstructor may be fond of the 
"Palm-up Arm" technique, so he unconsciously 
over-emphasizes it.  S imilarly, another instructor 
may be fond of the " Wing-Arm" technique, 
therefore his disciple will be skilled at this 
technique, but will neglect other hand techniques .  



OUTLINES OF THE TRAINING COURSES OF THE INTERNATIONAL WINGTSUN ASSOCIATION 

REGULAR CLASSES 

Training courses may be different from one WingTsun * I Wing Chun I Ving Tsun schools to another, 
depend on different standards or ways of teaching of the instructors. But in general, nearly all the 
WT \ WC \ VT instructors would . teach the Siu-Nim-Tau (Little Idea) Form as an introduction, 
and the Wooden D.ummy Techniques as the final course. 

As Grandmaster Leung Ting founded the proficient teaching and grading system, therefore, the training courses 
are almost the same all over the world in any WT schools and the instructor-certificates obtained from the 
International Headquarters are internationally recognized by all the WT schools .  

The following outlines the training courses taught in the. Leung Ting Gymnasium (the.  International Headquarters) 
as well as all the oversea schools of the International WingTsun Association: -

(1 ) BOXING FORMS 
A: Siu-Nim-Tau (Little Idea) primary kungfu form 
B:  Chum-Kiu (Arm-Seeking) intermediate kungfu form 
C :  Biu-Tze (Fhrusting-Fingers) advanced kungfu form 

(2) CHI-SAU (Arm-Clinging) & FIGHTING EXERCISES 
A: Single-arm Chi-sau (Single Arm-clinging) - fundamental training of the arms' feeling 

B: Double-arm Chi-sau (Double Arm-clinging) - complex training of the arms' feeling 

(a) Poon-sau (Rolling-arms) Exercise 
(b) Kuo-sau (Fighting Practice in Chi-sau stage) Exercise 
(c) Lat-sau (Free-hand Fighting Practice) Exercise 

C: Free-Fighting Exercises - real fighting in gloves & protective equipment 

(3) STRENGTH TRAINING - sandbag, wooden dummy, trip odic dummy, suspended spring, etc. 

(4) COMPLEMENTARY EXORCISES - air-punching, air-kicking, sideling punching exerCIse, 
stance-turning, steps, sideling punching in twos, etc. 

(5) THE WOODEN DUM MY TECHNIQUES - the most advanced boxing form with the wooden dummy. 

(6) WEAPONS - the weapons techniques are only to be taught individually to the high Level instructors 
A. The Luk-Dim-Boon Kwun Techniques (Six-&-a-HalfPoint Long Pole Techniques) , 

1 .  The strength training with the pole 
2 .  The pole form 
3 .  The Chi-Kwun (Long Pole Clinging) Exercise 

B. The Bart-Cham-Dao Techniques (Eight-Cutting Broadsw ord Techniques) 
1 .  The strength training with the double-broadswords 
2. The broadswords form 
3 .  The practical applications 

*Since Wing Tsun ( *-.i- )  Kungfu was developed from China to the Western countries, it is now spelt 

differently as Wing Tsu n ,  Wing Chun or Ving Tsun.  The first spell ing "WingTsun ®" is now 
" INTERNATIONALLY REG ISTERED" as the "OFFICIAL SPELLI NG" for Professor Leung Ting's martial-art 
system. Whereas the other two spelling are generic term used by the other *- .i- ,  o* .i- or, even 

sometimes by the *.i- (Weng Chun) people. 
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The Siu-Nim-Tau Form comprises of ten to 
twelve lessons, depending on the ability of the 
student. This is followed by training in the Single
arm Chi-sau and other complementary exercises, 
including exercises of the stance, steps, Sideling 
Punching, Sideling Punching in twos, the Air
kicking, and the Air-punching. Strength training 
involves flexibility-training exercises of the joints 
(ie. leg presses, wrist twisting), sandbag punching, 
kicking & punching movem�nts with tripodal 
dummy and wooden dummy. 

The Chum-Kiu Form is taught after making 
suitable progress in the Single-arm Chi-sau, Sideling 
Punching, and the exercise of Sideling Punching in 
twos etc. Training in the Double-arm Chi-sau 
follows the completion of the set of Chum-Kiu 
movements. 

The Double-arm Chi-sau begins with the 
Poon-sau (Rolling-arms) exercises, before going on 
to training in the Kuo-sau (Fighting Practice in 
Chl-sau) process. 

In my gymnasiums I have standardised the 
Kuo-sau training, and integrated it with the boxing 
forms and complementary exercises, to complete a 
programme of instruction in Chi-sau that is easily 
followed by both instructors and students, (see note 
1 ). 

The programme of Chi-sau is subdivided into 
seven sections, each containing selected movements 
from the Siu-Nim-Tau and Chum-Kiu forms. These 
movements, of which some are offensive and some 
defensive, are grouped into sets of large and small 
cycles. (see note 2). The first section comprises of  
very basic attacking and defending exercises, which 
can be  mastered with little difficulty. 

On completion of these exercises the student is 
introduced to sparring, as it is only in this way that 
he will learn to apply what he has been taught. I 
believe that sparring should begin as early as pos
sible ,  so that the student, through personal 
experience, will be able to see that he is learning a 
useful fighting skill, and not just an elaborate dance. 

There are two sparring exercises used in my 
gym .  The first is a light type, complementing the 
Chi-sau, in which the student is freed for the arm 
contacting practices of the latter, but is taught to 
apply its techniques. This type of sparring, which is 
very closely supervised, is useful for showing where 
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mistakes are being made, and, as mistakes can be 
painful, the student is most anxious to correct 
them. There is no danger of injury, as the trainee is 
pitted against an instructor (or an advanced student) 
and he is really being taught to react to what his 
superior does. There is no time to stop and think in 
a fight, there must be an immediate and automatic 
reaction to any move an opponent may make, and 
it is surprising how quickly a student will progress 
utilising this system of sparring. In Wing Tsun 
terms, we used to call this "Lat-sau" (Free-hand) 
training. 

The second sparring exercise is, in fact, a 
controlled Real fight between two trainees of 
similar experience. Again there is no danger of 
injury, as both wear protective clothing. The protec
tive equipments consist of a head guard, gloves, and 
body guard. This type of sparring is essential , as it is  
much more vigorous, allowing the trainee to fight 
without holding anything back, thus gammg 
practical experience he would otherwise be without. 
As it should be a real application of the techniques 
that have been taught, the instructor may often 
intervene to point out errors, and even go through 
them step by step. We do not want a flurry of 
disorderly punches between two fighters, and we 
take care to prevent it. The first section normally 
takes about six to eight months to learn. 

The Chi-sau, techniques are the most important 
part of Wing Tsun Kung-fu. Assuming a student has 
learned all the other forms and Wooden Dummy 
Techniques, he cannot be considered to have 
mastered Wing Tsun, unless he can apply them 
during Chi-sau training. The forms are only the 
tools of the trade, the Chi-sau is the method of 
handling them. A man who does not know how to 
use his tools cannot be considered a tradesman. 
Similarly a Wing Tsun practitioner cannot master 
the art, without Chi-sau training. For this reason I 
consider that it is enough to first learn two forms 
and know how to apply them skilfully utilising the 
Chi-sau. A trainee who can do this will easily 
overcome another who has learned three forms but 
cannot apply them. Furthermore, a student trying 
to intergrate three forms at once into the Chi-sau, 
will make slower progress, as he has a great deal 
more to absorb. It is therefore in his interest to 
teach less as a basic training, so that he may learn 
to apply what he is being taught skilfully, and not 
be confused by too much at once. My gymnasium 
therefore teaches the Siu-Nim-Tau and Chum-Kiu 
forms as a basic training. This is then followed by 
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practice in the Chi-sau techniques, to develop the 
students' skill in utilisation of the fonns. Training is 
then continued utilising both types of sparring and 
the wooden dummy exercises. And only when the 
student is sufficiently advanced in these fonns and 
their application, is then taught the Biu-Tze 
(Thrusting-Fingers) advanced form. 

Finally we come to the 1 1 6 movements of the 
Muk-Yan Chong Techniques ( Wooden Dummy 
Form). Before recieving training is that the student 
should have mastered the basic fonns, and be able 
to deliver a number of very deadly movements to 
deal with an enemy. Earlier, when he was learning 
the basic fonns, the student was taught some 
separate exercises to practise on the wooden 
dummy, these were only "complementary 
exercises," designed to help him master the basic 
form he was practising, and not part of the Wooden 
Dummy Techniques. 

Complementary exercises are a part of Wing 
Tsun training programme, and are so called because 
their removal would have no effect on the final 
result. However complementary exercises are 
desirable, because they shorten the length of time 
required to attain mastery in any given fonn . Other 
complementary exercises practised in my gym. 
include various types of stance & steps, like the 
Advancing Steps, which allows the practitioner to 
advance and retreat with ease, and the Turning 
Stance, that developes the sense of balance when 
turning. Training such as this enables the student to 
gain a sense of freedom and versatility of move
ment, that will be a great advantage to him if he is 
involved in a real fight. 

The Air-punching and Air-kicking help the 
trainees to realise the importance of speed, accuracy, 
and strength, while the Sideling Punching (A 
com b"ination of the turning stance and Air
punching) is valuable basic training for co-ordination 
of the hands and legs. Some trainees, whose wrist or 
leg joints are rather stiff, perhaps due to inborn or 
occupational circumstances, need additional 
exeFCises to help loosen their joints and tendons. 

The most useful tools or aids for strength 
training include the dummies, (for developing the 
bridge- arms and the strength of the legs), and the 
sandbag, (which developes the power of the punch). 
Punching at the wallbag is an essential requirement 
of Wing Tsun training, and a student should have 
received strenuous training in this, before 

'
taking up 
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the Chi-sau exercises. Generally speaking, a student 
under the guidance of an instructor, gradually 
increases his sandbag exercises, from about twenty 
punches at the beginning, to between two to six 
hundred a day ,  depending on the ability of the 
individual. The strength of the punches increase 
with his progress, and any wrong movements or 
methods are corrected early in the course. After 
about two months, I would expect a male student 
to make about two hundred to six hundred punches 
a day. However, a female trainee, who also receives 
this course, would take longer. Ladies also do not 
wish to develop callouses on their hands, therefore 
they are permitted to wear cotton gloves, so that 
their hands remain soft and smooth. Practitioners 
who wish to participate in fighting contests, should 
have progressed to about one thousand punches a 
day, divided into ten intervals, with two hundred 
punches in each. Some particularly keen practi
tioners work up to six or seven thousand a day, but 
they are rare . 

(Note 1 )  

In the past Wing Tsun Chi-sau was taught in no fixed 
order. The instructor decided what he would teach, and 
did so in any way he thought necessary. The advantage 
of this method of training, is that the student will 
speedily acquire the ability to react quickly to cope 
with emergencies. However in a class of ten or more, this 
way of teaching causes overemphasis in some areas, and 
negligence, or even complete omission, in others. 

(Note 2) 

The principle of Wing Tsun fighting practice l ies in a 
cycle of movements, some offensive, some defensive, 
which will recur after passing through a series of move
ments. Furthermore, the movements of the seven 
sections in Chi-sau training, when skilfully mastered, can 
be combined with one another to form a larger cycle, in 
which the movements are also recur.ring. This is why 
there are large, and small, cycles of movements. 



USE OF WEAPONS 

T he Luk-Dim-Boon-Kwun or "Six-and-a-Half 

Point Long Pole Techniques" and the 
Bart-Cham-Dao or "Eight-Cutting Broadsword 

Techniques" are the two weapon-techniques taught 
to advanced trainees of the IWT A (e.g. trainees at 
the 4th Level degree or up). It is said that the 
Six-and-a-Half Point Long Pole Techniques was 
originated by the Buddhist monk Chi Shin of the 
Fukien Siu Lam (Shaolin) Monastery but was 
modified by the Wing Tsun masters Wong Wah Bo 
and Leung Yee Tei. Therefore the method is 
different from the fist-fighting techniques but is 
similar in its concept . The Six-and-a-Half-Point 
Long Pole Techniques is so-called because there are 
altogether seven basic techniques and one of them is 
called the "half-fencing" pole technique. The 
"quadrilateral level stance", "front stance" and 
"half-hanging stance" are used for the pole 
techniques. The pole used is about eight and a half 
feet and is named the single-headed pole . 

Below: 
Grandmaster Leung Ting (right) performing the 
appl ication of the S ix-and-a-half Point Pole 

tech n iques with a student. Leung is seen dartin g  
his pole at high speed at h i s  student's throat, but 

stopping it when contact is j ust made, without 

harm i ng his partner. It is a highly technical skill to 

stop the pole in this way, as failure in doing this will 
resu lt in fatal injury. 

(photo taken in 1976 in the Kung-fu Show organized jointly 

by the Hong Kong Urban Services Department and the Hong 

Kong Tourist Association). 
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In the late Grandmaster Yip Man's ' period, the 
Eight-Cutting Broadsword Techniques (also 
known as "The Eight-Cutting Doubleknives ") 
were regarded as the top-secret techniques of the 
WingTsun (Wing Tsun or W ing Chun) System, thus 
very few direct students of Yip Man could learn 
these techniques . T he broadswords or, rather, 
"doubleknives", used are quite different with the 
"butterfly broadswords" which are popular in the 
other Southern styles . T wo knives are used at the 
same time, and are manipulated in close correlation 
with each other, forming a formidable pair of 
weapons . The method of using the broadswords are 
derived from the Wing Tsun fist-fighting techniques, 
and are used in the conjunction with the ty pical 
Wing Tsun stances but with more variation in 
footwork which allows agility in forward and 
backward movements .  



THE LADIES' CLASSES 

rT7he ladies courses. are, for the most part, the <!l l  ®same as the men's, however, owing to the fact 
that women are physically weaker than men, their 
progress is usually slower. After six to eight months, 
a m ale student can usually make skilful use of s0l1le 
of the Wing Tsun techniques in a free fight, but 
fem ale students normally take seven to ten months. 
This is ! because women are not as aggressive as men, 
but does not mean they are less intelligent. 

In the ladies' classes we place a great emphasis 
on quick reaction to compensate for their lower 
physical strength. For example, a female trainee 
who attacks with a lightning reaction, using her legs, 
would find this to be much more effective than 
merely using the fists, assuming of course, that it 
was skilfully carried out. 

A girls' class (having a lesson) in the 
W.T. L.T.G. 

A punching demonstration by a female student of the 
all-girls class, who is seen here shattering a heap of 1 8  
Chinese roof-tiles by one punch. 

S e l f - defence techniques demonstrated by a 
female student of the girls class and h er partner. 
This photo shows the demonstrator kicking away 
her partner by executing the Turning Thrusting 
Kick. (Taken in 1976 at the Martial Arts Show 
joinly organized by the Hong Kong Urban 
Services Department and the Hong Kong Tourist 
Association, presented by L W. T.L. T.A.) 
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CHAPT E R  TWO 

SYSTEM OF FIGHTING-METHODS 

(A) TH E S I U-N I M-TAU (L ITTL E IDEA) FORM 

The Siu-Nim-Tau form is also called the 
Saam-Pai- Fut (Praying Thrice to the Buddha), 
though it is.. more commonly blown as the former. 

The term used for this form is quite 
meaningful for every beginner of Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu, who takes the Siu-Nim-Tau as his 
fundamental training. He is first briefed by his 
instructor that "When the LITTLE IDEA is 
incorrect, a pugilist will fail in perfonning martial 
arts, and may even lose his moral purposes for 
living." 

To put it in another way, if a beginner in 
Wing Tsun Kung-fu cannot gain a 'good foundation 
in the Siu-Nim-Tau form, he will never be able to 
master the more advanced techniques that he will 
be taught in the future. Morally, if one's own little 
idea is on an ambigious, naive or decadent 
foundation, then one's very own life-time deeds 
would be of dubious value. 

One of the characteristics of this form is to 
offer training to the lower portion of the body. 
When performing these exercises, a student never 
m oves the lower body or his feet. For the purpose 
of training the lower body it can be likened to the 
practice of meditation (as in Buddhism far 
example), the only difference being that when 
practising Meditation one is normally sitting, 
whereas in the Siu-Nim-Tau one is standing. The 
fun ction of this characteristic of the Little Idea is 
therefore to offer training to the lower section of  
the  body. 

The first section of hand techniques is 
comprised of a method of the Tan-sau (Palm-up 
Arm), and three times of the Faak-sau (Bridge-on 
Arm), which are all changed into the Wu-sau 
(Protective-arm) at their withdrawal . In the Wu-sau 
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technique, the palm is erect, with the four fingers 
pointing upwards, just like the hand of one who is 
praying. This explains why the Siu-Nim-Tau is also 
known as Praying Thrice to the Buddha (Saam Pai 
Fut). 

The practice of these few techniques are the 
essence of training the upper section of the body . 
Correct method of  training will enable the 
practitioner to obtain superior accomplishment in 
kung-fu, and as a result, he will be able to resist 
severe cold in winter, while his body is perspiring 
vigorously as if steaming, his palms turning to the 
colour of  cinnabar, his breathing is smooth and his 
blood circulation will maintain a steady flow. This 
is similar to what many people call the Chi Kung or 
Internal Kung-fu, but in W.T.K. we never wish to 
exaggerate, so we do not term it this way. In 
addition the Siu-Nim-Tau also includes fundamental 
techniques such as the Jum-sau (Sinking-arm) , the 
Gaun-sau (Splitting-arm), the Bang-sau (Wing-arm) 
and other techniques of the fist and the palm, 
which are practised in methods like those of 
gymnastics. 



TH E S IU-N I M -TAU (L I TT L E  I D EA) FO RM 

he Siu-Nim-Tau is also known as the Saam-Pai-Fut (Praying Thrice to the Buddha) but it is more 
commonly cal led by the former name. The derivation of the latter name was due to the fact that 
this boxing form has a set of techniques consisting of one Tan-sau (Palm-up Arm) movement and 
th ree Fook-sau (Bridge-on Arm) movements, with the hand fina l ly  withdrawn to the front of the 
body by changing into the Wu-sau (Protective-arm) movement, and formed i nto the gesture of 

praying to the Buddha with the four fingers pointing upwa rd. 

There is a particu lar meaning i n  givi ng the nam� of Siu-Ni m-Tau to the fi rst boxing form of Wing Tsun Kuen. 
On the first day when a beginner receives h is Wing Tsun tra in ing the i nstructor wi l l  admonish h i m :  "If you 
don't get the Siu-Nim- Tau (Little Idea) right, you will never be able to get yourself right through your whole 
life; this applies to the practice of martial arts, and so much so to living a valuable life. " - The meaning beh ind 
th is  piece of admonition is qu ite simple :  The Siu-Ni m-Tau Form comprises a l l  the basic tra in ing movements 
of Wing Tsu n Kuen, wh ich constitute the frame of innumberable variations of other boxing forms of this 
kungfu style. If a beginner does not gain  a good fou ndation in  this boxing form, he wi l l  never be able to master 
the more advanced techn iques correctly. As a si mi le  i n  l iving, if one does not get h is  l ittle  idea i n  the right 
direction, but al lows it to be bu i lt on an ambiguous, naive or decadent foundation, then one's very l i fe-t ime 
deeds wou ld be of du bious va lue. Hence the term "Siu-N i m-Tau" is actua l ly a double-entendre, created with 
wel l - intention, which deserves to be memorised by al l Wing Tsu n practitioners as a motto for getting along 
both in the "martial" and the "moral" world. 

ONE HUNDRED & EIGHT POINTS 

It is said that before the t ime of Grandmaster Yip Man, the boxi ng form of Siu-N i m-Tau consisted of one 
hundred and eight points. For many years, I have col lected and compared nu merous data and managed to 
corroborate this hearsay. The secret l ies in  the fact that in  this boxing form, every "Single-movement" is 
counted as one point. Hence, those "Double-movements " performed with both hands together (such as the 
Crossed Gaun-sau, the Double Jum-sau, the Double Tan-sau, etc.) are counted as two points. 

H owever, every action is not counted as one point only from where the hand starts through its withdrawal .  
Every sequential action of  the  hand during the  process of executing a complete movement is counted as 
one separate point. For example, i n  the execution of the set of movements of the "Straightline Thrusting 
Punch ", the action of the hand in  sequence is cou nted as three points : - Straightline Thrusting Punch - from 
Palm- Up Arm to Circling Hand - Withdrawal of Fist. As another example, in the fi rst set of movements 
fol l owing the Setting of the Stance : - Cross Palm-Up Arms - Crossed Splitting-arms - Rotating Arms into 
Crossed Splitting-arms - Withdrawal of Fists, the sequence of action of the hands i n  these movements are 
counted as four points, but as these are performed with both hands, the number of points are counted as 
doub le, i .e., eight points. 

THE PAST & THE PRESENT 

Having gone through a number of addition and deletion, the Siu-Nim-Tau Form taught by G randmaster Yip 
Man after he came to H ong Kong was somewhat d ifferent from the fonn he l earnt in  h is  earl ier days. Even 
the form now practised genera l ly by the Wing Tsun practitioners in Hong Kong is also different from the 
form taught by h im before he came to Hong Kong. I cannot say for certain  whether the form fi rst learnt 
by G randmaster Yip had been modified by his paternal teacher (Grandmaster Chan Wah Shun, the Si-Fu of 
Yip Man), his second elder kungfu brother (Ng Chung So, Si-Hing of Yip Man, from whom Grandmaster 
Yip learnt most of his techniques in hIs earlier days) and h is  kungfu uncle Leung B i k  (from whom 
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Grandmaster Yip refined his learnings in his later days), but it is qu ite apparent that the Siu-Ni m-Tau Form 
he practised when he was fi rst admitted i nto the Wing Tsu n school was d ifferent from what he used to practise 
when he later fo l lowed his kungfu uncle Leung Bik.  Corroborated by rel iable data, the Siu-Nim:Tau Form 
preva i l i ng these days is to a certai n  extent different from that prevai led i n  the age of G randmaster Yip. I n  
the old time, the Siu-Ni m-Tau Form consisted exactly of 1 08 points. This number however, has been 
exceeded in its present fashion after a nu mber of addition and deletion  having been made. 

I myself  prefer the present boxing form of the Si u-N im-Tau which is an i mprovement over the previous form. 
I n  the old form, the movements after the Bar·arms were broken i nto two sections, whi ch in the present form 
are jo ined smoothly in one breath. Moreover, the present Siu-Ni m-Tau Form is enriched in contents. I a lways 
bel ieve that to learn martial arts one should try to grasp the real concept of the system and shou ld not dwel l  
too much on tracing the  orig in or  derivation of one  or two particu lar points. I t  is  equa l ly  erroneous to  adhere 
too conservatively to orthodox remnants and neglect to differentiate between what is good and bad as wel l  
as  the right and wrong. I t  must be  remembered that Wing Tsu n Kungfu i s  a h ighly flexib le and self-responsive 
system of martial arts, which is total ly different to other old-fash ioned systems that elaborate on ly on 
strin gent ru les of "prescribed" movements. 

STRUcrURE OF POINT OF EMPHASIS 

The set of movements consist ing of "one Tan-sau & three Fook-sau" is the stem of the whole boxing form 
of S iu-N im-Tau. Slowness is the key to the practice of the movements of this form, and the h ighest atta inment 
can only be obtained when one can carry out the practice of this form in such a slow way as to appear that 
"the force seems stopped but yet it is continuing being exerted; the body has become motionless but yet 
it is moving. " When this state of atta inme nt is reached i n  practice, the practitioner wou ld  feel that h is  
breathing becomes slow and deep, the blood circulation speedier, and the body comfortably warmer as if  
the b lood vessels had been enlarged. If  the exercise is performed i n  a warm temperature, the practitioner 
wou l d  soon perspire h eavi ly, and if  the exercise is done in cold wi nter, the body wou ld soon start to smoke 
as if  it is boi l i ng i nside. At a fu rther advanced level of attainment, even the hands used by the pract itioner 
concerned to exert a movement would produce v is ible phenomena i ndicative of physical i mprovement i n  
blood c ircu lation. I n  the execution o f  a Palm-up Arm movement, the palm wi l l  natua l ly  turn dark violet· i n  
colo r  when i t  is  pushed outward (at this moment if one puts his hand on this palm of the performer one 
would feel that it is much warmer than normal body temperature) and suddenly becomes pale  aga i n  as it is 
withdrawn (and the heat also disappears). I t  may be physica l ly toi lsome in the beginn ing to practise the 
Siu-Ni m-Tau Form but when the practitioner keeps up with the practice, he wi l l  become sprightly and 
energetic. The strange efficacies of this boxing form are revea led only after long t ime and i ncessant practice. 

Apart from the forgoing set of movement a l l  other movements of the form are executed with normal speed, 
not too fast and not too slow. These movements i nclude the left, right, front and Back Pinning-hands, the 
Bar-arms, the Whisking-arms, the Sinking-arms and the Jerk-hands etc. . . . . . The three kinds of palming  
techn iques and the  techniques for dissolving attacks from the  upper, middle and lower l evel, the  Alternate 
Thrusting Punches, are a l l  contained in  this short and cal isthenic-l ike boxi ng form. 

KEY TO TRAINING 

One of the characteristics of the Siu-N im-Tau Form is that the practitioner does not move a step during the 
pract ice. H ence, the perform i ng of the exercise wi l l  provide good tra in ing to the lower portion of the body 
at the same time. That is one reason why a Wing Tsun learner can start stra ight away to practise the 
Siu-Nim-Tau Form without having to go through the tra in ing of setting the stance as the learner of the other 
kungfu styles have to do. 

The techniques of W. T. Kungfu attach a lot of stress on "Borrowing the force of the opponent to make 
dexterous rebound". The fol lowing stages have to be gone through one by one in  the course of practice : 
F irstly to "give up " the use of force and then go on to practise "deflecting" an on-coming force; after getting 
wel l  versed i n  deflecting, then go on fu rther to learn to �'bo"ow " and make use of the on-coming force to make 
rebounds. I f  emphasis is put only on the exertion of sheer force, then, whi lst a l earner natura l ly  can over power 
a wea ker opponent he h imseif wou ld be also su bdued if he meets a stronger opponent. The purpose of "giving 
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up " the use of force is to adapt the learner to subdue h is  opponent by "techniques", not by h is own "brute 
force". Hence the phy�ical strength of the opponent is no longer a concern. When a learner gets versed i n  
t h e  "deflecting" techniques, h e  wi l l  be able to stand unhurt against any oncoming attack, n o  matter how 
hard or  strong is the force exerted by the opponent. At this level ,  a practitioner of W.T. Kungfu can then 
manage to "borrow "  or make use of the opponent's force to lau nch counter attacks. Therefore the practice 
of W.T. System places much emphasis on the relaxation of the whole body and mainta in ing l ightness and 
softness on the execution of every movement. If hard force is used in  the execution of a punch, the muscles 
of the body wi l l  be tightly drawn and the hand actua l ly  wi l l  not be able to del iver the punch ing force in fu l l  
as part o f  the force wi l l  b e  deta ined at the arm b y  the muscles (this is what is called "conserved force", which 
is an error a/ways to be avoided in the practice of W. T. Kungfu). The strength of a punch depends entirely 
on the correct appl ication of force. A punch may seem to be extremely powerfu l to the exerter who knows 
n othing about force appl ication, but its effect maybe much reduced or even becomes fru itless when it f ina l ly  
l ands on the opponent. I f  the exerter knows how to make use of  h is force in  a dexterous way, h is pu nch 
would be very fatal even if  he admi nisters it in an easy and relaxed manner. It shou ld be remembered that 
the  Siu-Ni m-Tau Form shou ld never be practised i n  a vio lent and forcefu l manner. The correct way is to 
perform the exercise as cal isthenics. Consistent effort and tra in ing wi l l  produ ce the resu lts desired. 

The W.T. System e laborates on "Clarity of Every Point ", which means that there shou ld  not be any ambigity 
and  confusion in any movement. Between evey series of continuous movements there should be a sl ight pause. 
The motion shou ld be fast where it should be and vice versa. A sense of "rythm " shou ld be mai nta i ned 
th roughout the exercise. Perfu nctory p ractice is useless. 

I n  addition, the exercise of the Siu-N i m-Tau Form shou ld a lways be performed with u nd ivided attention. 
Concentration shou ld be paid on the position of each movement. The eyesight should fo l l ow the hands. 
B reathi ng should be natural and smooth . Tensi on and carelessness are both to be kept away from.  Strict 
observance of a l l  the foregoing points wi l l  lead to the way of success. 

TA N - S A U  I N  
LITTL E-I D EA FO RM 
A S  DEMONSTRA TED B Y  

SIFU LEUNG TING 

( P g . 9 4 ) 
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S I U - N I M  - TA U 

L ITT L E I D EA FO RM 

1 2 3 . 4 

Setti ng u p  of stance ( 1  - 5 )  

Stand straight, relaxed; fists p laced beside chest knees bend i ng. Fi rst take the hee l s  a s  pi vots a nd turn the feet outwards, 
then take the toes of the feet as pivots, and turn the heels outwards, th us  pos ing th e Character "TWO " Adduction Stance. 

6 7 8 9 

Crossed Palm-up Arms - Crossed Spl i tti ng-arms - Rotat ing Arms (6 - 9) 

Both arms move from the sides of  the chest to cross i n  front of  the chest, with the left arm over the right a rm, forming the 
Crossed Palm·up Arms. Then both arms lash slant ing  downwards. The arms then rotate upwards through their respective outward 

curve, u nti I they resume the form of Crossed Palm·up Arms as at the begi nni ng. The fists are then withdrawn. 
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THE BAS IC BOXING FORM OF THE WING TSUN SYSTEM 

5 

DEMONSTRATED BY GRANDMASTER LEUNG T ING 
( 1 0t h  L e v e l  M. O . C . )  

3 4 

Side-view S ide-view 

5 

S ide-view 

Series of stages from Crossed Palm-up Arms to Splitting-arms, to Rotating 
Arms, and then back to Cross Palm-up Arms. (A - H )  

Z1' . . � 

( B ird 's eye view of 
Diagram 6)  

The Crossed Palm-up 
Arms are placed in front of 

the chest at a distance equal 

to the length of a palm, mea

sured from the crossing point 

of the two wrists to the centre 

of the chest. 

A 

G 
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1 0  12 

Left Straight l i ne  Thrusting Punch - Circ l ing-hand - withd rawal of F ist 
( 1 0  - 1 6 ) 

Right Straightl i ne Thrusting Punch ( 1 7 - 23 ) 

R epeat the movements as for the L eft Straigh t/ine Thrusting Punch. 

B c 

Side-view of stages of the Straight l i ne  Thrusting Punch (A - D) 

Please note that the fist i s  placed a t  a distance of th e width of t h e  palm from th e chest. A t  th e delivery o f  the punch , 
the elbow is kept low but close to the centre line . 



The l eft f i st, i n  the shape of the Ch i nese ch aracter " EI " ,  p l aced at the chest, 

executes a punch along a forward straight l i ne.  When the arm is f u l l y  stretched, the 

pal m i s  f lattened . The pa lm i s  then bent i nwards, and turns a complete c i rcle inwards. 

The f ist is then withdrawn. 

16 

( B ird 's eye view of the Straight l i ne Thrust ing Punch 
at fu l l  stretch . )  

Pl ease note that the fist is t o  b e  kept a t  th e centre 
line .  Keep balance of  th e b ody.  Also keep the fist at right 
angle to the line joining the shoulders. 

(E - M) 

Complete process of  the Circling-hand. Please note that 
in the complete process, th e arm is fully stretched, the elbow 
stiff and u n bending, and that only the h and m oves in a circle. 

E 

F 

G 

K 

l 

M 
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24 25 26 27 

The Palm-up Arm (24 - 27 ) 

Left hand stretches forwards from side of body, palm is flattened, facing upwards. Stretch ing hand is slowly d riven by force 
of the e lbow along centre l i ne, until the el bow is of one fist's distance away from body.  

32 
31 32 

Side-view of Protective-arm 
Protective-arm (30 - 32 ) 

The Circling-hand changing into the Protective-arm� fou r f ingers pointing upwards, el bow forming a perpendicular tangent 
to shou lder; elbow, centre of chest and the palm form ing a triangle. Shoulder slowly d raws the el bow backwards. 

35 

Side-view of Bridge-on Arm 

100 

I 
1 -

I 
II 
1 

Bird's eye view 

of Bridge-on Arm 

36 

Half-completed Circ l ing-hand (36 - 37) 
The Bridge-on Arm is stretched forwards u nti l  it is one 

fist's distance away from body. Then it  takes the form of a 
Half - completed Circling -hand, before changi ng i nto a 

Protective-arm. 



Side-view of Palm-up  Arm 

, 

Bird 's eye view 

of Protective-arm 

29 

Bird 's eye view 

of Palm-up Arm 

Half-completed Circ l ing-hand (28-29) 

33 

The Bridge-on Arm {33 - 35 }  

Th e Circling-hand, h av i ng compl eted h a l f  a n  outward 

t u r n i n g  ci rc l e ,  changes i n to the Pro tective-arm. 

34 

Protective-arm is with d rawn to the chest. P a l m  bends d ownwards, and is slowly p u shed 

forward along centre l i ne, thus form i ng a Bridge-on Arm. 

39 _ 41 

Reversible movements from Protective-arm to Bridge-on Arm, in  repetitions (38 - 52)  

A t  the withdrawal o f  t h e  Protective-arm t o  the chest, it  i s  converted t o  the Bridge-on Arm, a n d  i s  stretched forwards. 

The movement is  repeated three times. 

1 0 1  



42 44 

51 52 

58 59 60 

Pal m-up Arm - Circl ing-hand - Withdrawal of F ist (57-61 ) 

When the Erect Palm is th rust to the fu l l  stretch of the arm, the palm is placed horizontal ly  to face upwards. The palm 

turns one ci rcle at the wrist, before withdrawal .  
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46 47 49 

54 55 . 57 

Sidewa rd Palm - Erect Palm (53 - 56) 

When the Protective-arm is withdrawn to the chest, the palm makes a sudden s lap to the r ight unt i l  it  reaches the width 
of the shoulder. It is then drawn back to the chest. It turns to face the front, and is thrust straight forward as an Erect Palm. 

54 55 

Side-view Side-view Side-view 
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2 3 4 

10 1 1  

1 9  20 

26 21 

1 04 



5 

14" 

2 1  22 

7 8 

16 

23 24 

Side-view of the movement 

(1 - 30) 

Side-view of stages for the changing of the Palm-up 
Arm to the first Bridge-on Arm movement, and then to the 
Protective-arm. 
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One Palm-up Arm movement with Three Bridge-on Arm movements for the right hand (62 - 88) 

Please refer to explanatory notes for i l l ustrati ons for the l eft hand .  

70 71 72 

78 79 
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102 100 
Side-view Side-view 

Back Pinning-hands (1 02 - 1 03 )  

The two hands are fi rst placed beh ind one's back, with the open palms facing downwards. They are then thrust straight 
down s imultaneously at the back. 

108 
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Side Palm,  Erect Palm and Withdrawal movements for the right hand (89 - 97) 

Please refer to  explanatory notes for  i l l ustrations for  the l eft hand. 

98 99 1 01  

Left and Right Pinning-hands (98 - 1 01 )  

After withd rawal of the hand, the left palm is then flattened to face downwards. I t  then th rusts straight down, unti l  the 

whole arm is at its fu l l  stretch. The movement is  then repeated by the right hand. 

105 

Side-view S ide-view 

Front Pinning-hands (1 04 - 1 06) 

The Back Pinning-hands be ing completed, they are withdrawn first to  the  flanks, and then to  the  chest. The palms are then 
thrust s imu ltaneously in a sl ightly slanting downward di rection. 

1 09 
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Side-view Side-view 
The Bar-arms ( 1 07) 

The arms are withdrawn to the chest. They are placed horizontal ly  across the 
chest, with the l eft fore-arm on top of the right fore-arm . 

- \ 

1 10 111 

Side-view 

Bar-arms - Double S inking-arms ( 1 09 - 1 1 1 )  

The two arms being withdrawn, they are changed into Bar-arms, with the right fore-arm on top of the l eft fore-arm . They 

then rol l  fi rst upwards a long the chest then forwards, and final ly  downwards to become the Double Sinking-arm._ 
�--�-------------, 

. 1 14 114 

Side-view 
Thrusting-fingers (1 1 4) 

The two Sinking-arms are fi rst changed into 
Jerk-hands, then, straighten i ng the fingers, the hands thrust 
to the front in an upward-forward di rection. 

I I O  

1 15 

Side-view 
Long-briqge Pinning-hands ( 1 1 5) 

At the ful l  stretch of the arms, the Thrusting-fingers 
are changed i nto the Long-bridge Pinning-hands, by 

exerting a force from the shoulders to press both palms 



u 
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The Wh isking-arms ( 1 08) Bird's eye view of the whisking-arms 

The two arms are suddenly spread outwards to the s ides of the body.  Th i s  is to be fo l l owed 

by a g l a ncing of th e eyes at the posit ions where the a rms have been spread. 

112 

Double Palm-up Arm - Double J erk-hand ( 1 1 2  - 1 1 3 ) 
Side-view 

Th e e l bows of the two a rms are then s l ight ly ra i sed, wh i le the two palms are tu rned u pwards, th u s  form i ng Double Palm-Lip 

Arm. Then the p a l ms are swiftly tu rned downwards, wh i l e  the two a rm s  s i m u ltaneously take a sudden s i n k i ng a ction,  be i n g  

dr iven by the force of t h e  e l bows, thu s  creating a sudden downward j e r k i n g  movem ent. Pl ease note that i n  th is  movement the el bows 

a re not i n  the l east to be d ragged backwards whi l e  the fore·arms are l ash i ng down. 

. . ,,"ff. .� .: f 

Stages of the Bar-arms changing into the Sinking-arms (A - F )  

T o  change the Bar-arms into the Sinking-arms, it is necessary first to draw the left fore-arm, which is below the right 
fore-arm , to the chest. Then both fore-arms make a circling movement, first upwards, then forwards, and at last downwards, to 
execute the Double Sinking-arms. 

straight downwards. It shou ld  be noted that both the 
palms and the fore-arms are to be kept l evel to the ground 

as they p ress downwards. 

I I I  
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Raising of Arms - Withdrawal of F ists ( 1 1 6  - 1 1 7 )  

After execution of Long-bridge Pinning-hands, the arms  remain ful ly stretched. Then 
they are raised vertical ly by the force of the shoulders. The palms are then rel axed, and the 
arms are finally withdrawn. 

123 
" , 

1 24  125 

1 18 

hori zonta l ly  facing downwards. The palm is then th rust forward to take the form of a Palm-up Arm. The palm then makes 
one c ircle at the wrist to execute the Circling-hand movement, before being withdrawn to the side of the chest. 

1 31 132 133 

1 1 2  
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Sideward Pal m - Ly ing Palm - Withdrawal of Fist ( 1 1 8  - 1 25 )  

Le.ft palm sl aps to the ri ght unti l  it  reaches the side- l i ne o f  th e sho u l der. I t  then retu rns t o  the chest, and i s  p laced 

Side-view 

127 128 

Right Sideward Palm and Lying Palm ( 1 26 - 1 33 )  

Pl ease refer to explanatory notes for i l l ustrations for th e l eft hand . 

. : 

Side-view 

Palm-up Arm - Sinking-arm ( 1 34 - 1 35 )  

Left arm thrusts forward along centre l ine to pose th e  Palm-up Arm. I t  i s  then 

changed i nto a Sinking-arm by lowering the el bow and chopping the palm downwards. 

130 

136 
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Wip ing  Arm - Scooping Arm - Lower Level Lying Palm Circ l ing-hand - With'drawal of F ist ( 1 36 - 1 44) 

T h e  Left Sinking-arm i s  then changed i nto Splitting-arm by going downwards in an outwa rd cu rve, u nti l the palm 

142 143 144 145 

150 152 

1 14 
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Side-view Side-view 
reaches the side l i ne of the left upper leg. The palm is then turned to face upwards at the same t ime as the fore-arm is 
motivated by the el bow to swing upwards unt i l  it  is l evel to the ground, thus forming a Palm-up Arm. The Pal m  then tu rns 

inwards to make a circle, thus forming a Lying Palm. The Lying Palm is thrust in a forward-downward d i rection unti l  it 
reaches the  height of the bel ly. The l eft arm is then withdrawn. 

146 

Right Wiping  Arm , Right Scooping Arm and R ight Lower Level Lying Palm ( 145 - 1 55)  

Please refer t o  explanatory notes for i l lustrations for the left hand. 

1 1 5 
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Wing-arm - Palm-up Arm - Reverse Palm Withdrawal of F ist ( 1 56 - 1 63 )  

After withdrawal o f  the arm, the e l bow i s  tu rned upwards, w h i l e  the palm i s  tu rned downwards, thus form i n g  a 

Wing-arm. The el bow is then l owered and kept c lose to th e cen t r e  l i ne, and the pal m i s  tu rned to face u pwards, thus form i ng 

A 

Side-view of Conversion from Wing-arm to Reverse Palm (A - D) 

1 64 165 166 167 ! 
I 

Right Wing-arm and Reverse Palm ( 1 64 - 1 71 )  

Pl ease re·fer to expl anatory notes fo r � l l ustrat ions fo r the l eft hand.  

1 1 6 
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a Palm-up Arm. The palm is then bent backwards to the arm ,  so that the fingers a re po inting downwards, and the base of the 
. palm is facing upwards, in the form of a Reverse Palm. The Palm is then thru st forward, and, at fu l l  stretch of the a rm, it 

rotates fo r one c ircle in the form of a Circling-hand, fol lowed by withd rawal of the whole arm. 

o 

Stages of setting up  the Wing-arm (A - E) 

Bird's eye view of Wing-arm 

Please note the right angle formed by the three points of the elbow, the shoulder and 
the centre of the chest, and the correct relative position of the wrist to the centre line. 

169 170 

E 

171 
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The Freeing-arm (1 72 - 1 79) 

The left arm is stretched, with palm facing downwards. The  right palm, facing upwards, is p l aced on  the  el bow joint of 
the left a rm. The right palm g l ides forwards a long the left fore-arm, while the right palm is turn i ng upside down, and at the 

180 181 182 183 

Alternate Thrusting Punches ( 1 80 - 1 84) 

As soon as  the left arm is  withdrawn to the side of the chest, the fist is thrust forward, wh i le  the rightarm is  
withdrawn to the other side of the chest, ready for its turn to make a punch . When the l eft punch is at  i ts  fu l l  stretch, the 
right fist is thrust forward, whi l e  the left fist is waiting for its turn again, and so on. 

188 189 

1 1 8 

Side-view of stages 
from Freeing-arni to 
Thrusting Punch (A 
- E) 

Please note that what the 
illustrations show are simp
lified movements, with a 
purpose to present side-view's 
of correct positions of the 
arms. A 



176 177 178 179 

same tim e, the l eft fore-arm is being withdrawn backwards, wh i l e  the l eft palm is also turning upside down. When the right 
arm is fu l l y  stretched, with the palm facing downwards, the l eft palm, facing upwards, is then p laced on the el bow joint of the 
right a rm .  Thus the positions of the two a rm s  are changed with each other. The movements are then repeated three times 
alternate ly  for each arm.  F inal ly the l eft arm is withdrawn to its original posi tion at the side of the chest. 

184 185 186 187 

Withdrawal of F ist ( 1 85 - 1 89)  

When the l eft punch i s  a t  its fu l l  stretch, the right fist has been withdrawn t o  the right side o f  the chest. The clenched 
l eft hand is then released, so as to execute a Circling-hand movement. After that the l eft a rm is  withdrawn to the left side of 
the chest. The boxing form is thus completed. 

B c o E 
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Bird 's eye view of 
stages of Alternate 
Thrusting Punches and 
posi t ions of arms. (A
G) 

1 20 
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CROSSED TAN-SAU 
Many Wing Tsun practitioners have failed to notice that the first movement after stance setting i n  the 

Siu-Nim-Tau or Chum-Kiu Form is Crossed Tan-sau and not Lower Gaun-Sau. 
The Crossed Tan-sau is one of the Double-movements, and therefore should be counted as two points 

in the old Siu-Nim-Tau Form of 1 08 points. The Crossed Tan-sau performed in the practice of the boxing 
fonn is always, in actual applications, split and used in conjunction with other movements. (eg. The Kwun-sau 
is a movement performed by co-ordinating a Lower Bong-sau with a Tan-sau movement. ) 

The Crossed Tan-sau is often used in co-ordination with the Sideling Stance. Hence it seems more 
appropriate to call it the Sideling Tan-sau. As a matter of fact, the Sideling Tan-sau is a deviation of the 
Frontal Tan-sau - as the practitioner on the Frontal Tan-sau posture is being attacked, he would change 
into a Sideling Stance and thus form the posture of Sideling Tan-sau. 

The difference and relation between the Frontal Tan-sau and Sideling Tan-sau is : - When a 
practitioner faces an opponent directly and supposing both of his shoulders are at equal distance from the 
two shoulders of the opponent with the centre line of both directly facing one another, then the (right) Tan-sau 
of the practitioner is formed into an right angle with his chest and naturally it is also at an right angle to the 
chest of the opponent. This is the correct posture of the Frontal Tan-sau (Diagram 1). As the opponent's 
(left) first presses forward against the (right) Tan-sau, the practitioner naturally changes into the Sideling 
Stance. At this moment, the centre line of the practitioner is moved away with now the right shoulder shifted 
to the position directly facing the centre line of the opponent. The practitioner's Tan-sau, however, is still 
m entained at a right angle to the opponent's chest. This is the correct posture of the Sideling Tan-sau and is 
an example of the W.T. method of "Sideling with the shoulder as the Median Line ". (Diagram 2) 

Diagram 7 (B irds Eye View)_ 

Frontal Tan-sau and its angle with 
the opponent. 

( * Median L i ne 

i s  the 1 i tera 1 
transl ati on of 

the centre l i ne 

i n  the Wi ng Tsun 

termi no l ogy. ) 

Diagram 2 (B i rd 's Eye View) . 

The Sidel ing Tan-sau and its 

change of angl e tp our own body. 
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KWUN-SAU 

4 

1 24 

Many Wing Tsun practitioners have the misunderstand
ing that Kwun-sau only exists in practice of the wooden 
dummy techniques. This movement actually is contained in 
the boxing form in the process where the Crossed Gaun-sau 
is reversed into the Crossed Tan-sau. The reversing process 
was previously called the "Twisting Hand" - the name 
was given as the outward rolling movement of both hands 
from the close inside area of the body looks extremely 
simlar to the hand movements of the Chinese monks or 
taoists performing in a ritual ceremony. 

After the practitioner thrusts down both arms in the 
execution of the Crossed Gaun-sau movements, he can rolls 
up his right arm (which is under the left arm) from the close 
inside area as he changes his stance to his right. In the 
meantime his left Gaun-sau is naturally and automatically 
formed into a Lower Bong-sau. This is the complete course 
of the Kwun-sau movement. (See Diagrams) 

K wun-sau is a 
collaboration of a Sideling 
Tan-sau and a Lower Bong-sau. 
Following the movement o f  
the body posture, the two 
arm movements can be 
interchanged smoothly - as 
the posture of the body 
moves from one side to the 
other, the Tan-sau can be 
changed into the Lower 
Bong-sau whilst correspond
ingly the Lower Bong-sau is 
formed into the Tan-sau. 
Hence the K wun-sau can be 
alternated incessantly, to deal 
with the chained attacks 
delivered by the opponent. 
(Please refer to illustrations 
on Kwun-sau under the 
Chi-sau chapter). 

o · 

Bird-Eye View of Kwun-sau 



The Crossed Gaun-sau is also one of the "Double
movements" of the System. In practical application the 
Gaun-sau is used by separate arms to dissolve mid-level or 
lower·level attacks. 

The Gaun-sau is very often used in collaboration with 
the Straightline Thrusting ·punch to dissolve and counter the 
opponent's attacks at the same moment. It may also be 
applied by both arms, one below the other, in the form of 
"Scissors Gaun-sau". 

The Gaun-sau is usually applied when the body is 
turned slightly to one side. For example, the left Gaun-sau is 
executed when the body is slightly turned to the left. 

It can be delivered in the indoor area of the 
opponent's bridge-arm as a "Central Downward Smash ", or 
from the outdoor area for intercepting attacks. 

1 

CROSSED GAUN-SAU 

Example :  

A and 8 fac i n g  each other. 

8 i n it i ates a right Stra i ght· 

l i ne·punch at A's m id·l ower 

l evel ,  A i m mediatel y executes 

with his left forward arm a 

downward smash from a bove 8's 

r i gh t  punch, so as to n u l l i fy h i s  

pu nch , an d  then l<lu nches fi ri ght 

Strai gh tl i n e·punch at 8's face. 

Examples of Collaboration 

between the Gaun-sau and 

the Straightl ine-punch 
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CHARACTER " SUN " 

THRUSTING -PUNCH 

The Character "SUN" Thrusting-punch_ is the most 
important punching method of W.T.K. In this system the 
straightline punches are the most important attacking tech
nique, for they are formulated according to the principle that 
"the shortest distance between tm:J points is the straight line 
joining them ". 

The character "SUN" Thrusting-punch is usually applied 
alternately by the left and the right arms in succession. It may 
also be used in collaboration with other techniques for 
attacking and defensive purposes. 

Example: 

B attempts to attack A's face with a right strailtlt 
pu nch. But A counters him with a Character "SUN "  
ih rusting·punch. As A applies the "Head-up" motion (a 
technique of the Wing Tsun System, in which. a practitioner 
raises his head upward so as to increase the distance between 
his head and his opponent) and so defeats his opponent by 
l a u nching a cluster of successive alternate punches at him.  

1 26  
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The Front Thrusting·punch can be 
modified to form the Sidel ingThrusting· 
punch according to the need elf circum
stances, as shown in diagram at right. 

Side-view of Character "Sun" Thrusting -punch 

A) Attacking from the outdoor 
area of the opponent's bridge
arm. 

B) Attacking from the indoor 
a rea of the opponent's bridge
arm. 

Diagram A: Straight
l ine-punch in col labora
tion with the technique 
of "using one hand to 
suppress two" of the op
ponent. 

Diagram B :  Straightline
punch in collaboration 
with the Tan-sau. 

+ 

The Character "SUN "  Thrusting
punch, whether delivered from the out· 

door or indoor area of the bridge-arm of 
the opponent, is to be executed in such 
a way as to conform to the principle "In 
launching a punch, the elbow is kept 
close to the centre line of the body". 
Besides, the head should be raised to 
avoid the opponent's punches. 

TH E SI DEL ING PUNCH 

The Sideling Punch i s  a combination 
of the Stance·turning technique and the 
Character "SUN" Thrusting·punch - an 
example of "attack and defence at the 
same time" in the System. 
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FIST WITHDRAWING 

(BACK ELBOW-

ATTACKING TECHNIqUE) 

Back Elbow-attacking Technique, as applied in the Fist 
Withdrawing movement: 

To most practitioners, withdrawal of the fist is a .  
transitional action between two sets of movements, thus 
bearing no importance at all. 

This is not true, for it can be done in such a way that 
it can become a deadly attacking movement. In fact the 
elbow can be manipulated to act as an attacking weapon. 
Sometimes it is even more powerful than the fist. 

ExampJe: 

A a n d  B are facing each other, wh i l e  C i s  standing 
beh i n d  A, and is  waiti ng for a chance to attack A. When A 
has driven back B, C advances to get hold of A, A reacts 
quickly to apply a powerful Back E lbow-stroke at C's chest. 

1 28 
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HUEN-SAU 

Process of the Huen-sau (right 
arm) 

The palm is first to be 
opened flat, facing upwards. Then 
the fou r fingers cu rl upwards. The 
bent palm is then turned in a 
counter-clockwise direction for 
one circle before withdrawal of 
the fist. 

The Huen-sau movement appears in 
all the three boxing forms of the System. 
It is highly rated in the system for it pro
vides training for the movement of the 
wrist, and the wrist, in addition to the 
elbow, is a source of power in the arm 
much emphasised in W.T.K. 

The Huen-sau provides exercises for 
flexibility, free·movement, and strength 
training of the wrist joint, which in tum 
enables quick reactions and changing of 
hand technique, besides strengthening the 
power of attacking with the arms. 

Besides, the Huen-sau can also be 
applied in dissolving and countering the op
ponent's Grappling-hand attacks. 

__ J 
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Examples of: 

TH R E E  M ETHODS O F  HUEN-SAU I N  

D ISSO LVING GRAPPLING HAND ATTACKS 

1 30 
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In the Siu-Nim-Tau form, the set of recurring movements 
forme d  by Tan-sau, Wu-sau and Fook-sau is the slowest but the 
most important. This set of recurring movements,  called "Praying 
Thrice to the Buddha ", consists of one Tan-sau movement and 
three Fook-sau movements, with wrist turning to Wu-sau. It is a 
fund amental training for beginners and strengthens both the 
upper level and the lower level of the body, since it provides 
useful exercises for the shoulders, elbows and wrists, because the 
process is done in slow movements, it also offers a good training 
for respiration - The so called "Chi-kung" in Chinese kung-fu. 

Besides, the duration of the whole slow process helps to 
strengthen the lower level of the body as well. 

In practical application, the Tan-sau can be combined with 
any o ther technique for defensive purposes, that is why it is one 
of the three most important basic hand-techniques (seeds) of the 
System. 

1 32 

Examples of Tan-sau in combination with 
other techniques: 
1) Tan-sau in combination with the Straightline

punch for attacking from the opponent's out
door area (Side A ttack). 

2) Tan-sau in combination with the Straightline
punch for attacking from the opponent's i ndoor 
area (Front A ttack). 

3) Tan-sau in combination with the Lying-palm for 
attacking from the opponent's outdoor area 
(Side A ttack). 

TAN-SAU 

1 

2 



The Bong-sau, Tan-sau and F ook-sau are the three seeds of 
hand -techniques of Wing Tsun. 

The Fook-sau is one of the "seed" techniques for dissolving 
attacks. For many of the defensive techniques such as the Jut
sau, Gum-sau, Pak-sau and the Grappling-hand are derived from 
the F ook-sau. The Fook-sau is effectively applied according to 
the motto "To stay with what comes, follow through as it 
retreats, thrust forward as" the hand is freed." The Fook-sau being 
placed on the opponent's bridge-arm, darts forward in the form 
of the Biu-tze-sau (Thrusting-fingers stroke) at the throat or eyes 
of the opponent as soon as the opponents arm begins to with
draw. 

In Chi-sau exercises, the Fook-sau and Tan-sau are two 
movements that help each other and yet control each other.  

FOOK-SAU 

Sensation Training by the Counteracting effect of 
Tan-sau & Fook-sau in the Ch i-sau exercise. 

1 )  Single Chi-sau 

2) Double Chj-sau (Poon-sau) 
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Wu-sau exercise in the 
S i u - N i m - T a u  f o r  
strengthening the elbow. 

W u-sau 
second 
fence. 

1 34 

as the 
l ine of de-

WU-SAU 

A )  Man-sau in  front (forward arm) Wu-sau 

at the chest (rear guarding arm) - typical 
pre-f ighting  posture of W.T.K. 

B) Fist-holding form in the same posture -

besides having the same effect as in A, it 
also enables l aunching of alternate thrusting 
punches. 

.. 



The Wu-sau is fonned by placing the erect palm in front of the chest and keeping the elbow slightly away from the 
flank. In this way, the fore-ann, the elbow and the upper-arm fonn a triangle, thus offering protection to the flank - a weak 
part of the body. The short distance of the Wu-sau from the body enables it to absorb the thrusting force from the opponent. 

Wu-sau, like the "Full-back" of a football team , is the last defence line of the body. But it can also be manipulated to 
irtitiate attacks. 

Mid-level - Wu-sau can be changed into Tan-sau 
(or o ther hand techniques) to deal with m id
level attacks. 

When being pressed - Wu-sau can be changed 
into Bong-sau by rais ing the el bow, to offer 
defence to the body, or for countering an 
attack. 

POSITIONS B E I N G  GUAR D E D  

BY WU-SAU 

Lower-level - Wu-sau can be converted to 
Gaun-sau to deal with lovver-Ievel attacks. 

High-level - when the upper or m i d-level of the 
opponent are left unguarded, Wu-sau can be 
changed to i nitiate Thrusting-fi ngers Stroke, as 
conformi ng to the motto "Thrust forward when 
the hand is freed': 
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SIDEWARD-PA LM 

The Sideward-palm, also known as the "Sideward Slapping Palm", is usually applied 
to counter an attack with the arm, such as a close punch. It can also be applied in 
collaboration with other hand-techniques for simultaneous attack and defence purposes. 

ERECT-PALM 

The Erect Palm i s  a kind o f  "Stampi ng-palm" technique, in which contact i s  made by 
the whole palm on landing on the opponent. The source of power for the Erect-palm is the 
base of the palm. As the surface of contact is large, power should be concentrated at the 
moment when contact is made. That is why it is more difficult to effect an Erect-palm 
attack . than a front Thrusting-punch attack. The attacking effect of a punch is direct, while 
that of a palm is indirect. That is why a layman of martial arts can attack with a punch, 
but not with a palm. The effect of a punch is superficial, such as bleeding or fracture of 
bones. But the effect of a palm attack can be fatal, making an unseen wound in the 
internal organs, or 1t can be harmless, if suitably applied. (Please refer to "Lying-palm " 
illustration). 
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Example: 

B attempts to attack A with a left Straightl ine-punch . 
A counters with a right Thrusting-punch, whi l e  dissolving B's 
punch with a left Sideward-palm.  Having l anded h is  
Th rusting-punch on B,  A withdraws hjs right arm to form a 
Tan-sau, and at the same time he launches a left E rect-palm 
attack at B's face. 

Example of the Sideward Palm in collaboration with 
another hand-technique 

Sideward-palm with Man-sau 

Example of the Erect-palm in col laboration with 
another hand-technique 

Erect-palm with Pak-sau 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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L EFT 

& 
RIGHT 

GUM-SAU 

The left and right Gum-sau is 
an exet,cise for strengthening the 
muscles of the shoulder for initiat
ing attacks. 

It is generally known to the 
public that in the System, attacks 
can be made with the fists, the 
palms, the fingers, the legs and feet. 
But in fact attacks can also be made 
with the elbows, the shoulders, the 
arms and knee'S, though they are 
applied in a narrOwer scope. 

Example: 

8 controls A by making 

an arm l ock from behind. C 
A exerts force on his palm L-__ -" 

and executes a powerful 
downward pinning move
ment with both pal ms and 
at the same time h is  
shoulder blimps backwards 
at 8's chest. This not only  
dissolves 8's l ock, but also 
puts 8 _ on the receiving 
end of a counter-attack. 



BACK GUM-SAU 

(DOUBLE) 

This i s  the only back-attack with the palm in W_T.K. I t  i s  i n  fact a 
surprise attack. The Wing Tsun System places emphasis on "face to face 
posture pursuing attacks ", therefore most techniques are formulated for 
frontal attacks. That is why a Wing Tsun practitioner should refrain from 
exposing his back to his opponent ,  lest he may receive a fatal attack. When he 
finds that exposing his back is inevitable, he can apply the Back Gum-sau 
technique to save himself. 

The Back Gum-sau teclmique is most useful when the opponent  
becomes negligent, but immediately after applying it, we should tum towards 
our opponent and resume making front posture-pursuing attacks. 

Example: 

A's left arm is  l ocked by B. A makes a sudden turn and launches a 
qu ick right G um-sau at B's abdomen. B is taken by su rprise, and so suffers A's 
counter-attack. 

2 

3 
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FRONT GUM-SAU (DOUBLE) 

The F ront Gum-sau is not very often applied. All the Gum-sau 
movements, including the left or right Gum-sau, the back Gum-sau and 
the front Gum-sau, can be applied in actual fights, and can also be 
regar ded as useful exercise for strengthening the upper limbs, as those 
appearing in the Siu-Nim-Tau form. 

The Front Gum-sau, a d ouble-movement, is usually applied in real 
fights by both p alms at the same time . 

Example:  

B attempts to  attack A with double punch, A bl ocks B's attacks 
with both h i s  arms form ing the F ook-sau on B's arms. Immediately after 
that, A changes h is Fook-sau into Jut-sau to push down B's arms, and then 
launches a Double Gum-sau attack on B's abdomen. 
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LAN-SAU--·FAK-SAU (DOUBLE) 

After executing the Front Gum-sau, the arms are first changed into Lan-sau 
(Bar-arm), and then they whisk sideways to form Fak-sau. This is like fIrst 
bending a thick rattan cane and then releasing it. The speed at which the bent 
cane returns to its straight form gives rise to a powerful whip-like force .  

Diagram 7 :  Single Fak-sau launchi ng at  the 

throat of the opponent. 

In the same way, when the arms straighten sideways a great force is exerted. 
Fak-sau can be applied to make contact not orily with the side of the palm 

or the forearm, but also with the fInger-tips, the elbow and even the upper-arm. 

The Fak-sau is a kind of Double-movement. It 
is a fatal movement if applied to the throat of an 
opponent. The Fak-sau can be applied by one arm, 
or by both arms simultaneously to attack several 
opponents close at hand. 

I 

Diagram 2: Double Fak-sau launching at 
nearby opponents. 
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Diagram 1 :  Jum-sau for dissolving wrist-grapple 

B's right hand tightly grasps 
A's right wrist. A therefore 
l owers h is right e l bow, turning 
h is whole arm one outward 
circl e to form J um-sau. Th is 
forces B to release h is  g rasp. 
Immediately after that, A's 

right arm gl ides on B's arm to 
land a Th rusting Punch at h i s  
chest. 

4 



(DOUBLE) LAN-SAU 

(DOUBLE) JUM-SAU 

(DOUBLE) TAN-SAU 

(DOUBLE) JUT-SAU 

(DOUBLE) BIU-TZE-SAU 

It i s  a n  unbroken process from the Double Lan-sau to the Double Biu
tze-sau, and later to the Long-bridge Gum-sau, Double Lifting-hand and 
Withdrawal of the Fists. 

In this process, the movements, both offensive and defensive, are executed in 
a consequential order. 

To allow for easier understanding, the process is now divided into two 
stages. The first stage includes the section from Lan-sau to Jum-sau, consisting of 
movements for the single arm (please refer to Diagram 1). The second stage 
includes the section from Tan-sau, Jut-sau to Biu-tze-sau, consisting of 
movements also for the single arm (please refer to Diagram 2). 

As for double-movements, including the Double Tan-sau and the Double 
Biu-tze-sau, they can be applied by both arms for dealing with attacks (please refer 
to Diagram 3), or they can be separated into movements for the single arm as 
shown in diagram 2. 

In fact, all the double-movements from Double Lan-sau to Withdrawal of 
the Fists, including those of Jum-sau, 'fan-sau, Jut-sau, Biu-tze-sau, Long-bridge 
Gum-sau and Lifting-hand, can be applied by the single arm to suit different 
conditions in real fights. Depending on circumstances they can be linked to other 
hand-techniques to form consequential orders of movements different from those 
set down in the Siu-Nim-Tau form. 
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Diagram 2 :  
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Tan-sau changing to Jut-sau for d issolving the Grappling-hand, to be followed 

by counter-attacking with Biu-tze-sau. 

o 

o 

B attacks A with a punch, which is dissolved by A's 
Tan-sau. But B reacts quickly by changing h i s  punch into a 
Grappl i ng-hand to get hold of A's wrist. A therefore has to 
change h is  Tan-sau into a F ook-sau to free h is arm from B's 
Grappl ing-hand. Then A changes h i s  F ook-sau into a Jut-sau 
to push down B's arm. Th is causes B to fal l  towards A,at th is 
moment, A executes a Thrusting-finger stroke at B's eye, as 
conforming to the motto "Thrust forward as the hand IS 
freed. " 



Diagram 3 :  Double Tan-sau --+ Double Jut-sau --+ 

Biu-tze-sau for dissolving attacks, and 
countering purposes. 

2 

B attacks A with Double Punch . A blocks B's punches 
with Double Tan-sau from the outdoor area of B's -.arms. 
Hav ing bl ocked B's punches, A changes h is Dou ble Tan-sau to 
Double J ut-sau, executing a powerful downward push at B's 
arms. Th is causes B to fal l  forwards. At th is  moment, A 
changes h is  Double Jut-sau to the Th rusting-fingers stroke 
a iming at B's eyes. 

3 
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In the Wing Tsun System, techniques such as Gum-sau or Jut-sau are 
usually executed when the elbows are bent. The power in these cases comes 
from the descending elbow. This is what is called in Wing Tsun terminology 
"Power from the lowering elbow'� 

However, in the case of Long-bridge Gum-sau, the source of power is 
not at the elbow, as the elbow is not bent, but is fully stretched .  Therefore, 
the power mainly comes from the shoulder, and the wrist. 

Generally speaking, it is more difficult to execute Long-bridge Gum-sau 
than to execute a technique by means of lowering the elbow. In case both our 
elbows are being pushed up (a dangerous situation when we cannot effectively 
initiate any defensive movements to protect our unguarded body) we can 
apply the Long-bridge Gum-sau by making a downward pinning action with 
both our fully stretched arms. 

The Long-bridge Gum-sau not only helps a practitioner to dissolve an 
attack, but also enables him to offer a counter-attack to his opponent by first 
pinning down his opponent's arms, and when his opponent is falling towards 
him, giving his opponent an upward attack on the chin with the back of his 
wrist .. 

The (Double) Lifting-ann is a technique, in Wing Tsun Kuen, that is not 
so often applied. In this technique, the surface of contact is the back of the 
wrist, a surface supported by the carpal bones. It is usually applied when the 
opponent is falling forward towards us, when a upward smash at the 
opponent's chin with our lifting..arm becomes fatal. This method of attacking 
is called "To attack by making use of the opponent's force. " 



(DOUBLE) LONG-BRIDGE GUM-SAU 
(DOUBLE) LIFTING-ARM 

WITHDRA W AL OF FISTS 

Example :  

Double Long-bridge Pinning Hand and R ising Move
ments s imultaneously. 

A attempts to attack B with Double  Th rust i ng-f ingers. 

( Please refer to diagrams on page 1 4 5  J, wh ich a re then 

stopped by B's Double Up-Push i n g  hand.  A 's a rms, now fu l ly  

stretched , f i nd i t  d i ff icu lt  to i n it iate another attack .  A there

fore exerts, from h i s  shoulders and u pper arms, a downward 

p i n n i n g  force on h i s  stretched arms_ Th is causes B to tum bl e  

forward, A executes a r a i s i n g  o f  both fu l ly stretched arms 

s imultaneously towards B's downward m oving c h i n .  
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In the System there are three kinds of stamping-palm techniques. They are the Erect Palm, in which the four fingers iue 
pOinting upwards, the Lying Palm, in which the fingers are pointing sidewards and the Reverse Palm, where the fmgers are 
pointing downwards. 

The Erect-palm is the most commonly used. However, when the opponent tries to stop our palm attack from our 
outdoor area, we should, in this case, turn our palm sideways (Lying Palm) to deflect the opponents bridge-arm to nullify his 
defence and thrust the palm forward to effectuate our palm attack. 

The Stamping-palm method in the system is applied in such a way that the palm is bent backwards so that the back of 
the palm makes a right angle with the forearm. The bending of the palm enables it to deflect the stretched bridge-arm of the 
opponent. It depends on the position and power of the opponent whether to apply the Erect-palm, Lying-palm or the 
Reverse-palm. 
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SIDEWARD-PALM 

LYING-PALM 

Example :  

B attacks A with a right Straightline-punch. A counters i t  with a left Sideward-palm . B hastens to  make a 

left Straightl i ne-punch from the outdoor area of A's left arm . A therefore bends h is l eft Erect-palm 
backwards (to the left) 50 as to drive away 8's punch ing arm and immediate ly  after that, A thrusts his l eft 
Lying-palm forward to aim at 8's chest. 

4 
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Tan-sau, Jum-sau, Gwat-sau, Lau-sau and Lower-palm are normally executed in a sequence in the practice 
of the S.N.T. Form. In real combat, these movements may be delivered partly in a sequence or they may be 
splitted up in application as the situation demands. 

Tan-sau and Jum-sau are both employed to intercept the opponent's attack coming from the mid-level, 
the difference being that Tan-sau is used to stop attack coming from the outdoor area (Diagram 1) whilst 
Jum-sau is used to stop attack coming through the indoor area or from under the bridge-arm of the W.T. 
practitioner (Diagram 2). 

As for the Gwat-sau, or the Wiping Arm, as its name implies, it is executed by wiping the arm from the 
mid-lower-level in a big circular movement until the arm comes to a cutting line with the outward side of 
the thigh. Both Gwat-sau and Gaun-sau (refer to section on Gaun-sau) are movements designed to tackle 
with attacks coming from the mid-l ower-level. They look similar but actually they are different.  Gaun-sau 
is delivered from the centre line lashing slantingly downward along the median line. In the W.T. terminology 
this is called "Central Downward Smash ". As the force of Gaun-sau is applied in a straightline, it therefore 
not only can be used to dissolve (not intercept) the attack of the opponent, but also fatally wound the 
opponent's striking wrist (or leg) by its heavy down lashing action. The main use of the Gwat-sau is to deflect 
the attack of the opponent's kick, and is especially effective, even more so than the Gaun-sau, to deal with a 
straight Thursting Kick delivered by the opponent at the belly (Diagram 3). Hence the main application of 
Gaun-sau is to tackle with the hand whilst the Gwat-sau is effective to deal with the leg. 

After the practitioner has parried away the opponent's striking leg, he can reverse and roll up his forearm 
so as to "scoop up " the opponent's leg with his arm-joint. At this moment, he is in adavantageous position to 
counter attack his opponent (Diagram 4). This is how the Lau-sau (Scooping-arm) gets its name. 

The Lower-palm striking can be formed by turning the palm of Tan-sau in a complete circle to become 
a Lying-palm first ,  and then thrusting it along a downward slanting line towards the loin of the opponent. 

2 
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TAN-SAU --

JUM-SAU -

GWAT-SAU -

LAU-SAU-

LOWER-PALM 

3 4 
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Example : Tan�au & the Method "Face to Face Posture Chasing". 

1 52 

B strikes at A with a right hooking punch. Before 
the punch lands on h im A turns h is body to the 
left, and darts out his left Tan-sau to intercept B's 
hooking punch (During this process A managers to 
confront B all the time with the "Nose to Nose" 
tactic of the "Face to Face Posture Chasing" Method) 
and i n  the meantime del ivers his right side 
Straight l ine Thrusting Punch at B 's face. 



Example : Continuous appl ication of Jum-sau 

& Gwat-sau. 

B intends to jab at A's th roat with his right 
hand from under A's bridge-arm. As B makes 
his move. A lowers h is  left arm to b lock the 
forward darting motion of B's hand, and 
immediately A tu rns to his right, which 
completely dissolves B's attack. A then 
changes his Jum-sau i nto Gwat-sau and i n  
the meantime turns his body back t o  the 
left to deliver a sidel-ing  Stra ightl ine  
Th rusting Punch at  B.  

1 
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B 

Example: Continuous appl ication of Gwat-sau & Lau-sau. 

A faces B in h is  W.T. prefighting postu re. As B rushes forward to attack A 
with a side-kick, instead of retreati ng, A steps forward quickly (this is a 
special of combat tactics of Wing Tsun System, the purpose of which is 
to make the opponent lose his sense of the distance of the target), a nd, 
tu rning his  body s l ightly to one side, he wi pes down his right hand to 
parry away B's stri k ing leg to one side. I mmediately A changes his  Wiping 
Arm into a Scooping Arm and l i ft up  B's leg to support it between his  
arm. At th is moment A charges forward stri k ing at B's th roat with a left 
Th roat-cutting Pa lm and at the same moment co-ordinates with a forward 
thrusting motion with his right arm to throw B away heavi ly. 



o 

Demonstrators : 

Cheng Chuen Fun 
Liu Yum Ting 

E 
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Example :  The Lower-palm 

A attacks B with a right Straightl i ne Th rust ing -punch which B quickly 
parries away with his left arm. I mmediately fo l lowi ng this B makes his  
counter-attack at A with a right stra ight-punch, but this is slapped aside 
by A's left pa lm.  A fol lows suit to retal iate. He changes h is right fist, 
which is on the outside of B's left bridge-arm, i nto a Huen-sau, and twists 
it into B's area, and now pressi ng it hard aga inst B's left arm, he strikes 
heavi ly at B's ribs with a Lower-pa lm.  
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BONG-SAU 

Bong-sau is one o f  the three basic hand-techniques o f  the Wing 
Tsun System, and is thus an important movement. 

It is exclusively used to dissolve Straightline-punches at the mid
level. However, as it is a defensive movement, it is not very often 
applied in real fights, for in a real fight, what is of prime importance is 
"to attack instead of defending", and "to move before the opponent 
moves". Bong-sau, a passive way of defence, is effective for vigorous 
and heavy Straightline attacks. Therefore it still plays an important role 
in the system . 



THE REVERSE-PALM 

The Reverse-palm , one o f  the three basic palming methods in 
Wing Tsun, is the most difficult to learn. Because it is not frequently 
used. 

The Reverse-palm is usually applied for offensive purposes while 
the reverse bending of the palm is in control of the opponent's arm. 
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2 

Diagrams 1 & 2 :  - Bong-sau 

There are two ways of using Bong-sau, the "Opposite Bong-sau" 
and the "Crossed Bong-sau". 

The "Opposite Bong-sau" is posed in such a way that our  right 
Bong-sau is in contact with the l eft arm of the opponent, or our left 
Bong-sau is in contact with the right arm of the opponent (Diagram 1). 

The "Crossed Bong-sau" is posed in such a way that our l eft 
Bong-sau is in contact with the l eft arm of the opponent, and vice versa 
(Diagram 2) 



Example: 

Defensive and Countering method by changing Bong-sau to Reverse palm 

A and B are in the prefighting posture facing each other. B attacks A with a l eft Straightl i ne-punch. A at once dissolves 
the attack with a left Bong-sau, and immediately after that, he changes h is left Bong-sau i nto a Tan-sau. He then bends h is left 
pal m backwards to pose a Reverse palm. At th e same time, A's right hand exerts pressure on B's left shoulder, so that B now 

loses h is di rection for an attaGk. At th is moment, A's Reverse-pa lm th rusts over B's left arm straight at B's chest. 

4 

5 
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THE FREEING-ARM 

AND 

THE THRUSTING-PUNCH 

The last series of movements in the Siu-Nim-Tau form is formed 
by the Freeing-ann and the Thrusting-punch. The Freeing-arm move
ment is applied in case our arms are controlled by the partner's 
Grappling-hand or other technique (such as the technique of Butting 
Elbow movement "using one arm to control two" of the opponent). 
The Freeing-arm method is seldom applied in a real fight, for a Wing 
Tsun practitioner's two arms are rarely controlled at the same moment. 
Only in exceptional cases are both his arms controlled, so that he has to 
apply the freeing-arm method to get his arms free.  

The freeing-arm method is a passive technique, therefore it is 
usually followed by the Thrusting-punch for counteracting purposes. 

Example: 

A's arms are being control l ed by 8's UButting-elbow movement'� 
A h astens to retreat half a step to evade the stroke. At the same time 
A's l eft arm sl ides forward along his right arm, which is now with 
drawing, so as to nul l ify 8's control . A's right arm, now being freed, 

2 

executes a Straightl ine-punch at 8's face. 3 
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(B) T H E  CHUM-KI U (A RM -SEEKING) 1 FORM. 

The Chum-Kiu fonn, as its name implies, means 
the techniques which aim at seeking the bridge-ann2 
of the opponent. It is regarded by some people today 
as the "Sinking-Birdge"3 .  But they are mistaken. 

The Ann-Seeking fonn is an intennediate 
boxing form for those who have already mastered 
certain fundamental W.T. Kung-fu techniques. It is 
very important that a pugilist should learn first how 
to defend himself. To know how to attack without 
knowing how to defend is contrary to the spirit of 
pugilism. What's more, once a pugilist is confronted 
by an opponent, he should get himself prepared 
for the worst. He is no more than a common person 
who knows no kung-fu, if he does not know how to 
defend himself when being attacked. On the other 
hand, if he is able to render counter-attack only, he 
will sustain injuries even if he is able to wound his 
opponent. This is not the object of kung-fu. There
fore,  a follower of Wing Tsun Kung-fu should first 
become skilled in the art of defence for personal 
safety, before learning the art of attacking. 

The art of defence · lies first in knowing the 
target of the opponent's attack, then we can offer a 
defending techniques to dissolve the opponent's 
attack. In defending, we require more variations of 
hand techniques than kicking techniques. If we can 
find out the motives of the opponent's ann 
movements, we can be sure of the target of his 
attack. That is how the Chum-Kiu technique gets its 
name. 

The Chum-Kiu fonn is mainly for defence, 
therefore its movements are tight and finn . It 
includes techniques of the body, steps, stances, the 
elbows and the legs, and what is most important, 
the Bong-sau techniques, which comprise seventy or 
eighty percent of the whole set of the Chum-Kiu 
form. This shows the importance of the Bong-sa\! 
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techniques in Wing Tsun System, which are the 
m o s  t e ffe c t ive movements to dissolve the 
opponent's attacks. 

(1) The "Chum-Kiu" form, in direct translation from 
Chinese, means The "Bridg�-Seeking" form, in which 
the term "bridge " is taken to mean the "bridge
arm (s} ". 

(2) The "Bridge-arm" is a special term employed in 
Chinese kung-fu. When two opponents are having a 
fight, their arms are stretched out towards each other, 
thus forming a "bridge ". That is why the arm of a 
fighter is called the "bridge" or "bridge-arm ". 

(3) As regards the term "Chum-Kiu", the Chinese sound 
"Chum" may mean "to seek", or; "to sink". There
fore, it is likely that some people may mistake the 
term "Chum-Kiu" (Bridge-Seeking) to mean "Bridge
Sinking". 





P I E R C I N G - A R M S  I N  C H U M - K I U F O R M 

A S  D E M O N S T R A T E D  B Y  G R A N D M A S T E R  Y I P  M A N 



CHUM-KIU 
THE ARM-SEEKING FORM 

Demonstrated by 

S ifu Cheng C h uen F u n  
(9th Level MOA) 

l� if jJJ �ffi f!li 
( lLql!± ) 
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1 2 

7 8 9 10 

Crossed Tan-sau � Crossed Gaun-sau � Crossed Tan-sau. � Withdrawal of fists (6-10) 

15  16  17  18  
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1 1  

1 9  

4 5 6 

Setting-up of Sta�ce ( 1 -5 )  

R elax, fists being p laced at sides of chest. Lower l imbs to pose the Character "TWO" Adduction Stance. 

12  1 3  

Left Character "Sun" Thrusting Punch � Circling-hand -+- Withdrawal of fist ( 1 1 -1 6) 

14 

Left fist punching to its ful l  stretch. Then left palm opens. Left wrist makes an outward circle, before withdrawal of fist. 

20 21 22 

Right Character "Sun" Thrusting Punch (1 7-22) 
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23 24 
Piercing-arms (23-24) 

Both arms are placed at chest. Then they are thrust 
out i n  a sl anting forward di rection. 

�--------------� 

31 32 

Hight palm slaps at the bend of the l eft arm, wh ich is 
posed as a left Tan-sau. 

The m ovement is repeated after changing the arms. 

39 40 

Bar-arm with Stance-turning 
Movement} (25-27) 

Erect Palm & Wu-sau (32-33) 

(E lbow -hacking 

Slap-block being completed, the right pal m  is thrust 
forward in the form of an Erect-palm, whi l e  the l eft arm is 
changed to a left Wu-sau. Then the left pal m  is thrust 

41 42 
Bar-arm & Stance-turninrCrossed Tan-sau-+-Sidel i ng Bong-sau (35-43) 
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Stance is turned to the right, whi le the right arm is bent to form a Bar-arm. The l eft arm is then stretched to form 
Crossed Tan-sau with the right arm, which is on top. Then the right e lbow is raised, so that the right arm becomes a Bong-sau, 
as the left arm is changed to a Wu-sau. At the same tim'e the stance is turned to the left, so as to form a Side l.ing Stance 
while facing the front. The process is repeated three times. 



27 29 30 

Both arms are bent to form Bar-arms, with left arm Double Fook-sau (28) 
over the right arm_ At the same time the stance is fi rst 

Slapp ing-hand (29-3 1 )  

turned to the left, then to the right, and finally back to the 
left again.  

35 36 

forward as an Erect-palm, at the same time the right arm 
is with-drawn to form a right Wu-sau. 

44 

Both arms are stretched horizonta l ly. 

37 38 

Erect-palm � WithdrawaJ of fist (34) 

The right palm is th rust forward, 
wh ile the left fist is being withdrawn. 

�--------------------� 

46 

Bar-arm & Thrusting Punch� Fak-sau (Whiski ng-arm ) (44-46) 

At the end of the Bar-arm Movement, the left fist is p laced at the chest, and then it is punched forward, wh i le  the right 
arm is being withdrawn. Then the left arm is changed to a Fak-sau as the tru n k  is  being turned. 
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' Freeing-arm�Circ l ing-hand�Withdrawal of fist (47-53)  

The l eft arm, posing a Fook-sau, i s  placed before the chest. The right h and i s  first p laced o n  the bend of the l eft arm, 
then it s l ips a long the left forearm as the l eft arm is being gradual ly  withdrawn. The right a rm,  after executing a C i rc l ing-hand 
Movement, is withdrawn. 

55 56 58 

Elbow-hacking Movement* (56-58)  

63 64 66 

Erect Palm & Wu-sau � W ithdrawal of fist (63-65) 
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51 52 53 54 

Piercing Arms * (54-55)  

* denotes movements for the right arm. 

59 61 

Double Fook-sau* ( 59) Siapp ing-hand * (60-62) 

67 68 69 70 

Bar-arm & Stance-turn ing � Crossed Tan-sau � Sidel ing Bong-sau* (66-74) 
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71 73 74 

79 80 81 82 

Freeing Arm -+- Circl i ng Hand -+- Withdrawal of fist * (78-84) 

o 

87 89 90 

Side-stepping & Sideling Bong-sau (89-93) 

At the ful l  stretch of the l eft l eg, the foot steps on where it reaches. Then the l eft l eg drags the trunk and the right l eg m akes 
one step to the l eft. At this moment the right arm is changed to a Bong-sau, and the left arm a Wu-sau, before both arms are 
changed to Crossed Tan-sau. The whole process is repeated three times .At the th i rd posing of the Bong-sau, the process ends in 
a last side-step. 



75 

83 

91  

78 

Bar-arm & Thrusting Punch � Fak -sau * (75-77) 

84 85 86 

Left Bar-arm, Stance-turning & Side Thrusting Kick (85-88) 

Left fist is placed at chest, and at turn ing of the trunk to the left, it becomes a l eft Bar-arm . Then the l eft leg executes 
a side Thrusting Kick straight to the left. 

92 93 94 

Lifting Punch (94) 

The right Bong-sau is changed to a Lifting Punch 
towards the l eft, wh ile the face is being tu rned to the l eft. 
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9 5  96 97 98 

Freeing Arm � Cricl ing Hand � Withdrawal of fist (95-1 01 ) 

The trunk is turned to face the front. The right arm poses a Fook-sau, before executing the process of Free ing Arm, 
Circl i n g  Hand, and withdrawal of fist. 

103 105 

Right Bar-arm, Stance-turning & Side Thrusting Kick* ( 1 02-1 05 )  

* Denotes movements for the right l imbs.  

'< 

11 1 1 12 113- ' 114 

Lift i ng Punch * ( 1 1 1 )  
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107 

115 

100 101 

109 

Side-stepping & S idel ing  Bong-sau * (1 06 -1 10 )  

116 117 

\ '. 

Freeing Arm -+ Circl ing Hand -+ Withdrawal of fist ( 1 1 2-1 1 8) 

102 

1 1 0  

H8 · 
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Left- Horizontal Thrusting Kick ( 1 1 9-1 21 ) 

The stance is turned to the left. Then the l eft leg is thrust horizontal ly to the left. 

127 

Low er Bong-sau changing to Man-sau {1 27-1 28} 

Right Retreating Step & Stance-turning { 1 33-1 34} 

The right foot makes one step backward. The stance is 
then t u rned to the right. 

1 80 

1 30 

The left foot makes one step forward. The right foot 
then advances to its side. At the sam e  time two arms, which 
are in the form of Lower Bong-sau, a re raised to become 

Man-sau.  

1 37 138 

Right Thrusting Kick* { 1 35-1 36} 

* denotes movements .for the right l imbs 
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39 

Lower Bong-sau -+ Double  Tan-sau ( 1 22-1 26) 
At the fu l l  stretch of the left leg, the l eft foot steps on where it reaches. Then it d rags the body one step forward, wh i le  

the two arms pose as  Lower Bong-sau, before they are changed to Double  Tan-sau.  The above process i s  repeated three ti mes, 
each time making one step forward. 

132 
Dou ble J ut-sau -+ Double Erect Palms -+ Withdrawal of fists ( 1 29-1 32) 

The two el bows are lowered, so that the arms pose the form of Double Jut-sau.  Then they a re thrust forward as 
Dou ble E rect Pal ms, before withdrawa l .  

Lower Bong-sau -+ Double Tan-sau -+ Man-sau * ( 1 3 7- 1 43 )  
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Double J ut-sau � Double Erect Palm � Withdrawal of fists * ( 144 - 1 47)  

151 153 154 

Gum-sau { 1 5 1 -1 52} Gum-sau & Thrusting Punch ( 1 53-1 58) 

When the left foot steps on the ground, the trunk is turned to the left. The left palm makes a downward pinning thrust, 
followed by that of right palm.  The movement is repeated threEl times for both palms. 

159 160 1 61 162 

Alternate Thrusting Punches � Circ l in8 Hand � Final Withdrawal ( 1 59- 1 65 )  
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Stance-turning & Slant Thrusting K ick ( 1 48-1 50) 

The trunk is f irst tu rned to face the front. The l eft l eg is then raised to make a Slant Thrusting 

Kick to its side. 

156 157 '158 

After the th i rd pinning movement of th.e left palm,  it reverts to the form of a fist, and is thrust forward as a 

Straightl ine Punch. The right palm then makes a pinning movement, fol lowed by a Straightl ine Thrusting Punch . of the right 
fist. The process is repeated alternately by the l eft and the right arms for three times each . After the th i rd punch they are 

both placed before the chest. 

164 ·165 

At the fu l l  stretch of the left punch, the right fist is thrust forward, wh i l e  the left arm is withdrawn to make a second 
punch. Then both palms are opened. The palms circle once at the wrists, before both arms are final ly withdrawn. The whole 

form is then completed. 
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In practice, the Pak-sau movement of the Chum
K iu form takes the bend of one's own other arm as 
target, in substitute for the opponent's arm. It is .a 
wrong idea of many Wing Tsun (Wing Chun) students 
to take the Pak-sau as a way for breaking the 
opponent's arm, for according to my own personal 
experience of the past years, the Pak-sau movement 
wi l l  never succeed in doing this, no matter how 
powerful it is. 

The Elbow-hacking Movement can be done with 
both arms (as a double-movement) or with a single 
arm, with the same effect for both. It is applied by 
first bending the forearm at right angles to the upper
arm, then with the help of stance-turning the forearm 
and the elbow are swung towards the opponent, 
aiming at his throat, head or chest. 

However, it is only applicable at a short range 
only because of the bending of the arm. 
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PAK-SAU & THE ELBOW-HACKING MOVEMENT 



Demonstrators: 

Tam Hung Fun 

Chan Ho Wah 

Chan (left) attacks Tam (right) with a r ight 
Stra ight l ine punch, which is then deflected by Tam's 
r ight Pak-sau movement. Chan withdraws h is r ight 
arm, and lau nches a left l ifting punch at Tam :s 
abdomen. Tam counters h im with a left Pak-sau. 
Having done this, Tam bends h is  right arm to form a 
Lan-sau (Bar-arm), and i mmediate ly after that, he 
tu rns h is stance swiftly, and ma kes a powerfu l attack 
with h is r ight E l bow-hacking Movement a im ing at 
Cha n 's neck. 

6 

7 

8 



Demonstrators : 

The Sidel ing Bong-sau is formed by the com
bination of the Turning Stance and the "face to face" 
Bong-sau . When a powerful Straightl i ne-punch is first 
tackled with the "face to face" Bong-sau, and if the 
punch is heavy enough, the force wil l  be transmitted 
through the Bong-sau to the lower l imbs of the de
fender, whose stance is then tu rned to the s ide by the 
powerfu l force of the attacker, thus dissolving the 
punch. 
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Leung Kwok Kee 

Lam Po Kuen 

Leung attacks Lam with left ·Straightl ine-punch. Lam"s 
right "/oTW(1I"d arm "  thrusts forward to become a 
Bong-sau to counter Leung's attack. Leung's left pu nch 
is very powerful,  so Lam's Bong-sau gives way to it, and, 
In collaboration with Stanct:-tuming, it changes to a 
Sideling Bong-sau so as to consume al l  the strength of 
Leung's punch. At this moment, Lam i mmediately 
thrusts his left Fook-sau over Leung's right punch, and 
withdraws his rights Bong-sau to launch a Character 
"Sun " Thrusting-punch at Leung. 
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LAN-SA U--->-ST RAIGHTL IN E PU NCH--->-FAK SAU--->-FOO K-SA U--->-STRA IGHTL I N E  PU NCH 

Some of  the  movements in  the Chum- Kiu Form, in certain occas ions, can be appl ied i n  real fights. The fol l owing series of 
movements, from the Lan-sau to Fook-sau, changing to Jut-sau, and finally Straightl ine -punch, is a typical example, ideal for 
coping with attacks coming from three directions at the same time. 
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Tam is confronted with Mak ( front) , Fong ( right) and Wong (back) . When Tam's front arm is pushed down, he qu ickly 
bends it horizonta l ly  to form a Lan-sau, wh ich h is  left fist goes stra ight over the Lan-sau to land a punch on Mak's face. At this 
moment Wong comes close from beh ind. Tam's left a rm, posing a Fak-sau, executes a throat-cutting palm at Wong's neck. He then 
qu ickly changes h is  left Fak-sau into a Jut-sau , just in time to push down Fong's pu nch ing a rm, and give Fong a right straightl i ne 
pu nch. 
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F R O M  T H E  SIDELING BONG-SAU TO 

LIFTING PUNCH, FOLLOWED BY 

FOOK-SAU & EYE-JABBING HAND 

Tam (Left) is confronted with Chan (mid), 
while James (right) is waiting for a better chance 
to attack Tam at the right side. 

Chan launches a straight punch to attack 
Tam, who dissolves it with a l eft Bong-sau. 
Before Chan stops his attacking movement, Tam 
i mmediately changes his Bong-sau into a Lifting 
Punch to counterattack Chan's lower jaw from 
u nder. As the l ower jaw is a weak point, Chan is 
hurt seriously and fali  backwards. 

Nearly the same time James starts 
attacking Tam with a left punch. Tam, turning 
towards James, stops the coming punch with a 
Fook-sau. Tam waits for no time to change the 
Fook-sau into a grappling hand and apply an 
Eye-Jabbing Hand to jab the right thumb into the 

left eye of James. 

Demonstrators : 

Tam Hung Fun 

James Brown 

Chan Yuen Hoi + 



+ 

The following is another series of Chum
Kiu movements used in  practical application, in  

which the practitioner shifts from the left 
Bong-sau to the left Lifting Punch to d ue with 
his opponent coming from the left front, and 
then changing his left Lifting Punch to a 
Fook-sau to dissolve the frontal attack of 
another opponent coming from the front, and 
finally offering him a Straightli ne-pu nch. 

The Lifting Pu nch is one of the "Th ree 

Punching Movements" of the WingTsun System. 
Another punching movement is incorporated 

into the Biu-Tze Form (See pages 208-9). 

+ + 
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MAN-SAU ( I NQUISITIVE ARM ) 

A 

c 

1 94 

Man-sau is a "Double-movement" in Chum-Kiu 
form. I t  is appl ied, when the opponent has withdrawn 
his bridge-arms, to detect where they are. On the 
other hand, it may also serve for defensive, or even 

B attacking purposes, as conforming to the saying "He 

who moves first is the stronger." 

As for the defensive purpose, it is most effective 
for offering protection to the head when being at
tacked by downward head-on smashing with poles or 
the l ike, because the posture of Man-sau, when ful ly 
stretched, and sloping backwards - the palm being 
raised to the height of the head, wi l l  enable the arm 
to block or deflect an attack. 

D 



Demonstrators : 

Tam Hung Fun 

Chan Ho Wah 

f 

Chan (left) attempts to attack Tam (right) with 
a head-on downward smash of a pole. Tam hastens to 
stretch h is arm in a forwa rd-upward d i rection to form 
a Man-sau,  wh ich then deflects the down com ing pole 
to one side. Because of the over-use of power of the 

E stroke, Chan fa i ls  to stop h is pole going down when it 
misses the. target, and as a resu lt, the pole drags h im 
to tumble forward. Tam takes advantage of  th is, and 
fi rst he presses down Chan ' s  pole, after that he 
launches a Stra ightl i ne-pu nch at ·Chan.  
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T H E  T U R N ING K ICK (SLANT-TH RUST I NG K ICK) 

There is only one movement of  the Turning K ick in  the 
Chu m-Kiu form, which is for the left leg only. 

The significance of the Turning Kick lies in the 1 800 
turni ng of the body while the left leg is stretching, and at the 
full t urn of the body the leg thrusts out in a slightly slanting 
forward direction at full speed. That is why it is also known 
as the Slant-thrusting Kick. 
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Tam is confronted with Chan ( l eft) and Wong beh i nd 
him ready to launch attack. At the moment when Chan i n i
tiates a punch, Tam advances one pace to make "defence and 
attack at the same time". Wong comes close from beh ind to 
try to grapple Tam's shoulder with his left hand, wh i le  making 
a punch with the r ight hand. Tam ma kes a sudeten about-turn 
and launches a Turn ing K ick at Wong, whose left arm is now 
control led by Tam's left Fook-sau, and so Wong suffers the 
heavy kick. 
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GUM-SAU 

(P INN ING-HAND )  

Gum-sau serves for countering the opponent's upward kicks. It is 
very often appl ied in co-ordination with the moving of the body to one 
side to evade a kick. Gum-sau is a kind of defensive movements, to be 
fol lowed immediately by counter-attacking techniques. 

3 

4 

2 

." . '. - ." 

Chan (left) attempts to 
attack Tam (right) with an 
u pward kick. Tam turns s l ight
ly to one s ide, and p ins Chan's 
leg down with a G um-sau. 
Having d issolved Chan's k ick, 

Tam at once launches a left Stra ight l ine.punch at Chan's face. 
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(C) THE B I U-TZE (THRUSTING FINGERS) FORM 

The Biu-Tze form is an advanced form of Wing 
Tsun Kuen. In the past, there was a saying that 
"the Biu-Tze form was not to be passed to persons 
outside the family door. " That is to say, no one 
was to be taught this form, unless they were chosen 
disciples. Today _however, this form is taught to all 
who learn Wing Tsun. Nevertheless, training in this 
form is limited to those who have already succeeded 
in mastering certain techniques through hard 
training. Novices who have only received a few 
months training will not be taught this form. 

The Biu-Tze form, which is comprised mostly 
of techniques of the palm and fingers, is mainly for 
attacking. In this form, the four fingers of the hand 
are straightened before being thrust forward 
towards the target with a flexible force. 

A practitioner of Wing Tsun Kung-fu, who has 
obtained an excellence in the practical ability of the 
form, will be able to drive hi� force through his 
finger-tips, with which he will successfully defeat his 
opponent. This is what is called "Drawing one's 
f9rce through the fingers" ill the Wing Tsun 
terminology . High accomplishment in this form will 
ehable the practitioner to shatter objects just by 
giving it a slight touch with his finger-tips when his 
arm is fully stretched .  This force is solely a kind of 
strong flexibly vibratory strength much different 
from the brute piercing force of the fingers. This 
form includes technique of the steps, grappling, 
hand releasing and movements of the elbow and 
waist. 

A s ki lful practitioner of the Biu-Tze 
(Thrusting-Fingers) form will present the techniques 
in an elegant apd dignified way with a flexible but 
deadly force, a force just like the grassy form in 
Chinese calligraphy, in which the strength is felt, 
but cannot be explained verbally . 
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TH E B IU -TZ E (THRUS TING-FINGERS) FORM 

TH E UPPE R SPADE-HAND 

& 

THE TH ROAT-CUTT I NG HAND 

202 

The Throat-cutting Hand, a deadly movement in 
the Biu-Tze Form, is usually executed from below the 
bridge-arm, with an aim to cut the opponent's throat 
with the side of the palm, as wel l as to off-set the 
opponent's straightl ine punch. 

The Spade�hand includes the Upper Spade-hand, 
which is also known as the Throat-spading hand, and 
the Lower Spade-hand. The Upper Spade·hand serves 
for attacking the joint of the lower jaw and the throat 
of the opponent with one's straightened palm.  

Both the above movements are fatal, and may 
resu lt in serious injury or loss of l ife. 

Cheng (left) and Tsui (right) at prefighting 
posture towards each other. Tsui attempts to apply his 
left Pak-sau to slap down Cheng's forward arm, wh i le 
h is right fist is ready to render a punch . Cheng 
hastens to apply the technique of "using one hand to 
suppress two " of the opponent, and thus controls  
Tsu i 's arms. I mmediately after that Cheng appl ies h i s  
left Throat-cutt ing hand on Tsui ,  to  be fol lowed by 
another attack by a right Upper Spade-hand. Tsui 
suffers both attacks. 



B 

c 

o 

E 

F 

G 

Demonstrators: 

Cheng Chuen Fun 
Tsu i Kin Wing 
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TH E H IGH & LOW GAUN-SAU (SCISSORS GA UN-SA U) 

The High & Low Gaun-sau in the Biu-Tze form is also known 
as the Scissors Gaun-sau . It is rarely applied under normal conditions, 
for the reason that using both arms to deal with one attacking move
ment is I.ess economical than using one arm for dissolving an 
attacking. However, if a practitioner is under a very severe attack, 
such as that of a heavy round-house kick, defence with the Scissors 
Gau n-sau, in the shape of an <, form a long vertical l ine of defence. 
Besides, the feet, one in front of the other if viewed from side; form 
a lower structure which can withstand powerfu l attacks. 

+ 
+ 

Chan poses the Wing Tsun prefighting posture facing Lee. Lee advances half a pase, with h is body lean ing 
sl ightly to h is left side, whi le l i fting his r ight foot to launch a round-house kick. Chan, being alert of the attack, 
turns to h is right and poses the Scissors Gaun-sau.  Having dissolved Lee's kick, Chan comes close to Lee and 
launches a right Throat-cutting Pa lm at Lee's neck. 
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TH E C I RCLI NG-CUT, THE LOWER 
SPA DE-HAN D & THE DOWNWARD 
E L BOW STR I K E  

The Circl ing-cut is a fashion initiated 
by the Stance-turning movement, which 
draws the elbow; the arm, and the palm 
into a semi-circl ing action to end in a final 
cutt ing action with the moving of the 
wrist, so as to free one's arm from the 
opponent's firm grapple. 

The Lower Spade-hand is a move
ment to be del ivered at the weak flank 
part of the opponent, with an aim to 
render him a fatal wound. 

The Downward Elbow Strike is a 
curv ing downward attack with the elbow, 
to be del ivered at the temples, the face, 
the neck, the collar-bone or the chest of 
the opponent. 

206 

Cheng (right) and Tsui (left) at prefi ghting 
post une towards each other. 

Tsui  suffers the pa l m  thrust and begins to 
tumble, but Cheng cont inues to attack h im by giving 
him a Downw.ard Elbow Str ike at his  temple. 



Tsui, a l l  of a sudden, grapples Cheng's right arm 
and pushes it downwards, wh i le  attempting to render 
a left punch at Cheng. 

Cheng hastens to nu l l i fy Tsui 's attack with a left 
Pak-sau, and executes a C i rc l ing-cut movement to free 
his own right arm from Tsui 's grapple. 

Cheng then quickly lowers his r ight arm, and 
executes a Lower Spade-hand attack at Tsui 's flan k. 
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THE GRAPPL ING HAN D 

AN D TH E HOOKING PUNCH 

The Grappl ing Hand technique, though rarely 
used in Wing Tsun System, is an effective movement 
for controll ing the opponent. It is appl ied, however, 
not to make a sustaining lock of the joints of the 
opponent, but to h inder the opponent's actions wh ile 
one can render the opponent's attack with one's arm 
or leg. 

The Hooking Punch, one of the three kinds of 
punches in Wing Tsun, is incorporated in the Biu-Tze 
Form, and is not so often applied in fights. 



Cheng (right) and Tsui (left) at prefighting 
posture towards each other. 

Tsu i  attacks Cheng with a ri ght straightl i ne 
punch, but his right arm is immediately control led by 
Cheng's G rappl ing Hand. 

I m mediately after that, Cheng's left G rapp l ing  
Hand executes a pu l l ,  which causes Tsui to fa l l  
forward . Taking advantage of  'th is, Cheng renders a 
right H ooking Punch at Tsu i 's left temple, thus 
disabl i n g  h im c'ompletely.  

Tsui then manages to free h is own right arm by 
thrusting his left arm from below h is  right arm . 

Tsui succeeds in freeing his right arm, but he 
never expects that Cheng at this moment grapples his 
left wrist with a left G rappl ing Hand. 
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(D) T H E  M U K-YAN CHONG (WOODEN DUMM Y) 
TEC H N I QU ES_ 

The W o o d e n  D u m m y T echniques are 
programmed in the most advanced training course 
of the futemational Wing Tsun Martial-Art Asso

ciation . The techniques are to be followed by a 
trainee after he has skilfully mastered the 
techniques of the Siu-Nim-Tau (Little Idea) form, 
the Chum-Kiu (A rm-Seeking) form, and the 
Biu-Tze (Thrusting Fingers) form. 

There are in all 1 1 6 movements in the Wooden 
Dummy Techniques, of which 1 6  are kicking 
movements, eight for the left foot and eight for the 
right foot. 

The Wooden Dummy Techniques are the most 
superior techniques of W.T.K. A knowledge of the 
secrets of the application of these techniques will 
enable a contestant to react much more swiftly than 
his fellow student who applies only the fundamental 
techniques of the other forms. A contestant who 
applies complicated movements to deal with an 
attacking movement of his opponent will usually 
find that the Wooden Dummy Techniques will 
simplify the movements of his counter attacks , if he 
uses them. 

That is why there are movements in the 
Wooden Dummy Techniques, which are set 
deliberately to cope with certain basic techniques of 
other forms. A trainee, who reacts more slowly and 
is weaker in strength than his fellow student, will 
very often defeat stronger students than himself, if 
he h a s  e x p e ri e n c ed the Wooden Dummy 
Techniques. 

This is what we mean by overcoming our 
enemy with technical skills. 

2 1 2  

Grandmaster Leung Ting 
demonstrates the Wooden 
Dummy Techniques . 
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Practical Application of 

th.e Wooden Dummy Techniques 



FI RST AND SECOND MOVEM ENTS OF  T H E  WOODEN DUMMY T ECHN IQU ES:  

TH E PREF IG HT ING POST U RE AND THE N ECK-P U L L I NG HAND 

2 

Demonstrator with the wooden dummy: -

Tam H ung Fun 

5 6 
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To a practitioner of the Wing Tsun System, the Wooden Dummy is more than a mechanical implement. It  
also serves as an imaginary enemy, which offers him necessary means of practice. 

. 

The Wooden Dummy Techniques are a set of sequential movements, the functions of which are threefold :  
( 1 )  It  serves as an imaginary opponent for practising the most basic sets of movements of the Wing Tsun 

System . 
(2) I t  allows the practiser to know the relative positions of himself and his enemy, and the direction and 

angle of his movements. 
(3) It is the best partner for practice of techniques. 
Therefore, the first movement of the Wooden Dummy Techniques is the "Prefighting Posture", meaning 

that the practitioner is now facing his opponent. 
The second movement, which follows the Prefighting Posture, is the "Neck-pul l ing Hand" movement. To 

do this, the rear arm, which is on guard, stretches forward alongside of the forward arm, until it reaches the 
back of the opponent's neck, and then it suddenly gives the opponent's neck a powerful drag, while his forward 
arm is also pull ing the opponent's arm towards h imself. As a result, the opponent loses his balance and falls 
forward. 

To make an effective appl ication of the Neck-pul l ing Hand, the body should make a turn, so as to 
strengthen the co-ordination of the two arms. 

Example: 

Tam ( left) and Lee (right) are facing each other. Lee attacks Tam with a right stra ight punch, which is 
stopped by Tam's forward arm. Tam then stretches h is  left arm a longside of his right arm, unt i l  it reaches the 
back  of Lee's neck. At this movement his right arm changes into a G rapp l i ng-hand to get hold of Lee's arm, 
whi l e  his left arm is  making a neckpu l l . 'As Tam's arms s imultaneously pu l l  towards h imself, Lee cannot avoid 
fa l l i ng forwards. Tam then loses no chance to execute a heavy hooking punch at Lee's throat. 

Demonstrators: 

3 

Tam Hung Fun 
Lee Yu n T im 

7 

4 

8 
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The 3 1 ST MOVEM ENT A N D  32N D  MOVEM ENT:  

F ROM LOW E R  BONG-SAU TO FRONT I NQU I SIT IVE-A RM 

When one of our arm is posing the lower Bong
sau, it is very inconvenient for it to stop any upper 
level or mid-level attack all of a sudden. For a 
remedy, the other arm should be applied to protect 3 
our u nguarded area. This arm is usually in the form of 
a Wu-sau, which is easily changed into a Sideward 
Palm to deflect attacks. Immediately after that, our 
Lower Bong-sau should take this chance to go in an 
u p w a rd -forward direction in the form of an 
I nquisitive-arm to nUll ify the opponent's attacks or to 
launch counter-attacks. 

When making attacks with the Inquisitive-arm, 
contact is made by the palm, the side of the palm or 
the forearm, with the flank, the side of the head or 
neck of the opponent. 

220 

Demonstrators: 



Tam Hung Fun 

Chan H o  Wah 

4 

5 

Demonstrator with the wooden dummy:

Tam Hung Fun 

Example: 

Tam (right) and Chan ( left) are facing each 
other. Chan advances to press down Tam's forward 
arms with a Pak-sau movement, whi le  h is  Wu-sau is 
executi ng a Stra ight l ine Thrusti n g-punch at Tam. 

Tam's forward arm is being pressed down, so he 
changes it i nto a Lower Bong-sau. When Chan's 
Thrust ing-punch comes near, Tam changes his  Wu-sau 
i nto a Sideward Pa k-sa':J to deflect Chan's punch ,  and 
immediately after that, he changes his Lower Bong
sau i nto an I nqu isitive-arm thrusti ng at Chan's ribs. 
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TH E 40TH MOVEMENT TO TH E 43 R D  MOVEM ENT:  

DOU BLE TAN-SAU CHANGI NG I NTO DOU BLE  LOWER PALMS, BACK TO DOU BLE TAN-SAU 

AGA I N ,  AN D TH EN TO EYE-TH RUSTING PALMS. 

222 

Demonstrators: 
Cheng Chuen Fun 
Tsu i Kin Wing 



The Double Tan-sau is the 40th movement of 
the Wooden Dummy Techniques. It is appJied by 
thrusting both the left and the right Tan-sau towards 
the front to keep hold of the opponent's bridge-arms 
from his outdoor area, so as to stop his attack. After 
that, both palms make an inward circle (so as to go 
into the indoor area of the opponent's bridge-arms), 
to become Double Lower Palms to render attack at 
the flanks of the opponent. 

Then the palms turn over to become Double 
Tan-sau again, to stay in the indoor area of the 

c 

opponent, from where both palms thrust at the eyes 
of the opponent in a forward-upward direction. This 
movement is termed in Wing Tsun the Eye-thrusting 
Palms. 

The Eye-thrusting Palms movement of Wing 
Tsun differs from sim ilar techniques of other systems 
in that both palms thrust forward, using the thumbs 
as weapons to attack the opponent's eyes. The qu ick 
thrusting forward of both palms makes the attack 
more accurate. Over-use of this technique is never 
encouraged, as it is a deadly attacking movement. 

o 
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Cheng (right) and Tsu i  (left) at the typical Wing 
Tsun prefighting posture (Diagram A).Tsui i n itiates an 
attack, but Cheng qu ickly controls Tsu i 's two arms 
under his own stretched arms (Diagram B). Tsui 
attempts to render the double punch but his attack 
blocked by Cheng's Double Tan-sau from h is  outdoor 
area . (Diagram C). Then Cheng's two palms c i rcle 
inwards to become Double Lower Palms to attack 
Tsu i 's fl an ks (Diagrams D & E). 

h 
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Tsui fai ls to defend hi msel f, and so suffers the 
attack (Diagram F). But Cheng continues to raise h is  
pa lms to become Eye-thrusting Pa lms dart ing at 
Tsui 's eyes (Diagrams G & H). 

Tsui,  sensing that Cheng is going to attack with 
Double Lower Palms, hastens to tu rn over h is arms, 
and places them on the arms of Cheng (Diagrams f & 
g). I mmediately after. that, Tsu i motivates an attack 
with Double E rect Pa lm to a im at Cheng's chest . 
Cheng  at once converts h is arms into Double Tan-sau 
to stop Tsu i 's attack (Diagram h), and im mediately 
after that, he changes his Double Tan-sau i nto Eye
th rusting Palms to dart at Tsui 's eyes (Diagrams i and 

j). 

H 
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TH E 63 RD MOVEMENT TO TH E 66TH MOVE
MENT:  

FOO K-SAU CHANG ING TO C I RCL ING B LOCK 
& LYING PALM 

KW UN-SAU CHANG I NG TO PO PAl CHEUNG 
(DOUBLE PA LM STRIKING) 
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The Fook-sau is not necessarily applied from the 
outdoor area of the opponent's bridge-arms. I t  may 
also be appl ied in the indoor area of them, as it is 
done in the 61st, 62nd and 63rd movements of the 
Wooden Dummy Techniques. 

From the 63rd to the 64th movements, it is 
appl ied first to d issolved the opponent's attack, then 
by changing to the C ircl ing Block, to deflect the 
opponent's arm from the front to the side, while the 
other arm is posing the Lying Palm to attack the 
opponent's flank. 



G 

Example:  

Fook-sau changing to Circl ing Block & Lying Palm 

Tam (righ t) and Chan (left) are in prefighting 
postu reo Chan suddenly launches a right Character 
"Sun " Thrusting Punch at Tam 's face. Tam therefore 
mQves h is right forward arm to the left, so as to b lock 
Chan 's punch. (Diagrams A to B) 

. 

I mmediately after that, Tam changes his right 
Fook-sau to the Circ l ing B lock, by c i rc l i ng his right 
wrist outwards from the indoor area of the op
ponent's bridge-arm, wh i le  posi ng h is left a rm in the 
Lyi n g  Pa lm to attac k Chan's right flank  (Diagram C). 

Chan fai ls to react, and so suffers Tam's heavy 
pal m attack (Diagram D) 
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The 65th and 66th movements comprise of a 
consequential process changing from the Kwun-sau to 
the Po Pai Cheung (Double-palm Striking), with the 
aim of first d issolving the opponent's attack, then to 
offer a counter-attack. But th is process can also be 
l inked to the 64th movement. When the C i rc l ing 
B lock and the Lying Palm as mentioned above are 
dissolved by the opponent's h igh and low Gaun-sau, 
we should execute the Kwun -sau (R otating-arms) 
movement to deal with h is Gaun-sau.  I mmediately 
after that, we can change the Kwun-sau to the Po Pai  
Cheung as a counter-attack. 



Demonstrators: Tam Hung Fun 
Chan Ho Wah 

Example: 

Kwun-sau changing to Po Pai Cheung 

Chan seeing that Tam is launching an attack 
with h is C i rc l ing B lock and Lying Palm, immediately 
tu rns to his right, and poses the h igh and low Gaun
sau with h is arms to cou nter Tam 's attack (Diagram 
D). 

Tam, being now cou ntered with Chan 's h igh and 
low Gau n-sau, immediately executes the Kwu n-sau 
movement, with h is left arm posing the Bong-sau,  and 
h is right a rm the Tan-sau, to block Chan's Gaun-sau. 
(Diagrams E to F J. 

After that Tam tu rns h is left arm . over, and 
executes the Po Pai Cheung  movement, with his 
palms simu l taneously attacking Chan 's mid-level and 
lower leve l .  (Diagrams G to 1). 
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Besides serving as a means of 
dissolving the opponent's straight 
pu n ch ,  the Sidel ing Bong-sau, 
wh ich is in contact with the 
o p p o n e n t's arm, can also be 
appl ied to make cou nter-attacks 
by changing into the Lap-sau, thus 
saving the trouble of requiring the 
other arm, which is now in the 
form of a Wu-sau, to change into a 
Lap-sau. I n  this way, the Wu-sau 
can take the chance to turn into a 
Throat-cutting Hand to launch 
cou nterattacks at the opponent. 

Having executed the Throat
cu tting Hand attack, one can 
m a k e  further attacks with an 
upper Spade-hand, while sti ll con
trol l ing the opponent's arms with 
the Pak-sau. 

Example: 

Tam ( right) and Lee ( left) are 
b o t h  p o s i  n g  t h e  pref ighti ng 
postu re of the Wing Tsun System 
wh i l e  facing each other. Lee ad
vances to launch a stra ight punch 
at Tam,  who appl ies the Sidel ing  
Bon g-sau to stop the attack, and, 
immediately after that, changes 
his Bong-sau to a Lap-sau to get 
hold of Lee's wrist, whi le h is  left 
hand is making a Th roat-cutt ing 
Pal m  attack at  Lee's th roat. 

Lee's arm being seized, there
fore he cannot avoid the attack. 
Tam ,  at this moment executes a 
Pak-sau movement to press down 
Lee's both arms, whi le his right 
h a n d  c h a n g es into an upper 
Spade-hand dart ing at Lee's ch i n  
and th roat. 
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T H E 78TH MOVEM ENT TO TH E 80TH M OVEM ENT:  

FROM THE S I D E L I NG BONG-SAU TO LAP-SAU ,  TH ROAT
CUTTING HAND,  PAK-SAU AND SPAD E-HAN D .  

Demonstrators : 

Tam Hung Fun 
Lee Yun Tim 
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TH E 83 RD AND THE 84TH MOV E M ENTS: 

BONG-SAU CHANG I N G  I NTO T H E  CROSSING K ICK 

The Crossing Stamp-Kick, a movement to follow the Sidel ing 
Bong-sau in a continuous process in the Wooden Dummy Tech
niques, is one of the eight kicking methods of the System. The 
Crossing Kick is also cal led the "Shuttle-cock Kick", because of its 
simi lar movement. 

The Cross ing K ick differs from the other seven kicking methods 
in that all the other seven kicks are appl ied by the forward leg, whi le 
the Crossing Kick is executed by the rear leg after changing steps. I t  
i s  a more difficu lt kicking ski l l  than the other seven kicks in Wing 
Tsu n System. 

Wong (left) attacks Cheng (right) with a right stra ight l i ne punch . 
Cheng hastens to counter the attack with a Sidel ing Bong-sau.  
I m mediately after that, Cheng steps forward to the right s ide of 
Wong, plac ing h is r ight foot in front, whi le ra isi ng h is rear left leg to 
execute a Crossing Kick a im ing  at the ca lf of Wong's rear leg, and at 
the same time lau nch ing  a l eft Lying Palm attack at Wong's r ight 
flank .  



Demonstrators: 
Cheng Chuen Fun 
Wong Ch iu H ung 
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CHAPT E R  TH REE 

WING TSUN CHI-SA U 

A. G E N E RAL PRINC IPLES 

( 1 ) TH E REFLEX ACTlON 

The most important course of training in Wing 
Tsun System is the Chi-sau (Arm-clinging) exercise. 
These techniques are practised in twos, and aim 
primarily at developing the trainees' quickest 
REFLEX ACTION, so that this may be applied in a 
set of  sophisticated fighting techniques. 

The reflex action is in fact a subconscious 
reaction of the body, arising as a result of a sudden 
and unexpected external stimulus. For example, if 
someone is unexpectedly pricked by a sharp object, 
such as a pin or piece of bone, he will probably cry 
out or make a quick movement, to get away from 
the source of pain. In another occasion, if an assai
lant suddenly launches a punch at him, he would 
surely retreat in surprise to avoid it. These reactions 
(the cry and the retreat), are typical examples of 
subconscious reflex actions. They are not planned 
beforehand,  nor are they maGe as a result of con
scious thought. . Reflex actions exist, not only in 
human beings, but also in animals. 

Owing to the difference between individuals, 
the reflexes of some people may be faster than 
those of others. In fact, some people may have very 
sensitive reactions, whilst others have extremely 
slow ones. 

The purpose of training in the Chi-sau, is to 
develop a quick reaction in the trainees, a reaction 
that is much faster than that of common people, 
and to apply it onto his kung-fu techniques, so that 
he can react unconssciously and without pre
thinking, to the attacking movements of an 
opponent. 

Many people will have experience of a real 
fight, in which their attacking and defending moves 
were not pre-thought. In fact, when an opponent 
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launches an attack, he leaves us no time to think of 
what counter-moves we should make. That is why 
many kung-fu followers, who have been practising 
attacking and counter-attacking techniques, even for 
eight or ten years, will find it difficult to apply 
them when they are confronted with a real fight, 
because they are not aware, nor have experience of, 
the time factor involved. 
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{2} MOVEM ENTS & T H E  T I M E  FACTOR 

It is a matter of fact, that the time factor is 
the key which determines the practical value of any 
kung-fu movement. That is to say, if we are to 
determine its value in application, we must first give 
consideration to the length of time taken to per
form the movement. Some kung-fu movements are 
�omprised of a series of continuous actions, so as to 
be supposed to make an effect of an attack. On the 
contrary, other systems are comprised of single 
simple movements, which can be used for defence 
and attack at the same time. The two types of 
systems mentioned above can be termed respectively 
as "the complicated movement", and the "simple 
movement". Many pugilists think that, if they have 
mastered certain complicated movements, they can 
be regarded as being trained in an advanced fighting 
form. In fact they are terribly wrong, because 
fighting techniques cannot be regared as being 
advanced or inferior to others . What we mean by a 
fighting form being advanced is that its movements 
are difficult to practise or master. 

In my own experience, the more complicate d 
the movement is, the less is its value in practical 
application. On the other hand, the simpler a move
ment is, the greater is its practical value . The reason 
for this is that complicated movements are comprised 
of a greater number of separate actions, and there
fore take comparatively longer time to perform. A 
simple movement, however, will take much less time 
to perform than a complicated one. It can therefore 
be said that the best kung-fu movements are single 
simple movements , that cail be performed in the 
shortest possible length of time, and have both an 
attacking and defending capability . This is the rea
soning employed in the development of Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu, and it can be seen that the movements of 
Wing Tsun Kung-fu, are much simpler than those of 
other systems. 
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1 .  When A has b l oc ked B's r ight p u nch with h i s  left  arm and 

attempts to plac� h i s  r igh! over B's, at this moment B has 

e nough t ime to launch a second attack w ith h is left arm. 

2 .  Even if  A i s  fast enough in m a k i ng a control of B ' s  r ig h t  arm , 

B st i l l  can catch the moment to break the a r m - l ock with h i s  

o w n  l e f t  a rm, and offer a counter-attack . 

3. Supposing A su cceeds in making a complete control of B's 

r ight arm, B st i l l  has t ime to launch a n other p u nch with h i s  

left hand.  

REASONS FOR TH E LOW POSS I B I L ITY O F  

APPLY I NG TH IS COMPL ICATED MOVEM ENT 

This i s  an ideal ized "Complicated Movement" 
formed by a series of hand techniques joined to
gether, in which the demonstrator is apply ing to d is
solve attack, control the attacker's arm, and fi na l ly  
offer a cou nter-attack.  

However, the possib i l ity of tnis "Complicated 
Movement" in  real s ituations is very l i ttle, because of 
the long duration of completing the whole set, UN
LESS H IS OPPON ENT K EEPS H IS LEFT ARM A L L  
TH E T IME AT H I S  OWN S I D E ,  as shown in  the 
above photos! 
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METHOD A 

1 5 

2 6 

3 7 

4 8 
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EXAMPLES O F  THREE D I F F ERENT TECHN IQUES O F  COPING WITH THE G RAPPL ING-HAND ATTACK 

The above photos show three different ways of dissolving the same kind of arm-lock attack. 
Method A is the most complex, and takes the longest time to complete, and thus is the least economical. 
Method B is more practicable, for it takes much less time to complete. 
M ethod C, which is adopted in Wing Tsun* (Leung Ting System), is the most economical and effective 

way. The aim of this method is to nullify his lock, therefore what we need is to change the other arm into a 
fist & attack the opponent, so as to break his power of resistant, thus dissolve his arm-lock. 

* Wing Chun, Ving Tsun, and Wing Tsun in theory are the same, but in practice a technique in the Wing Tsun System may be 
different from the same technique in the W. C  or V. T. Systems. 
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(3)  T H E  Q U E ST I O N  
APPLICA T ION 

O F  PRACTICAL 

Many martial-arts followers may have the 
following personal experience. In a real fight they 
have found that many of the techniques, in which 
they are well trained due to daily practice, cannot 
be applied at will. 

Not only to demerit the techniques of other 
systems, many followers of Wing Tsun · System can
not even apply as they wish, the most commonly 
used Straightl ine Th rusting Punch,  although, as 
every Wing Tsun follower knows, the most practical 
and fundamental punch is none other than the 
straight punch. All those who learn Wing Tsun 
Kuen, are very well acquainted with the straight 
punch, however why does it tum out, that during a 
real fight, some followers cannot even make use of 
this basic technique. It is because they fall into the 
error of not co-ordinating the kung-fu techniques, 
with their subconscious reactions. 

If our enemy launches a surprise attack from 
one of our sides, our nervous system will function 
in such a way, that it provides a reflex action to 
deal with the attack. (without first no tifying the 
cerebrum or waiting for its directions). This is an 
automatic reaction, which can nullify any disguised 
movements of attack. 

If we wait for the judgement of our brain 
before we do something, it will be too late to take 
any action, therefore why not train our nervous 
syste� to give off a reflex action to defend our
selves, instead of standing waiting for the brain to 
tell us what to do? 

The above examples clearly explain the aims 
and functions of the Chi-sau trainings . 

Think of a man whu has not learned any 
kung-fu skills, fighting to him is an occasion when 
he has to stretch or swing his arms, to strike an 
opponent with his two fists. This kind of fighting is 
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energy-exhausting in itself, and is ineffective, but 
the actions are in fact subconscious. 

When a pugilist has learned a regular way to 
fight with attacking and defending movements, he 
will (in error) usually apply his techniques in 
methods regulated by his consciousness. For exam
ple, if A uses one, movement to attack, B will 
counter-attack with another movement, so these 
actions will fit one by one into a chain, and will 
eventually form a set , or several sets of charging and 
discharging actions. These sets of movements, as 
what the other kung-fu people called - " F ighti ng
Forms", will unfortunately give rise to certain dis
advantages, which are named "FORMALITY" and 
"REGULARITY" . 



FORMA LITY 

Formality is when a pugilist starts to think, 
(after he has learned the "FORMS" of attack and 
defence in twos), that he must use his left hand in 
this way, and his right hand in that way, if he 
wants to discharge such a prearranged attacking 
movement from his opponent. 

As a matter of fact, this so called attacking 
movement, might have been an imaginary movement 
thought out by a founder or a master of a kung-fu 
s tyle. It is doubtful whether such a movement will 
occur in a real fight between two opponents. 

Unfortunately, there are many kung-fu 
founders, grandmasters, or masters, who have never 
given this any thought, simply because they have an 
over-imaginative mind, and are too confident. They 
emphasize (or even force their disciples to believe) 
the set of kung-fu movements desired by them
selves, and require their disciples to adopt these 
"fixed pattern of movements" that have been . 
imagined, as protocol for another "fixed pattern of 
movements". It is very unlikely that some of these 
movements could be used for attacking, in a real 
fight,  but once these instructors have got a liking 
for them, they insist on making another "counter 
movement " against them. And as a result, this so 
called "counter movement" is similarly useless, and 
cannot be applied in a real fight. 

There are occasions when only one arm is 
needed to discharge an attack, but for the sake of 
appearance (impressing spectators) or for other rea
sons he may consider proper, the instructor usually 
requires his followers to put the other free arm in a 
certain position, and he insists on keeping it there . 
In a real fight, formality of this sort will hinder the 
application of the required techniques,  and will 
eventually lead to defeat, as the opponent may not 
apply attacking movement in such a sequence as to 
conform to the stipulated pattern, 

The two series of cartoons on page 244 and 245 
serve to i l lustrate the ineffectiveness of relying on 
"formality", a condition in which a practitioner 
resorts to the application of prearranged pattern of 
movements, thus neglecting the free use of tech
niques to tackle unforeseen occasions. 
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T�is TiME : 
An upward movement for an upper level attack) 
A downward une for a lower level kick. 
A ttacks for the mid-level you haven 't taught) 
I can't dissolve them with any trick! 

teach me to 
defend!" 

"Having learnt these two movements, 
you' l l  not lose a fight with others ! "  

" J/) "-.  



T�is TiME : 
The movements are so beautiful ; 
The techniques are not Pl'acticaL 
Frighten the enemy not , 
The result will be terrible ! 



R E G U LA R I TY 

Another common mistake committed by many 
instructors, is over-emphasis of regularity of move
ments. They insist on applying movements, during 
attack and defence exercises between twos , in a 
regulated sequence, (ie. such a mo vemen t of yours 
should be dealt with such a movement of mine, 
etc. ), until a whole series of movements of a 
fighting form have been applied. Exercises practiced 
in this way , I dare say , are not different to a social 
dance. For example , in the Waltz or the Tango , 
there is a fixed pattern of steps , such as three 
forwards followed by three backwards , or four 
forwards and then four backwards, all done to the 
beat of music and totally co-ordinated by the two 
partners. If any one of the partners does not keep 
the beat, or breaks step owing to n�gligence , or lack 
of skill , he will ruin the dance and probably make a 
fool of himself into the bargain. These kung-fu 
movements have to be kept even more regular than 
dancing steps. Therefore in a whole set of attack 
and defence moves , the two partners must be well 
practised as to maintain the sequence. (Please take 
note of the word "sequence"!). If one partner make 
a tiny unexpected mistake, even in part of a move
ment, it will lead to a complete breakdown in the 
collaboration of the two partners. 

On the other hand, someone aptly trained in 
the attack and defence forms between twos, need 
not necessarily be skilfully trained in fighting, for in 
a real fight, the ways in which moves can be made 
are greatly varied, even to the point of diverging 
from any regular movements . This is how the 
s aying "Killing the skilful master with disorderly 
punches " arises.  
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The series of cartoons on page 247 explain . 
clear ly the mistake of over-reliance on "regularity", 
a state in wh ich a practitioner depends too much on 
the sequence of movements in  which he is trained, 
thus forgetting the necessary variations of use of 
techn iques. 



o q o o  

HUNG 
Attention , boy; I 'm going to teach a 

New Movement! 

Pretend to attack your enemy's head with your left arm', who 

WILL SURELY try to rise up his hands to defend, then you 

can punch his lower section with your right. 

T�is TiME : 
The words of Si-fu's to closely follow, 

& seems definite that glory will glow. 

Out of the way the enemy acts, 

Becomes the one who receives the blow! 
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(4) SEPARATION F ROM TH E CONC IOUSN ESS 

It is for the reasons described that the Chi-sau 
training constitutes a kind of attack and defence 
system, which will help to train the nervous system 
to automatically produce the correct reaction to 
protect us from attack. 

If during a real fight, an opponent launches a 
punch as quick as a flash of lightning, we cannot 
ren der a counter-movement by going through all the 
processes of conveying what the eyes see to the 
brain, allowing the brain to make a decision, and 
then send an order to the limbs for a reaction . But 
if we can make good use of our reflex actions, 
things would be much different. 

A reflex action enables the limbs to make an 
attacking or defending move, without pre-thinking, 
and this takes much less time than waiting for a 
decision from the mind, before producing a counter
movement. True fighting techniques are never 
bound by any fixed patterns, and are not controlled 
by any rules. Formality and Regularity of fighting 
methods are not practical in a real fight. This is 
why , during the training of the Chi-sau, emphasis 
is m ade on getting our movements free from our 
conciousness. We make an attack or defence simply 
by intuition, and not by using our memory. 
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(5 ) EXERCISES FOR SENSE OF TOUCH 

Of prime importance in the training of the 
Chi-sau techniques, are the exercises for developing 
an acute sense of touch. By developing the acute 
sense of touch in the hands and arms, we do not 
mean that they should have an acute feeling 
towards external objects which they come into con
tact. Some people may think, if our hands and arms 
are too sensitive, any slight bumping from an ex
ternal object, will cause pain. In fact , what is meant 
by developing the sense of touch in our hands and 
arms, is that we are increasing their ability to detect 
the strength of an external force, and the direction 
in which it is travelling. The strength of a move
ment is something that cannot be detected by sight. 
(It is a great mistake for anyone to say, that just by 
looking, he can tell if a punch is very powerful). We 
cannot determine, with our eyes, whether a punch 
is real, or faked, nor can we guess the strength, or 
the direction of travel . It is much more accurate to 
detect these things using the sense of touch in our 
hands and arms. Once our bridge-arms are in con
tact with those of our opponent, we can easily know 
whether a punch is heavy · or light, whether it is 
coming from above, or below, or whether the arm 
of our opponent is advancing or retreating. Thus we 
can change our movements to cope with his, and in 
this way, gain an advantage over our opponent, by 
breaking through his defence in his unguarded areas, 
put him under our control, and fmally defeat him. 

The ultimate aim of Chi-sau is to intergrate the 
sense of touch in the hands and arms, with the 
fighting techniques that have been mastered, so that 
they all blend together, and become reflex actions 
which can be automatically applied, with no con
scious thought whatsoever. 



B EXERCISES O F  THE C H I-SAU (A RM-CLINGING) TECHN IQU ES 

The Single-arm Chi- sau (Single Arm-clinging) 

There are two forms of Chi- sau, namely , the 
Single-arm Chi-Sau and the Double-arm Chi-Sau. 

The Single-arm Chi- sau consists of preliminary 
exercises. 

As the term implies, the Single-arm Chi- sau 
means exercises between two partners facing each 
other while standing, with one arm of each being in 
contact with that of the other. Throughout the 
entire process of the Single-arm Chi- s au exercises, 
both partners maintain the Character "Two" 
Adduction Stance, during which no attempt -at 
moving the feet would be made. This enables the 
students to concentrate on drilling their bridge-arms. 

The Single-arm Chi- sau aims primarily at 
increasing the expertise of the Bong-sau (Wing-arm) , 
the Tan-sau (Palm-up Arm) , and the F ook-sau 
(Bridge-on Arm) movements which , when linked 
together, form a cycle of movements which become 
an integral part of Wing Tsun Kung-fu. 

The complete cycle of Single-arm Chi-sau 
consists of six stages, one following another, 
regardless of which is the first and which is the last. 
During the practice, each partner renders attack and 
defence alternately , from stage one to stage six, and 
over again in a continuous cycle. First, 'A' attacks 
with an E rect Pa lm (stage one), while 'B' blocks it 
with a Sin king-arm (stage two). This is then 
followed by 'B' becoming the attacker, who 
launches a Straight l i ne" p unch at 'A' (stage three), 
'A' now becomes the defender, warding off 'B's 
punch with a Wing-arm (stage fourl 'A' then 
changes his wing-arm into a Pal m-up Arm (stage 
five). This makes it necessary for 'B' to change his 
punch into a Bridge-on Arm (stage six). At this 

moment, both partners return to their original 
positions. The cycle is thus completed, and can be 
repeated over and over as many times as is required. 

During the performance of the Single-arm Chi
sau, it would be noticed by an observer, that both 
the arm of one partner and that of the other are 
clinging together throughout the entire cycle of 
exercises. From this, one can easily see how the term 
"Chi- sau" is derived .  

As the bridge-arms of  the two partners are 
clinging together, or, to be precise, are in contact 
with each other, any slight movement of the arm of 
one of the two partners will be sensed by that of the 
other. The perception of the opponent's sudden 
attack necessitates a direct and effective defensive 
moment or counter-attack, and this is where the 
principle of the Single-arm Chi-sau of Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu lies. 

Nowadays, many of the followers of Wing 
Tsun Style fall into the trap of claiming themselves 
to be competent in the art, after having had a lot of 
practice in the Single-arm Chi-sau exercises . 

In fact, the importance of learning the Single
arm Chi-sau lies in knowing the art of attack and 
defence, always bearing in mind who is on the 
attack and who is on the defence at any given stage, 
and the sequence of the stages. 

To make a defensive movement before an 
opponent initiates an attack is nothing other than 
changing the position of a host with that of a guest.  
That is, reversing the procedure of attack and 
defence. 
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The Double-arm Chi-sau (Double Arm-clinging). 

Training of the Double-arm Chi-sau follows 
the adeptness of the skills of the Single-arm Chi-sau 
through ample exercises. The movements of the 
Double-arm Chi-sau are performed by two partners 
facing each other, both standing in the frontal 
stance; partner 'A' places his right bridge-arm on the 
left bridge-arm of partner 'B', while 'B' places his 
right bridge-arm on the left bridge-arm of 'A', The 
whole procedure of the Double-arm Chi-sau 
exercises involves movements of the Bong-sau ,  the 
Tan-sau , and the Fook-sau being applied one after 
the other in a cycle. 

The aims of the exercises of the Double-arm 
Chi-sau are threefold. 
Firstly, they develop a more acute sense of the two 

arms 
Secondly, they strengthen the power of the elbows. 
Thirdly, they serve as a transitional phase through 

which a trainee advances onto the stage of 
real fighting. 

The ultimate aim of drilling a follower of 
W.T.K. in the exercises of the Double-arm Chi-sau 
is to enable him to control his two hands simul
taneously , when one of them is making an attack , 
while the other is performing a defensive task. 

The difficulty of controlling both hands, while 
doing different tasks, can be illustrated by the 
following experiment. In this experiment we are 
required to hold two tea-pots, one in each hand, 
and to pour tea into two cups of different sizes 
from each pot. The difficulty is that when one cup 
is filled,  the hand holding the pot for that wilLstop 
pouring, and will put the pot down, while the other 
hand keeps pouring all the time, until the cup under 
it is also filled.  This experiment looks easy, but in 
fact is not. 

If we can train our hands to perform two 
different jobs independent of each other at the 
same time, we can also use them to perform 

attacking and defensive movements independently . 
This is what is meant by controlling both hands 
simultaneously . 

Since it is difficult to control the two hands 
performing different tasks at the same moment, it 
becomes necessary for the trainee ,  before taking up 
the Double-arm Chi-sau exercises, to be adept in 
the Single-arm Chi-sau exercises, which consist of 
only several simple movements. 

Double-arm Chi-sau exercises comprise of the 
following two sets of processes. 

(A) Poon-sall (Rolling-arms) 

The first stage of the exercise consists of the 
Poon-sau process. It can also be called Lok-sau , as 
both of them are of the same meaning in Chinese, 
that the arms are clinging together in a rolling 
action. 

As one may imagine, during the Double-arm 
Chi-sau training, the arms of the partner are clinging 
to those of the other, i .e.  right arm of one in 
contact with the left arm of the other. At this 
moment their arms turn up and down in an 
imaginary circle, at the same time keeping in 
contact with each other, as if being bound together 
by a ring beyond which both their arms cannot go. 

It is a pity that many followers of Wing Tsun 
Kung-fu pay too little regard to the Rolling-arm 
training, believing that their opponent, in a real 
fight, will be unlikely to have his arms clung to 
theirs, and neither will they have any Ro11ing�arm 
process before making attack. In fact this is a 
personal view only . 

Of course , our opponent, in a real fight , will 
not do any Rolling-arm action before the start of 
the fight. But we do not take Rollin�-arm action to 
mean application of fighting movements. In fact, by 
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Rolling-arm training we mean a process of training 
similar to the warm-up exercises we do before a 
swimming lesson. As a matter of fact, the warm-up 
exercises are also not to be applied in the swim. 
The rolling-arm training is a bridge that brings a 
trainee to a stage in which he develops an acute 
sense of touch of his arms, and a powerful strength 
of his elbows. In Wing Tsun Kuen much emphasis is 
laid on the strength of the elbow. Development of 
an acute sense of touch of the arms can be 
co-ordinated with reflex actions to cope with real 
fights. 

There are, generally speaking, two types of the 
Rolling-arm exercises . 

1. The two partners, at the beginning, are so 
positioned that 'A' has his right arm in the form of 
a Bong-sau, his left arm a Fook-sau, while 'B' has 
his left arm in the form of a Fook-sau, his right 
arm, a Tan-sau. Then 'A' changes his Bong-sau into 
the Tan-sau, and 'B', simultaneously, changes his 
Tan-sau into the Bong-sau. So the cycle is com
pleted, and can be repeated. In this cycle, the 
movements of the left arm and the right arm are 
inter-changeable. 
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2. In the second type, 'A' has, at the beginning, a 
righ t Tan-sau, and a left Bong-sau, while '8' has both 
of h is arms in the form of Fook-sau. Then 'A' 
changes his left Bong-sau into a Tan-sau and, at the 
sam e  time, changes his right Tan-sau into a Bong
sau. While '8' all the time, tackles his partner with 
both arms in the form of Fook-sau. These mo ve
men ts are exercises in a continuous cycle. 

The Rolling-arm training looks simple, but it 
is in fact not easy to perform in a correct way. in 
accurate postures and with an adequate amount of 
strength. 

A 

t 

After skilful mastery of Rolling-arm tech
niques, that is to say, after attainment of ability to 
control the two arms performing different tasks, a 
trainee can now start taking up a simple kind of 
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sensitivity training for the hands and arms. 

At this stage simple attacking movements with 
the palm or the fist are sporadically introduced into 
the Rolling-arm action, to the effect that a trainee, 
as he senses any irregular movement of his partner, 
will subconsciously take a defensive measure to 
cope with his partner's attack. 

It is at this moment that a trainee discharges 
the sudden attack of his partner with one arm while 
he has at the same time, to be alert with the 
movem�nts of the other arm, so as to be able to 
allow the other arm to make independent 
movements to ward off any surprise attacks from 
the other arm of his partner. 

Here we can give a compflrison. Our brain is 
like the sovereign of a country, our arms are like 
two troops or guards, and our nervous system is like 
the commander-in-chief. If an enemy attack� from 
our left our left guards will take defence without 
causing �ny hindrance to the right guards, who will 
remain entrenched, and keep on with their own 
duties. 

But here arises a question. Why do we use 
single palming movements or single punches as 
preliminary practice · of application of fighting 
techniques? 

The reason is that during the application of 
fighting techniques process it is difficult to have 
goo d  results when a trainee has to make a defensive 
movement, and at the same time , to predict what his 
partner will do in the next step. 

This. is similar to asking a child, who is just 
beginning to learn walking, to carry things on his 
back. Will this be a proper way of teaching? 

Therefore, exercises of simple "advancing 
ste ps" will be taken only after reasonable 
competence has been achieved in the techniques of 
single punches and single discharging movements. 
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(B) Kuo-sau (Fighting-practice) 

Exercises of complex hand techniques follow a 
skilful mastery of simple fighting techniques. 

We may as well give an explanation of the 
meaning of the word "complex". Here we do not 

mean "several hand techniques linked together into 
a continuous movement ", as is mentioned before. In 
fact we actually mean a degree of difficulty in 
performing the movements. Most of the hand 
movements of Wing Tsun Kuen are simple, and are 
seldom linked together into a complex form. 

At this stage the hand techniques a trainee will 
learn are but "attacking and defending movements 
in twos". The reason for this is that when a trainee 
begins to take up the practices of hand techniques, 
his movements are controlled by his mind, not by 
his natural reactions. 

As each of the fundamental hand techniques 
has been skilfully mastered, a trainee can then speed 
up the movements during charging and discharging 
practices. 

The key factor in the speeding up of the 
movements lies in the guidance of an instructor. We 
can therefore say a trainee 's future prospect 
depends largely on what he learns at this stage, and 
a trainee's performance at this stage decides whether 
he can shift his movements from being controlled 
by thought and memory to being made by 
mechanical reactions. 

We can thus say that a trainee, if properly 
guided by an instructor, can free himself from the 
three-step procedure of perceiving, th i n king  and 
performing, to the two-step procedure of perceiving 
and performi ng. 

But, on the other hand, if an instructor, being 
inexperienced ,  fails to offer proper guidance to a 
trainee in this stage, the trainee is bound to be 
taking up stereo-typed exercises in martial arts all 



Kuo-sau (Fighting-practice) in Chi-sau can be applied onto real fights. The following photos show movements 
of the kuo-sau training compared with the movements in real fight.  

(A) MOVEMENTS I N  KUO-SAU TRA I N I NG (8) MOVEME NTS I N  R EAL F IGHT (FREE, 
FIGHTING TRA INING IN w. T.) 
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his life, with no success at all . He may, however, 
show orderly performance in his daily exercises, but 
can never put his basic techniques into practical 
application in real fights. He will only show himself 
to be a rough man unlearned in the art of kung-fu. 

Proper guidance from an instructor, coupled 
with personal perseverance of study , will enable a 
trainee, though being inadequate in his knowledge 
of kung-fu, to have a vivid application of what he 
has learnt. He is much stronger than one who has 
learnt thousands of kung-fu movements without 
competence in any of them. 

What is the use of having learnt thousands of 
movements that cannot be applied on real fighting 
occasions? On the other hand, skilful mastery of 
eight or ten movements, when properly co-ordinated 
and vividly applied with adequate destructive power, 
will enable the practitioner to deal with any power
ful enemies he encounters. 

Of course, thcre are few of those kung-fu 
masters who possess a highly destructive power. But 
it takes only a period from one and a half years to 
three years to train a kung-fu trainee , if he is 
serious in this attitude towards learning, to attain 
the power to knock down his enemy within a few 
seconds. 

So, to summarise , ability to make versatile 
application of the ten or so hand techniques in 
varied combinations, plus a destructive power 
exerted on them, it is reasonable to say , will result 
in defeating one's opponent in real fights. 

There are kung-fu trainees nowadays, who 
desire quantity, rather than quality , in kung-fu 
techniques, so much so that they wish to receive in 
one day what they are supposed to learn in one 
year. This attitude of theirs is in fact terribly 
wrong, fbr, whereas it is easy for the instructor to 
teach more, it is difficult for the trainee to receive 
it all. Indigested knowledge is no different from a 
thing unlearnt. 
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Many young kung-fu trainees, being too eager 
for immediate results, fall into the habit of asking 
for more lessons from their instructors. This 
increase in the number of techniques being taught 
at the same time hinders the mastery of correct 
movements of fundamental techniques, and the 
far-reaching adverse effect of this will affect the 
future prospect of a trainee. 

As regards the training of the Leung Ting's 
Wing Tsun system, a student trained in the L.T. Gym. 
will be able to master the twenty or so techniques 
he has learnt in the first six months of his training, 
and, after a further three months, he will be able to 
apply them practically in real fights. 

That is to say, it takes only one year's time for 
a trainee of Wing Tsun Kung-fu to be trained from 
a layman of kung-fu to a pugilist skilled at applying 
the Wing Tsun techniques for fighting. However, for 
one to be able to rely on mechanical reactions 
through sensitivity of his hands and arms, it is 
necessary to go through at least one and a half 
years or two years of training. 

By sensitivity here we mean the ability of our 
arms to detect the true motives of our opponent. 
Many kung-fu trainees , having had half a year or 
one year's training, claim themselves to be able to 
react by sensitivity of their arms, because they can, 
at this stage, make counter-attacks to dissolve the 
movements of their opponent .  They are in fact 
wrong, for they just have a certain degree of 
mechanical reaction, and cannot be regarded as 
being able to rely on sensitivity of their arms. 

A real application of sensitivity of the arms is 
independent of the sense of sight or the sense of 
hearing in tackling an opponent. We rely on our 
arms, now being in contact with those of our 
opponents, for detecting the motives of the move
ments of our opponent's arms, and, by making 
mechanical reaction, we evade real attacks from our 
opponent, and can render counter-attack to where 
our opponent is unguarded, so as to overcome him. 



It is, in fact, not an easy thing to attain a 
preliminary skill in co-ordinating our reflex actions 
with sensitivity of our arms. It requires at least two 
years of training. It is however, not uncommon for 
kung-fu trainees to remain unable to make use of 
their sensitivity of their arms even after three or 
five years' training, if they keep relying on their 
reflex actions rather than the sensitivity of their 
arms. 

Success in developing the highest sensitivity of 
our arms will enable us to "Stay with what comes, 
fol low through as it retreats, and thrust forward as 
our hand is freed," as the Wing Tsun saying goes. 

It is at this stage that, once our bridge-arms are 
in contact with those of our opponent, we can 
sense whether the movements of our opponent are 
real or feigned, and the course of his movements .  

We can also say that, at this stage, our two 
arms are just like two thick, tough and flexible 
rattan canes to our opponent in such a way that if 
our opponent's arms are making powerful charges , 
they will give way to them, but if the arms of our 
opponent are retreating, or if their charges are 
weakening, they will follow through and render a 
coun ter-attack. 

Therefore, it can be said that the primary aim 
of the exercises of the Double-arm Chi-sau, lies , not 
in merely applying our hand techniques in real 
fights, which is a basic principle, but in allowing the 
a r m s ,  t h rough their sensitivity , to execute 
movements which are needed at a particular moment 
to cope with those of our opponent. 

Attainment of competence at this stage will 
enable us, even if we are blindfolded, to deal with 
our enemy in a free fight, by merely relying on the 
sensitivity of the arms. 

T h e  a b o v e  technique of fighting, the 
"Blindfolded Chi-sau "  in the Wing Tsun ter
minology, is a challenge to the sensitivity of the 

arms of · a Wing Tsun trainee . A Wing Tsun 
practiser is said to be quite competent if he can 
fight his opponent without any difficulty , by just 
relying on the sense of his arms, when he is 
blindfolded. 

But there is still room for a higher 
achievement. 

In my opinion, if we continue to improve our 
skills , we shall advance to the stage of "Returning 
to the most simple and true ", "Giving up our own 
impulses, but following our opponents' movements 
as needed", and "Relying on no movemen t". Only 
then we can claim ourselves to have reached "the 
highest level of martial arts", where we can merge 

. the art of fighting into philosophy. 

"Blind-jo/ded 'Chi- sau on the Table " 

f A  show in the Rediffusion Television,  1 97 7 . ) 
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TH E CH I-SAU TECHN IQU ES 

O F  WI NG TSU N  
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Dem onstrators: 
Left - Tam Hung Fun  
Right - Leung Koon " 

POOH - SAU 

CYCLE OF BONG-SAU, TAN-SAU and FOOK-SAU 

-+ 3 Tam is apply ing 
"
h is  left Fook-sau on the right 

Bong-sau of Leung, whi l e  Leung is apply ing his left F ook-sau 
on the right Tan-sau of Tam . When Tam changes h i s  right 
Tan-sau into a Bong-sau,  Leung a l so changes h i s  right Bong-sau 
i nto a Tan-sau .  

4 ..... 5 Tam changes h is  r ight Bong-sau into a Tan-sau 
aga in , and at the same time Leung changes h i s  right Tan-sau 
i nto a Bong-sau. 

Another cycle can be formed from stage 2 on
wards, in the process of 2 -+ 3 -+ 4 -+ 5 and 
back to 2 again, until one of the two partners 
makes a change. 
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Ch i-sau is  an u n en d i ng p rocess of ch angi ng of h a n d  tec h n i q u es .  T rai n i ng i n  

th i s  p rocess a i m s  at d evel o p i n g, th rough pers i sten t  p ractice ove r  a l o n g  p e r i od , 

sen s i ti v i ty of t h e  arms of th e tra i nee .  O p p o n en ts d u ri ng a rea l fi gh t w i l l  not,  of 

co u rse, o btai n  th e sam e  speed of m ove m e n ts and react i o n .  B u t  h av i ng on ce been 

wel l -trai ned i n  Ch i-sau , a p ract i t i o n e r  wi l l  tac k l e  h i s  oppon e n t  w i th a q u i c k  

reacti o n ,  acq u i red from h is trai n i ng i n  Ch i-sau , regard l ess of h o w  h i s  o p p o n e n t  

attac ks_ 
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I 
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KUG - SAU 
SIMPLE ERECT PALM ATTACK & JUM-SAU (SINKING-ARM) DEFENCE 

6 During Poon-sau exercise, Tam suddenly changes h is 
Tan-sau to an E rect Palm to make ready for attack. 

7 Leung, sensing the change, reacts quickly, and changes h i s  
left Fook-sau i nto a Jum-sau, in which his  el bow is lowered to 
stop Tam's attack. 

8 Tam, real is ing his ineffectiveness to attack with his E rect 
Palm, a l lows it to return to a Tan-sau as at the beginning. At 
the same time, Leung also resumes his  Fook-sau over Tam 's 
Tan-sau. 
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Stage 8 can be reverted to stage 1 or stage 5 , § � j 

::C':. which the process may enter into the Poon-sau 
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PAK-SAU (SLAPPING-HAND) & 

mE TIIRUSTING PUNCH AT THE INDOOR AREA 

9 -7 1 1  During the Poon-sau exercise, Leung's left Fook
sau swiftly sl ips along the right Tan-sau of Tam and exe rts a 
Pak-sau at the bend of Tam's arm. At the same ti me, his  right 
Bong-sau is reverted to a Tan-sau ready to launch an attack. 

, . 

I HlI� I I ' 

1 2A -+ 1 3A Leung's left Pak-sau is changed into a G um-sau 
(Pinning-hand), pressing down the arms of Tam. Simul
taneously, his right Tan-sau is reverted to a Straightline 
Th rustingiJunch charging at Tam's chest . 

-
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SIDELING BONG-SAU THAT DISSOLVES THE THRUSTING-PUNCH 

1 2  � 14 Leung, applying the technique of "using one 
hand to suppress two oj' the opponent ", exerts h is  l eft 
G um-sau on the two arms of Tam, wh i l e  gett ing ready to 
l au nch an attack with h is right fist. Tam finds it necessary to 
change h is movements to cope with Leung's. So he rotates h i s  
left el bow u pwards to pose a Bong-sau, whi l e  h i s  body is  
m aking turn to the right. Meanwh i l e  his right hand s l ips up
wards along h is own trunk to form a Wu-sau (Protective-arm). 
I n  th is way the attack of Leung's Straight l ine-punch is thus 
d issolved. 

11111111111111111& 
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@ Leung then changes his left Gum-sau, which is suppressing Tam 's arm, i nto 
a Wu-sau, getting ready to deal with any further changes. 

* L eung may change his Thrusting-punch into a Gaun-sau (Splitting-arm), and 
revert his Wu-sau into a Straightline-punch for attacking purposes. (refer to 

24 ). 

* Leung may also change his Thrusting...punch into a Jut-sau (Jerk or Shock 
hand) to press down Tam's Bong-sau, while reverting his Wu-sau into a Straight
lineiJunch. 

* Tam at this moment may adopt 

a Lap-sau ( Deflecting-arm ) � I · 
I II 

movement as a counter-attack. 

( Refer to 15 ) 

(Refer to 15 ) 
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mE LAP·SAU (DEFLECTING-ARM) MOVEMENT 

1 5  -+ 1 8  Tam stretches out his right Wu-sau over the 
wrist of Leung's a rm and changes it into a Fook·sau before 
pressing down Leung's arm. At the same time, he withd raws 
h is left Bong-sau for rendering a further attack. 

al l 1 7  
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1 9A -+ 21 A whi le  Tam's right Fook-sau is pressing down 
LeuRg's arm, his left arm stretches out swiftly  to form a 

Straightl ine-punch charging at Leung's chest. Leung is taken 
by s urprise and so suffers the punch. 
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1 9  -+ 20 Tam suddenly reverts to his right Fook-sau into 
a Jut-sau to jerk down Leung's right hand, wh i le  getting ready 
to attack with his l eft hand. Leung reacts qu ickly, by rotating 
h is e l bow to pose a Bong-sau to dissolve Tam's attack. 

• 

2 1  Tam 's left fist darts out to form a Straightl i ne-punch, 
whi le withdrawing his right hand to form a Wu-sau over h is  
chest. 

- I  

21 
SIDELING BONG-SAU I 

22 
II .. 

22 Tam 's left Stra ightl ine-pu nch is very 
heavy, therefore Leung is forced to tu rn 
s i d e w a r d s ,  g i ving rise tO Jhe Sidel i ng 
Bong-sau. 

I 

(Gaun-sau refer to 23 ) 

( Refer to @ )  
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THE CYCLE OF LAP-SAU MOVEMENTS 

@ � @ Leung's l eft Wu-sau darts out to become a Fook-sau to control Tam's left punch, whi le  he withdraws his right 
Bong-sau to his chest and executes with it a Straightl ine-punch to attack Tam. Tam's left hand reacts qu ickly and changes into a 
Bong·sau to dissolve Leung's attack. 

@ � @ Tam, after movi ng his hands to Bong·sau, 
fo l lows the course of change of Leung's hands. Leung, on 
othe r  hand, also keeps his movements in  l ine with Tam's, so as 
to d i ssolve Tam's attack. So, attacking and defending, they 
keep the continuity .of the variable but unend i ng cycle of 
movements. 
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(Refer to @ ) 

23 � 26 Leung h aving dissolved Tam's Straightl ine 
punch forces Tam to change his method of attack. F i rst he 
reverts h is l eft punch into a Gaun-sau to chop down Leung's 
Bong-sau, then he changes his right Wu-sau i nto a Straightl i ne 
punch to thrust at Leung's chest. 

(Thrusting-punch refer to 27) 

t 
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GAUN-SAU (SPLITTING-ARMS) & THE THRUSTING-PUNCH 

278 When Tam attacks Leung with a right Straight l ine
pu nch, his punch comes from the out-door area of Leung's l eft 
Wu-sau, therefore, Leung im mediately changes his l eft Wu-sau 
into a Bong-sau, at the same moment makes a turn of h is  tru n k  
to avoid Tam's p u nch. 

* Having dissolved Tam's Straightline-punch with a Sideling 
Bong-sau, Leung may change his right Wu-sau into a Lap-sau 
momement to render a counter-attack. (refer to @ ) 

* When Tam's Straightline-punch is dissolved by Leung's 
Sideling Bon{rsau, he may revert his right punch into a 
Gaun-sau, attacking Leung with his left fist. (Refer to 23 ) 

27A """* 28A Tam appl ies his left Guan-sau to deflect Leung's 
right punch, at the same time, he attacks Leung with his right 
fist. Leung fai ls  to guard himself, so suffers the punch . 

III • 

2 8 A  
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PAK-SAU (SLAPPING-HAND) FROM OUT-DOOR AREA 

2 7  

28 

27 � 3 1  Tam appl i es his left Gau n-sau to press down 
Leu ng's right Bong-sau and gets ready to attack Leung with a 
right Stra ightl ine-punch. Leung hastens to reverts h i s  l eft 
Wu-sau i nto a Pak-sau to stop Tam 's right punch. Then he 
chan ges it i nto a Gum-sau to suppress Tam's right arm wh ich is 
now over his own l eft arm. In this way both of Tam's arms are 

under control .  
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THE KWUN-SAU (R O TA TING-ARMS) MOVEMENT. 

32 -+ 35 Leung pins down Tam 's right arm with h is  own 
left hand a nd gets ready to attack Tam with a right punch.  

Tam hastens to rotate h is right e lbow upwards to pose a right 
Lower Bong-sau, this makes way for the l eft hand to come up 
from the lower tru nk. He then stretches h is  left a rm to form a 
Tan-sau to deal with Leung's punch, wh i l e  tu rning h is tru n k  to 
the left to dissolve part of the force of Leung's punch . 

32A -+ 33A At the same time, Leung withdraws h is right 
hand and executes a Straightl ine-p u nch at Tam's chest. Tam's 
two arms  are beiflg control led, therefore he suffers the punch . 

• 

3 3 A  

-------------

---.. 
(Refer to 36 ) 
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* The Kwun-sau movement is formed by a combined process of the variation of the Sideling Tan-sau and the 
Lower Bong-sau. When the Sideling Tan-sau is being depressed, it sinks to give way to the pressure and changes 
into a Lower Bong-sau, while the body is making a turn to one side. A t the same time, the other arm, which is in 
the form of a Lower Bong-sau, takes the chance of the turning of'the body to rotate upwards, while keeping the 
movement close to the body, to become a Sideling Tan-sau. This technique, which involves the rotating move
ment of the two arms keeping close to the body, is termed the "Kwun-sau" movement (Rotating-arms). 

36 � 37 After Leung's attack is d issolved by Tam 's 
Kwun-sau movement, Leung makes a change. He reverts h is  
right punch i nto a Jut-sau,  meaning to jerk down Tam's left 
Tan-sau, at the same time, he tries to execute a Lower 

Straightl ine- punch trave l l ing a long Tam 's Lower Bong-sau to 
a im at h is lower trun k. 

38 � 42 Being attacked by Leung's jut-sau and L ower 
Thrusting-punch, Tam i mmediately makes a change of h i s  
movements. He  fi rst turns h i s  trun k  from the left to  the right. 
As he turns, he rotates his right Lower Bong-sau upwards and 
changes it into a Tan-sau, rotating his left Tan·sau downwards 
to become a Lower Bong-sau. This is the technique of the l eft 
and right Kwun-sau movement of W ing Tsun Kuen. 

JUT-SAU (JERK-HAND) & 

THE LOWER THRUSTING-PUNCH 

37 A � 39A L eung at once changes his right hand into a 
Jut-sau, to press down Tam 's Sidel ing Tan-sau. S imultaneously 
h is left hand executes a Straightl ine-punch, which travel s 
slightly downwards a long Tam's Lower Bong-sau, str iki ng Tam 
in an unguarded area . 

3 9 A  
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(Refer 51111101. to 

43 ) 

@ Leung's attack havi ng been dissolved by 
Tam's Kwun-sau movement, he changes his left 
hand i nto a Jut-sau to control Tam 's right hand. 
At the same time h is right fist s l ips downwards 
along Tam 's l eft arm to give a punch at Tam 's 
abdomen. 

, 
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CHANGING INTO DOUBLE-PUNCH 

43 -+ 45 Tam,  hav i ng dissolved Leung's attack with h is  
Kwun-sau, immediately thrusts his two fists at  the i ndoor area 
of Leung , attacking Leung with a Double-pu nch , one at 
Leung's chest, the other at h is  abdomen. 

46A Leung is taken by surprise and suffers both of Tam 's 
punches_ 



46 

I 

4 7  

• 

PAK-SAU TO DI SSOLVE DOU BLE-PU NCH 

@ � @ Leung at once adopts a l eft Pak-sau, suppr
.
essing Tam's right arm with it. I n  th is way Tam's two arms 

are control led.  Leung next executes a right punch at Tam.
-
(Refer to 33A ) 

KWUN-SAU MOVEMENT DISSOLVES THE DOU B L E - PUNCH 

46 � 52 Leung is conscious of Tam's Double-punch, so he adopts a Kwun-sau movement to d issolve Tam's 
attack. 

49 

l � •••••••••• �.(Refer to 50 ) 
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Tam may execute a Jut-sau with his leit hand, 
changing his right hand into a Lower Thrusting_ 
punch to attack Leung. (Refer to 37A -+ 39A ) 

" 

A close front look at Leung's Kwun-sau movement. 

5 3  -+ 56 Having dissolved Tam's Double-
punch with his Kwun-sau, Leung i m mediately rol ls  
h is right Tan-sau over Tam's left arm, grabbing Tam 's 
wrist with his fingers, wh ile his el bow is  blocking 
Tam's left arm. At this moment he frees h i s  left hand. 

54 
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THE BUTTING ELBOW & THE THRUSTING PUNCH 

55 I 

IIIII� 

56 

5 7A 

5 8 A  I I 
- _. - ,  

(Refer to 5 7  ) 

57A -+ 60A Leung is pressing inwards with h i s  
elbow a t  Tam's a rms, manag ing t o  butt h i s  el bow at 

Tam's chest, whi le his  left' fist is try ing to pu nch at 
Tam's throat. 

5 9 4  

. 6 0 A  
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57 � 6 1  When Leung is try ing to attack Tam with his el bow, Tam at once blocks Leung's right arm 
with h is l eft hand, so preventing the elbow from making contact. As Leung is appl ing his Doubl e-punch ,  
Tam immediately grabs Leung's left wrist, at the same time h e  lowers his right hand, so as to control both 
of Leung's arms and presses them, downwards . 

(Refer to 62 ) 

62A � 65A Tam, having blocked Leung's arms, immediate ly  executes the Double-pu nch to attack 

Leung's middle part and lower part. Leung's arms be i ng contro l l ed,  he fai l s  to react and defend h imself, 

therefore he receives the punches. 

* Leung may adopt the Kwun-sau movement to dissolve Tam 's Double-punch (Refer to 32 � 35 ). 

t 

6 4 A  6 5 A  
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6 5 B  

THRUSTING FORWARD A S  THE HAND I S  FREED 

62 � 64 Whi le  Tam is tryi ng to control Leung's 
arms, Leung at once rol l s  his l eft el bow upwards to create 
space for a counter-attack, his right hand, which is holding 
Tam's wrist, releases the grip, changi ng into an Erect Palm 
to charge at Tam, as conforming to the Wing Tsun motto 
"Thrusting forward as the hand is freed". 

658 � 668 Tam at the beginning tries to control 
Leung's arms, Leung reacts with a rol l i ng of h is  e lbow 
upwards, thereby exposing Tam's u nguarded m id-section, 
which Leu ng then attacks with an E rect Palm. 
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* L eung at this moment may react with Kwun-sau to 
dissolve Tam's attack (Refer to 32 � 35). 

(Refer to 

n .  

6 8 A  

DOUBLE JUT-SAU (JERK HAND) 

64 � 66 Tam, rea l ising that Leung is 
rotating his l eft elbow upwards with the 
intention of attacking with his right palm, 
immediately lowers his arms, adoption the 
Double Jut-sau technique to control Leung's 
arms again. 

6 7  ) 

67A � 68A When Tam has contro l l ed 
Leung's arms, he attacks h im with Double
punch . 
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67 -+ 70 When Tam i s  trying to  use his  Double 
Jut'sau to cause Leung's left arm to block his own right 
arm, Leung reacts swift ly by withdrawing his right arm,  
executi ng a Straight l ine-punch at Tam, 

7 1 A  Tam never expects that Leung wou l d  give up the 
movement of h is l eft hand and quickly withdraw his right, 
wh ich once free, executes a Straightl i ne-punch. Tam 
therefore suffers the attack. 
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7 6 A  

7 1  ..... 7 4  Tam, seeing that Leung frees h i s  own right 
arm to get ready for an attack with a Stra ightl i ne-punch, 
at once stops lower ing h is arms, changing his right hand 
i nto an I ndoor Pak-sau to stop Leung's right hand punch. 
I mmediately after that, Tam withdraws his left hand to 
execute a Straightl i ne-punch at Leung. 

7 5A ..... 76A Leung's arm being  deflected by Tam's 

Pak-sau, he receives Tam's punch, as he fai l s  to react with 
sufficient speed. 

(Refer to 75 ) 
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THE SIDELING BONG-SAU 

7 5  -+ 7 7  Leung's right wrist is being pressed down, 
he at once changes it into a Bong-sau,  at the same time 
turn ing sidewards to give way to the th rust of Tam 's 
Straightl ine-pu nch_ 

7 7  

* R efer to 24 

* Refer to @ 

The above are ideal exam ples of movement i n  the process of the Ch i-sau exercise of Wing Tsun Kuen . I t  is 
necessary to note, however, that the movements i n  Ch i-sau are extreme ly  variable,  and are not confi ned to any 
set pattern by ru les, and that in the occasion of a fight between two equal l y  match ed opponents, the Ch i-sau 
exe rc ise can be appl ied in vari ed unend ing cyc l es, unt i l  one of them is defeated. 
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CHAPT E R  FOU R 

STRENGHT TRAINING & COMPLEMENTAR Y EXER CISES 

(A) EX ER CISES ON TH E WAL L BAG 

I. Punching Exercises 

In the W.T. System, training to develop the 
strength of the punch is carried out by the use of 
sandbags, the wallbag (or sand plate) normally being 
used. It looks like a square or rectangular plate in 
shape , and is filled with sand, grit, or similar 
m aterial. For a W. T. trainee, a wallbag is superior 
to a normal syspended sandbag in terms of cost, 
economy of space, and chiefly, in the way it reacts 
to a punch. 

The main resistance in the wallbag punching 
exercise is not the wall bag, but the wall supporting 
it. This must, therefore ,  be able to withstand con
tinuous powerful brent without damage. If one's 
technique is correct, the energy in the punch will be 
transmitted through the wallbag to the wall, which 

cannot give way and will allow the force to go no 
further. 

The power in the punch and stability of the 
stance are manifest when a powerful punch, 
directed at the wallbag, does not result in the 
practitioner losing his balance, or stepping back
wards, due to the recoil. Practice is essential, as the 
aim is to develop the strength of the arm muscles. 
An exponent with a correct punching technique, 
can be compared to a man carrying two weapons, 
and in any fight this deadly power in his hands, will 
quickly enable him to gain the upper hand over his 
opponent. {unless of course, both are equally 
matched}. 

There are two ways of wal l bag punchings. Namely,  the A lternate Punching Technique and the Double 

Punching Technique. 

( 1) The Alternate Punching Technique. 

This IS the most common exercise, in which 
the left and right hand render punches one after the 
other in rotation. It is accomplished by a process in 
which one hand delivers a punch, while the other 
rests on the chest in readiness for its turn. When the 
first punch is completed ,  the hand that has 
delivered it is withdrawn onto the chest, and the 
other hand executes a second punch, and so on. 
This way of punching, in W.T. terms, is usually 
calle d  as the "Chain-Punches ", and is regarded as 
the most wellknown and effectual attacking way of 
the system. 

286 

The Straightline Thrusting-punch is the basic 
punch of W.T.K. The fist is held in such a way that 
is resembles the Chinese character " B " (sun), and 
is different from the other styles in which the fist is 
held in the shape of the Chinese character " g:g "  
{four J. The method of execution also differs, being 
delivered with a flexible force, which is similar to 
the force of a spring, or a thick rattan cane. The 
power is exerted from lithe force of the Long 
Bridge-arm" as the Chinese kung-fu people call it, or 
in simpler terms, the force is driven from the 
shoulder, the elbow, and the wrist all together 



arriving to the fist at the moment the punch lands 
on an opponent. This kind of flexible force can 
only be bbtained by regular daily practice on the 
wallbag. 

BACK  TO 0 
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(2 )  The D ouble Punching Technique 

The most commonly used fighting method in 
W.T.K. is lito attack and defend at the same time", 
thus a W.T. practitioner is accustomed to attack the 
opponent with a Straightline Punch and dissolve or 
prevent the opponent's attack with the other hand 
at the same moment in many aspects. However, in 
certain occasions, both hands can be applied in 
co-ordination to make a Double Punching attack. 

In this method, two punches are delivered 
simultaneously. For example, one punch may be 
directed at the head of an opponent, while the 
other attacks his chest . The targets may vary, of 
course, to suit the circumstances. 

The Double Punching, like the Alternate 
Punching, can be applied in succession, and are 
more powerful than the former. 

I ----1 0 I 
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Demonstrator : 

Wong Chun Wan 
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II. Kicking Exercises 

It is a great pity that many W.T. students 
neglect the importance of kicking practice on the 
wall bag. The power of a kick is several times greater 
than that of a punch, and, if executed properly, a 
surprise kick will have a much greater chance of 
despatching an enemy, than any other means of 
attack. 

The kicking exercises have two functions. First , 
to increase the power in the legs. Second, to 
improve the stability of the stance. These two 
things are very closely related. For example, a 

contestant in a fight, who is not stable, may land a 
kick on an opponent who is -heavy, and be forced 
by the rebound to step backwards, or even worse, 
fall down. This means he himself is absorbing most 
of the power of his kick, and is retreating from his 
own attack. On the other hand, if his stance is firm, 
he will not be affected by the rebound, and will be 
able to exert the utmost power into his kick, which 
will then be absorbed by the enemy. There are very 
few people who could continue to fight, after 
receiving the maximum power of a kick delivered in 
this manner. 

There are th ree basic kicking exercises for the wal l bag. 

.. 
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These are : 

( 1 )  T he Frontal T hrusting-kick 
A face to face kicking method, in which the kick is 
directed straight forwards. 

(2) T he Side T hrusting-kick 

In which the kick is executed horizontally. 

(3) T he Slant T hrusting-kick 
Which can be used when the body is facing the front, 
or during a turn. 

The three methods described above can, and 
should, be used in combination, or in a cycle. For 
example, one foot supports the body while the 
other exerts a kick on the wallbag. The foot, after 
executing the kick, does not return to rest on the 
ground, but executes another kick, and so on. 

II 



Demonstrator : 

Leung Wai 
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(B) TRAI N I N G  WITH D UMM IES 

There are two types of dummies. 

They are as follows : 

( 1 )  TH E WOODEN D UMMY 

(2) TH E TRIPODAL DUMMY 

1 .  TH E WOODEN D UMMY 

In addition to sandbag exercises, the L.T.  
Gymnasium also recommends the wooden dummy 
for complementary exercises. Although the Wing 
Tsun "Wooden Dummy Techniques", which is the 
most advanced form, is not to be taught unless a 
student has learnt the three forms and mastered all 
these techniques skilfully ,  the wooden dummy itself 
is still an ideal instrument for another training 
purpose. 

For the desirable development of Chi-sau, a 
wooden dummy allows the student to apply the 
movements (though not the Wooden Dummy 
Techniques movements !) that he has learnt, on a 
target taking the correct position in relation to an 
adversary. Besides, by the training with a wooden 
dummy, the trainee can obtain the power and 
strength of the limbs. 

There are two kinds of wooden dumm ies, the dead and the li-ve ones. 

The dead wooden dummy 
The dead wooden dummy is a very long stake, 

of which the greater part is embedded into the 
ground. This type of dummy is more or less inert, 
and is advantageous for strengthening the bridge
arms and legs. It also allows the trainee to 
experience powerful charging forces, as it does not 
react in any way to blows landing upon it. Re
quiring a garden or similar place to set it up, the 
use o f  this type of dummy is gradually beginning to 
decline. 

TH E D EAD WOODEN DUMMY 
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Part of the body above 
the ground 

i 

Part: of the body stuck 
in the ground 
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The live wooden dummy 
The live wooden dummy is either mounted on 

springs, or is connected at the upper and lower 
parts, to a supporting frame. This type of dummy is 
now the most popular, and,  as it is relatively simple 
to erect, it can be used in any gymnasium or even 
in a domestic flat. The live dummy reacts with a 
vivid rebound when struck, and in this way it is a 
more useful substitute for an opponent. 

BODY OF T H E  D U M MY 
dummy arms 

2 dummy legs 
3 trunk 
4 wedges 
5 mortises for t he cross·bar 
6 mortises for the upper left arm 
7 mortises for the upper right arm 
8 mortises for the m iddle arm 
9 mortises for the leg 

F RA M E OF TH E D U MMY 
10 supporting p i l lars 
1 1  cross· bars 
1 2  fixing wedges (to stop cross·bars from coming off) 
1 3  f ix ing wedges (to prevent the body rocking from side to side) 
1 4  h oles for the bolt 

III 

TH E INSTALLED L IVE DUMMY 

1m / �  � BJ 

o 0 n 
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TH E L IVE WOODEN D UMMY 

�I 
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2. THE T R I PODAL DUMMY 

The tripodal dummy, as its name implies, is a 
tool made of three wooden stakes, which are 
erected in a triangular fashion . Also known as the 
three-star dummy, it is mainly used to strengthen 
the legs, and increase the power of the kick. 
Although wall bags can also be used for this purpose, 
the tripodal dummy fills a gap, by providing 
exercises to improve the sweeping kick, the side 
thrusting- kick, the frontal thrusting - kick, the slant 

/ 
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thrusting-kick, the successive changing steps, and 
also the tracking stance and advancing steps, etc. 

The dummies provide a form of applied 
training, in which the student can exert all his 
strength, and knowledge of the punching and 
kicking forms, without reserve, upon an inanimate 
object, which allows the maximum progress in the 
pursuit of perfection of technique. 



(C) TRAI N I N G  WITH I NSTRUMENTS 

(A) Suspended Spring 

The Suspended Spring serves for developing the 
strength of the legs through repeated exercises by 
making use of the powerful upward pull of the 
spring. 

In the past, the Suspended Spring was usually 
manipulated by using the trunk of a bamboo 
growing outdoors. The method was simple enough. 
First, a thick but slightly bending trunk of a 
growing bamboo was chosen for this purpose. Then, 
one end of a soft leather belt was fastened to the 
top of the bamboo trunk, leaving the other end of 
it to dangle freely in the air at a height of the chest 
of a man. 

A trainee, at the beginning of the exercise, was 
positioned in the Single-leg Stance, with the dang
ling end of the leather belt being fastened to his 
horizontally stretched leg, just above the ankle. Ex� 
ercises were done by repeated downward presse� 
with the leg held by the leather bel�. As the other 
end of the leather belt was fastened to the top of 
the bamboo trunk, each downward press of the leg 
would result in a powerful upward pull of the 
bamboo trunk, as if someone was pulling his leg 
upwards. The harder the trainee made his downward 
pull, the greater was the upward pull of the bamboo 
trunk. Lack of a good foundation of the trainee 
would often results in his losing balance. These 
exercises were effective in that the upward pulls of 
the bamboo trunk were continuous, and so necessi
tating the practiser to exert his downward pressing 
force continuously . 

Nowadays, however, the Suspended Spring may 
be made in a different way , even for a limited area 
such as an indoor gymnasium. The way is to substi
tute the bamboo trunk with a thick slip of bamboo , 
with one end of it being firmly nailed to the ceiling, 
and the other end having the leather belt attached, 
and leaving the free end of the belt dangling as 
before . Another alternative method would be to use 
more modern materials, for example a large spring 
with a similar belt attached . 
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(8) The Dumbbell 

Weight-lifting, generally speaking, is not a suita
ble exercise for a Wing Tsun follower, for the :rea
son that it too often tempts the trainee to rely on 
Herculean forces, and that it promotes over-develop
ment of the muscles, thus resulting in a ·  slower 
physical reaction. However, a suitable amount of 
dumbbell lifting, incorporated .into certain specially 
scheduled exercises, will undoubtedly promote 
development of the triceps of the arms and the 
muscles of the back, which will in tum, develop a 
greater punching power of the arms. 

Dumbbell exercises. for best results, should be 

1 

4 5 
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taken by a trainee at the end of the two-year . 
training period of Chi-sau. In normal conditions, the 
hands of a trainee, after 2 years . training in Chi-sau, 
,will be sensitive enough to handle the skills of 
evading a· charge, parrying a charge, and making �se 
of the force of a charge. This is the period best 
suited for the commencement of the dumbbell 
exercises. For the . first lessons, the dumbbell should 
not be too heavy. General speaking, it should begin 
at ten pounds, gradually increasing to 1 5  or 20 
pounds. If, however, a dumbbell which is too heavy 
is used at the beginning, it is likely to have the 
undersirable effect of "restraining his energx".  

6 
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(D) EXERCISES WITHOUT AIDS 

Individual exercises without aids are exercises
· 
free from the use of any apparatus. These exercises play 

an important role in the training system of Win� Tsun, including the following. 

(A) Air - Punching (Blank punching). 

A trainee, having successfully completed the 
Siu-Nim-Tau form, may now progress to the Air
punching exercises. 

In doing these exercises, a trainee stands in 
front of · a mirror, alternately punching the his left 
and right hands towards the mirror, stretching his 
arms to their fullest reach each time a punch is 
made. 

Mastering the accuracy of the air-punching 
exercises in front of a mirror will be followed by 
similar exercises with the aid of a target. A trainee 
will then make his air-punches towards a target, and 
not a mirror. 

The purpose of punching towards a target is 
designed to develop the accuracy of th;e l'unch. 
During these exercises; . each punch is delivered in a 
way that when the arm is fully stretched, the fist 
should be positioned about one inch from the target 
itself. These exercises also serve for developing 
speed, in addition to the accuracy of the punch. 
Furthermore, it enables the trainee to comply with 
the Wing Tsun saying of "Preserving the gravity of 

the trunk" of the boxer. To do this, the trainee 

3 
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should deliver the pUl).ch without moving his 
shoulder forward, otherwise the reach of the punch 
will be so long that the fist will come into contact 
with the target. This would be incorrect and not 
conform to the principle of preserving the centre of 
gravity of the trunk. 

2 
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(B ) Circling Steps. 

The Circling Steps (Huen-bo) , are also known 
as the Plucking Steps (Kau-bo) , and they are the 
preliminary footwork exercises in Wing Tsun Kung
fu. They follow the Siu-Nim-Tau form. The 
function of the Circling Steps exercise is to train a 
Wing Tsun practitioner to follow his opponent with 
curving steps that intrude into the area of his 
opponent's stance for close-body contact attacking. 

. 1 2 
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(C) Stance Turning. 

L e s sons on S tan ce T urning exercises are 
a p rereq uisite for t h e  t rainin g in t h e  
C h u m- Kiu tech niq ue . 

I t  is not necessar y  for a pugilist of t h e  
Win g  T s u n  S ystem , during a fig h t  wit h 
an oppone n t , to take any step in maki n g  
a 180  de gree t u r n . T his i s  d u e  t o  t h e  
tech niq ue of the stance turnin g .  

T h e  p rocess of t h e  stance-turning takes 
places in s hift from the fro n tal stance , 
in w hich t h e  centre of t h e  body is alo n g  
the vertical mid -line,. of t h e  tru n k , to t h e  
sideli n g  stance , in w h ich t h e  centre of 
gravity s hift s to eit her leg ( i .  e .  the leg 
upon which the body weight is shifted to 
either right or l eft ) .  
T h e  method is to take t h e  soles of t h e  
feet a s  ce n tres o f  the turnin g ,  w h ile t h e  
k n ees initiate t h e  180  degree t u r n  of t h e  
bod y . 
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(D)  The Sideling Punch (The Stance-turning 
Punch ) 

Exercises of the Sideling Punches follow the 
mastery the Stance-turning technique. 

In fact the Sideling Punches (or Stance-turning 
Punches) exercise is a combination of the Air
punching and Stance-turning techniques. 

A Wing Tsun trainee , when confronted by an 
opponent stronger than himself, will usually refrain 
from exchanging head-on punches with him, but 
will make the best use of the Sideling Punch, 
bearing in mind that the principle of the System 
does not lie in "contending with physical power", 
but in "overcom ing an opponent with techniques". 

The sudden shift from the front posture to a 
sideward one during the application of the Sideling 
Punch by a Wing Tsun practitioner means a sudden 
disappearance of a target for the head-on attacks of 
his opponent. Furthermore, his opponent will find 
himself being taken in by attacks from the side. 
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Demonstrator : Yau Cheuk Fu  
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(E) The Sideling Punches in Twos (Th e  Stance
Turning Punches in Twos) 

The Sideling Punches in twos is an exercise of 
the Sideling Punches in groups of two. Emphasis is 
laid on the co-ordination of the delivery of the 
punches and the stance and on the accuracy of the 
punches. Any inaccuracy in the bearing of the 
delivery of a punch by either one of the pair will 
cause a breakdown of the correlation between the 
partners, and will necessitate an immediate correc
tion by the one who made the mistake. 

It is said that the Sideling Punch is effective 
when dealing with a fellow-follower of Wing Tsun 
System. This is quite correct. A Wing Tsun follower, 
well-versed in this technique, will be able to evade a 
punch from an opponent by a sideward tum of the 
body and at the same time to render with ease a 
powerful counter attack, thus conforming to the 
secret of "attack and defence at the same time" of 
Wing Tsun System.  

BAC K TO 2 
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(F) Air-Kicking 

Air-kicking is somewhat similar to Air-punching 
in that neither strikes actual targets. 

Most of the kicks in W.T.K. are Frontal 
Thrusting:kicks, therefore lessons of the Air-kicking 
exercises are comprised mainly of Frontal Thrusting
kicks. 

One characteristic of the Air-kicking technqiue 
of W.T.K. is that after delivery of the kick ' the 
stretched leg is not withdrawn, but instead, it steps 
down to where the foot reaches, and the body 
follows the step forwards. Preliminary exercises in 
the Air-kicking technique comprise of a single 
Frontal Thrusting-kick, followed by one forward 
step with the same leg. These two movements are to 
be repeated by the other leg and the exercise is 
continued for as many times as is desired. 

Having mastered these single F rontal Thrusting 
kicks and single forward steps, a trainee then con
tinues to engage in the Chain Air-kicking exercises 
with altenate legs. Lack of a firm stance and 
stability of body balance will inhibit the delivery of 
Air-kicking with a full stretch of the leg and 
changing the form of the kick afterwards. 
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(G) Free Steps 

Exercises in the Free Steps are interposed 
between the completion of the lessons for the 
Chum-Kiu (Arm-Seeking) form and the commence
ment of the lessons for the Double-arm Chi-sau 
techniques. 

What we call "F ree Steps" are steps that are 
often applied in the boxing forms of the System,  
such as advancing steps, retreating steps, left and 
right turning steps, wide-striding steps, closing-in 
steps and pursuing steps etc . ,  that are chosen and 
incorporated into the "Free Steps" exercises. These 
exercises are especially useful for preventing the 
occurrence of "inco-ordination of the hands and 

\ 

feet" or "neg l igence of either the hands or the feet" 
in the Chi-sau exercises. 

The Free Steps are mainly comprised of several 
basic steps which are mastered through repeated 
exercises and combined to form useful variations of 
movements. A skilful control of these steps will 
enable a trainee to apply them in any situation, to 
advance or to retreat in the shortest time to the 
best attacking or defending position, and to co
ordinate with the hand techniques that an 
experienced Wing Tsun practitioner should have 
obtained. 

Advanc ing Ste,p in Free Steps 
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(J ) Pulling exercises in the Single-leg Stance. 

This is a complementary exercise in the train
ing of steps in the System. In theory, the hind leg 
and the body of a Wing Tsun practitio-ner, in an 
advancing step, is a solid whole. The forward 
movement of a step is mainly caused by the 
forward pull of the stepping leg. ( figure 1 )  This 
exercise aims at two objectives. First it trains a 
student to concentrate the power of his body as a 
solid whole, and secondly, it develops the stability 
of his Single-leg Stance. Therefore it can be 
regarded as a very effective exercise for both the 
stance and the steps. 

F igure 1 
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(K) Exercises in Twos for the development of the 
triceps muscles of the arms. 

The following exercise in twos, without any 
mechanical aids, is very effective for developing 
muscles of the arms, in particular the triceps 
muscles, and in addition, for strengthening the 
shoulders, the spine and the lower limbs. 

The method is for the two partners to face 
each oth�r when standing. Partner A stretches out 
his right arm, and Partner B, his right arm also. The 
wrists of two stretched arms come into contact at 
the out-door area of the two partners. The arms of 
the two partners should be kept fully stretched and 
straight. At a mutually agreed moment, each exerts 
maximum pressure with his own arm on that of his 
partner. The one who has a weak arm of shoulder 
or whose stance is less stable, will surely be pushed 
aside. 

Left arm training 
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THE ORIGIN OF WING TSUN 

3 1 2  

As Recorded By Yip Man 

TlLC Late  Cra ncZ- 111aster 
The. te.d A.YI. CMYl.e.J.> e. WM a Jtough dlta6t WlU,tte.YI. by the. i..ate. GJtaYl.cimMte.Jt Y A.p MaYl. 
aYl.d WM .6uppo.6 e.d to be. the. PJte.6 ace. 6 0Jt the. pUJtPO.6 e.  0 6  oJtgaYl.-i.zA.Yl.g the. "WA.Yl.g T.6 UYl. 
TOYl.g Fe.Uow.6h,[p "  O Yl.Ce. UPO Yl.  a time. . Howe.ve.Jt ,  the. WA.Yl.g T.6 UYl. TO Yl.g Fe.i..i..OW.6 Mp had 
Yl.e.v e.Jt be.e.YI. come. A.YI. e.wte.Yl.Ce. . I YI..6te.ad , the. "HoYl.g KOYLg WA.YLg T.6 UYl. Athiilic M.6 ouat,LoYL" 
WM 6A.YLaliy e.J.>tabi..A..6 he.d OYL 2 4 ,  AugU.6t 196 7 . 

Iw, I he foun der of t h e  Win g  T s u n  K u n gfu 
S ystem , Miss Yim Wing Tsun was a 
native of C anton C hi n a . A s  a you n g  

girl , s h e  was intelligent a n d  athletic , 
outstanding a n d  manly . S he was betrot h ed 
to Leung Bok C hau , a salt m erchant of 
F ukien . S oon after t h at , h er mot h er died . 
H e r  fath er , Yim Yee , was wron gfully accus
ed of a crime , a n d  n early went to jail . 
S o  t h e  family moved far away , a n d  finally 
settled dow n at t h e  foot of Tai Leung 
Mountain at the Y u n na n - S z ec huan border . 
T h ere , they earned a livin g by . A ll t his 
h appened d u rin g the rei g n  of Emperor 
K ' an g h si ( 1662-1722 ) .  
A t the time , k u n gfu was becomi n g  v ery 
stro n g  in Siu Lam Monastery ( S h aolin 
M onastery ) of Mt Sung. H ona n . T his arous 
e d  t h e  fear of t h e  Manch u gover n m e n t , 
w hich s e nt t roops to attack t h e  M onastery . 
T he y  were u n s uc ces sful . A m a n  called C han 
M a n  Wai was the First P laced G ra d uate 
of the Civil Service Examination t h at year . 
H e  was seeking favour with t h e  gov er n m en t , 
a n d  s u g gested a plan . H e  plotted wit h 

. Siu Lam monk Ma Ning Yee a n d  ot hers . 
T he y  set fire to t h e  Monas tery w hile soldiers 
attacked it from t h e  outside . Siu Lam was 
burnt dow n , and the mon k s  scattere d . 
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B u d d hist A bbess Ng Mui .  A bbot Chi Shin . 
A bbot Pak Mei ,  Mas ter Fung To Tak a n d  
Master Miu Hin escaped and fled t h eir 
se p arate way s . 

N g  M ui took refugee in White Crane Temple 
on Mt . T ai L eu n g  ( also k now n as Mt . 
Chai Har) . T here s h e  came to k now Yim 
Yee and his daughter Yim Win g T s u n . 
S h e  bou ght bean curds at their store . 
T h e y  became frien d s ,  

Win g T s u n  was a you n g  woma n t h e n , a n d  
h e r  beauty att racted t he attention of a 
local bully . H e  tried to force Win g  T su n  
t o  marry him . S h e  a n d  h er fat h er were 
v e r y  worried . Ng M ui learned of this a n d  
took pity on Win g T s u n . S he agree to 
teach Win g  T su n  fig h ti n g  tech niq ues so 
t h at s h e  could p rotect h erself . T h en s h e  
wo uld be able t o  solve t h e  problem wit h 
bully , and marry L eu n g  Bok C h au , her 
bet rot h e d  h usban d . So Wing T su n  followed 
Ng M ui into the mountain s ,  and started 
to learn k u n gfu . S h e  trained nig h t  a n d  
d a y , a n d  mastered t h e  tech niq ues . T h en 
sh e c h alle n ged t h e  local bully to a figh t  
a n d  beat him . N g M ui s e t  off t o  travel 
arou nd the cou n t ry , but before s h e  left , 
s h e  told Wing T s un to strictly h onour 
the k u n gfu traditio n s , to dev elop h e r  
k u n gfu after h er marriage , and to h elp 
t h e  people workin g to overth row the Manch u 
gov ernment and restore t h e  Ming D ynasty . 
T h is is how Win g T s u n  k u n gfu was h a nded 
dow n by A bbess N g  M uL 

A f t e r  the marriage , Win g T s u n  tau g h t  h er 
k u n gfu to her hu sband L e u n g  B ok C hau , 
an d he pas sed his k u n gfu tech niq ues on 
to Leung Lan Kwai . L e u n g  Lan K wai passed 
it on to Wong Wah Bo. Won g Wah B o  
w a s  a member of an opera t roupe o n  board 
a j u n k , k now n to the C hinese as t h e  
R e d  J u n k . W o n g  worked on t h e  Red J u n k  
wit h Leung Yee TeL I t  is happened t h at 
A b bot C hi S hin , w h o  fled from Siu Lam , 
h a d  dis guised him self as a cook and was 
now working on the Red J u n k . C hi S hin 
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tau g h t  t h e  Six-and-a-half Point Long Pole 
Techniques to L e u n g  Yee T eL Wong Wah 
B o  was close to Leu n g  Yee T ei ,  and t h ey 
s h ared w h at they k ne w  about k u n gfu . 
T oget h e r  they correlated a n d  improved 
t h eir tech niq ues , and t h us the Six-and-a
h alf Poi n t  Lon g P ole T ech niq ues were 
incorporated into Wing T s u n  k u n gfu . 

L eu n g  Yee T ei pas sed t h e  k u n gfu o n  to 
Leung Jan , a w ell k now n h erbal d octor 
in Fat Shan . Leu n g  Jan grasped the in n er
most secrets of Win g T s u n , a n d  attained 
the highest level of p roficie n cy . Man y 
k u n gfu masters came to c h allen ge him , 
but all were defeated .  L e u n g  Jan became 
v ery famous . L ater , he passed his k u n gfu 
on to Chan Wah Shan , w h o  took me as 
his student man y decad es a go . I st u died 
k n gfu alon gside my k u n gfu brot hers such 
as Ng Siu Lo.  Ng Chung So . Chan Yu 
Min and Lui Yu Jai . Win g T s u n  was t h u s  
pas sed dow n t o  us , a n d  w e  are eternally 
grateful to our k u n gfu a n cestors a n d  
teachers . We will always remember a n d  
app reciate our roots , a n d  t his s h ared 
feelin g  will always keep our k u n gfu 
brothers close togeth er . T his is w h y  I 
am organizing t h e  Wing Tsun Fellowship , 
a n d  I hope my k u n gfu broth ers will s u p port 
me in t his . T his will be v ery important 
in the promotion of k u n gfu . 



Demonstrators : 

G randmaster Leu ng Ting ( 1 0th MOC) 

G reat Master Cheng Chuen Fun (9th MOA) 

S ifu Tam H u ng F u n  (8th Level Practician) 

S ifu Leung Koon (7th Level P ractician) 

Sifu Lee Yu n Tim (6th Level P ractician) 

Sifu H o  Fat Lin (4th Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu Leung Kwok Kee (4th Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu James Brown (3rd Level Techn ician) 

S ifu Tsu i  Kin Wi ng (3rd Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu Wong Chun Wan (3rd Level Techn ician) 

S ifu Yau Cheuk Fu (3rd Level Tech nician) 

S ifu C han Ho Wah (2nd Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu Lam Po Kuen (2nd Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu Leung Wai (2nd Level Tech n ician) 

Sifu Liu Yum Ti ng (2nd Level Tech n ician) 

Sifu Mak Chi H u ng (2nd Level Techn ician) 

S ifu Poon Hang Sang (2nd Level Tech n ician) 

S ifu Tang Kwong Yuen (2nd Level Techn ician) 

Mr Chan Yuen Hoi  (Primary Level Tech n ician) 

M r  Yeung Sun Wai (Pr imary Level Tech nician) 
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I n Chi nese term i no logy the two arms of the body a re eq uiva lent to two leaves of door. When both a rms are 

out stretched ,  the area emb raced by both a rms or between the i nner part of both arms is, ca l l ed the i ndoor area, 

wh i l e the area beyond the outer part of both a rms is ca l l ed the outdoor area: 

*- The traditional Chinese door has two leaves which open inwards. 
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T R E M I NOLOGY & I N D EX 

Al l  the terms in this book are transl ite rated according to the Cantonese phonetics. Explanations are given to them for easier 
u nderstanding. When a term has two meanings, a COMM A  is placed between the two explanatory notes. If the term can only 
mean one or the other in certa in context, than a HI" i s  used. Notes in B R AC KETS serve for g iving a further explanation. 

TE RMS OF MOVEMENTS, EXERCISES, & EQU I PM ENTS 

Advancing Step 
Air-kicking / Blank kicking 
Air-punching / Blank punching 
Alternate Thrusting Punches LIN-WAN-KUEN 
Arm-clinging CHI-SA U 
Arm-Seeking form CHUM-KIU 
Back Elbow-attacking (=Fist withdrawing) 
Back Pinning-hand HA U G UM-SA U 
back stance / front arrow & back bow stance 
Bar-arm LAN-SA U 
Blind-folded Arm-clinging / Blind-folded Chi-sau 
boxing form KUEN-TO 
bridge-arm KIU-SA U 
Bridge-on Arm FOO K-SA U 

Butting-elbow DING-JARN 
centre line CHUNG-SIN 
Chain-punches (=Alternate Thrusting Punches) 
Character "SUN" Fist ' ' Y  A T" CHI KUEN 
Character "SUN" Thrusting-punch "Y A T" CHI CHUNG 
KUEN 
Character "TWO" Adduction Stance ' 'YEE '' CHI KIM 
YEUNG MA 
Circling-block KA U-SA U 
Circling-cut HUEN-GO T-SA U 
Circling-hand HUEN-SA U 

Circling Steps / Plucking Steps liUEN-EO / KA U-EO 
Complementary Exercises 
complex movement 
complicated movement 
crossed Bong-sau 
Crossed Guan-sau / Crossed Splitting-arms 
Crossed Tan-sau / Crossed Palm-up Arm 
Crossed Stamp-kick 
dead dummy 
Deflecting-arm LAP-SA U 
Diagonal Stance D UI-KOK-MA (=Sideling Stance) 
Double Arm-clinging CHI-SHEUNG-SA U 
Double Bridge-on Arm 
Double Erect Palm 
Double Jerk-hand 
Double Lower Palm 
double movement 

P 86, P 30 7  

P 81 ,  P 84, P 86, P. 306 

P 81, P 84, P. 86, P 29 7  

P. 1 1 8-121, P I 82-3, P. 286- 7, P. 29 7 

P. 39, P .4I, P. 76, P. 8I, P 84- 7, P 235-284 

P. 76, P. 81, P 84-5, P 1 65-1 98 

P l 28 

P I 08, P l 39 

P 36, P 46 

P. 1 1  0, P. 141-3, P I 72-9, P. 1 9 0-1 

P 53-4, P. 25 7 

P. 81 

P. 86, P. 1 66 

P. 90, P. I 00-9, P 1 33, P I 88-9, P I 90-3, P. 196- 7, 

P 226- 7, P 260- 7  

P I 62-3, P 2 77 

P. 31 6 

P 286 . 

P 98-9, P. 1 26, P. 1 70-1, P. 1 88-9, P. 286- 7 

P. 54, P 88, P. 96- 7, P. 1 70-1 

P. 226- 7 

P 206- 7 

P. 98-1 08, P. J l 4-5, P. 1 29-1 31, P. 1 71,  P. 1 74, 

P. 222-5 

P 298-9 

P 81, P. 84, P. 86, P 286-31 1 

P 254 

P. 238-9, P.240-1 

P l 60 

P. 96- 7, P. 125, P. 1 70-1 

P 96- 7, P. 123, P. 1 70-1, P l 75 

P. 232-3 

P 2 92 

P I 88-9, P. 230-1, P 264- 7 

P 81, P. 84, P. 251-284 

P 1 73, P. 1 75 

P 1 80-2 

P I l l ,  P 1 43, P. 145, P. 180, P 1 82, P 281 

P. 222-5 

P. 123 
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Double Palm PO-PAl-CHEUNG 
Double Palm-up Arm 
Double Punch SHEUNG-KUEN 
Double Sinking-arm 
Downward Elbow Strike KWAI-JARN 
dumbbell 
Eight-Cutting-Broadsword Techniques BAR T-CHAM-DA O 
Elbow-hacking PIE-JARN 
Erect Palm 

P. 226-9 
P. l l l, P. 143, P. 145, P.180-1, P. 222-5, 
P. 2 74-6, P.2 79, P.281, P. 288-9 
P. l l O-l, P. 142-3 
P. 206-7 
P. 296 
P:"39, P. 81, P. 88 
P. I 74, P.186-7 
P. I 03, P. I 09, P.136-7, P.1 72-3, P. 1 74, P. 26l, 
P. 280 

Exercise in Twos for the Development of the Triceps Muscles 
of the Arms P. 3l l 
Exercises to Develop Flexibility of the Leg Joints P. 84, P. 308 
Eye-thrusting Palms P. 222-5 
Fighting Practice KUO-SA U P. 8l, P. 87, P. 254-7, P. 26l-284 
fist KUEN P. 25 . 

fist-fighting KUEN, KUEN-SU P. 25 
free-fighting / sparring P. 8l, P. 84 
Free-hand Fighting Practice LA T-SA U P. 81, P. 85 
Freeing-arm TUT-SA U P. 1l8-12l, P. 162-3, P. 1 74, P. 1 78 
Free Steps P. 8l, P. 30 7  
F ront al Stance P. 300 
F rontal Thrusting-kick P. 1 76, P. 1 78, P. 180, P. 290-l, P. 306 

front arrow & back bow stance (=back stance) 
front bow & back arrow stance (=front stance) 
Front Pinning-hand CHIN-G UM-SA U 
front stance / front bow & back arrow stance 
Grappling-hand 
Half-covered Pole BOON-JE-KWUN 
High & Low Gaun-sau / Scissors Gaun-sau 
upper-level SHEUNG-LO 
Hooking Punch 
horizontal mid-line GEE-SIN 
Horizontal Thrusting-kick (=Frontal Thrusting-kick) 
indoor area NOI-MOON 
Inquisitive-arm MAN-SA U 
J erk-hand JUT-SA U 
Kicking Exercises 
Left Gum-sau 
Lifting-arms TIE-SA U 
Lifting punch 
Little Idea form SIU-NIM-TA U 
live dummy 
Long-bridge Gum-sau 
Lower Bong-sau 
lower-level HAR-LO 
Lower (lying) Palm 
Lower Spade-hand 
Lower Thrusting-punch 
Lying Palm 
Meridian Half-hanging Stance GEE-NG-DIU- TIE-MA 
m id-level CHUNG-LO 
Neck-pulling Hand MANG-GENG-SA U 
opposite Bong-sau 
outdoor area OI-MOON 
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P. 109, P. l40 
P. 36, P. 46 
P. 144, P. 208-9, P. 2 78 
P. 88 
P. 125, P. 204-5 
P. 3l6 
P. 208-9 
P. 3l6 

P. 3l 6  
P.134-5, P. 13 7, P. 180, P. 182, P.194-5, P. 220-l 
P 144, P.265- 7, P. 272-3, P. 28l 
P. 290-1 
P. 109, P. 138 
P. 1l2, P. 146- 7, P. 2l8-9 
P. I 77-8, P. I 92-3 
P. 76, P. 81, P. 84-5, P. 90-l 63 
P.292-3 
P. l lO, P. 146- 7 
P.180-l, P. 220-l, P. 2 72-6 
P. 3l 6 
P. 1l3-5, P. 150-l, P. 156- 7 
P. 206-7 
P.2 72-3, P. 2 76 
P. J13, P. 148-9, P. 226- 7, P. 232-3 
P. 88 
P. 316 
P. 218-9 
P. 160 
P. 3l6  



Palm-up Arm TAN-SA U 

Piercing-arm CHUEN-KIU 
Pinning-hand GUM-SA U 
Plucking Steps KA U-BO (=Circling Steps) 
Pole-clinging CHI-KWUN 
Pole·Stance KWUN-MA 
Praying Thrice to the Buddha SAAM-PAI-FUT 
pre fighting posture CHONG / KAR-SIK 
Protective-arm W U-SA U 

Pulling Exercise in the Single-leg Stance 
Punching Exercise 
Quadrilateral Level Stance SEI-PING-MA 
Reverse-palm 
Right Gum-sau 
Rising of Arms (=Lifting-arms) 
Rolling-arms LOK-SA U / POON-SA U 
Rotating-arms KW UN-SA U 
sandbag 

. 
sand plate (=wallbag) 
Scissors Gaun-sau (=High & Low Gaun-sau) 
Scooping-arm LA U-SA U 
Setting up of Stance HOI MA 
Sideling Bong-sau 

Sideling Gum-sau 
Sideling (Thrusting)Punch / Stance Turning Punch 
Sideling Punches in Twos / Stance Turning Punches in Twos 
Sideling Stance / Diagonal Stance JUK-SUN-MA / 
D UI-KOK-MA 
Sideling Tan-sau 
Side Stepping 
Side Thrusting Kick 
Sideward Palm / Sideward Slapping Palm JUK-CHEUNG 
simple movement 
Single Arm-clinging CHI-DAN-SA U 
Single-leg Stance 
Sinking-arm JUM-SA U 
Six-&-a-Half-Point Long Pole Technique L UK-DIM-BOON
K W UN 
Slant Thrusting-kick / Turning Kick 
Slapping-hand PAK-SA U 

Spade-hand CHANG-SA U 
sparring (=free-fighting) 
Splitting-arms GA UN-SA U 
Stamping-palm YAN-CHEUNG 
Stance Turning / Turning Stance CHUEN-MA 
Straightline-punch / Thrusting-punch 

Strength Training 
suspended spring 
three-star dummy (=tripodal dummy) 
Throat-cutting hand SHA T-GENG-SA U 

P 90, P 1 00-6, P. 1 l 3, P. 132, P 144, P. 150-3, 

P 232-3, P 260-2, P 2 7l-4, P. 2 76 

P 1 72, P. 1 74-5 

P. 1 98, P. 262-3, P 2 70-l,  P.2 75, P. 283 

P. 39, P. 81 

P. 88 

P 90 

P. 2 l 8-9 

P 90, P. 1 00-8, P 1 34-5, P. 1 72-3, P. 1 74, P. 263-2 70, 

P 284 

P 3l 0  

P 8l, P 86- 7, P. 286-8 

P. 88 

P. 1 l 6- 7, P. 159, P. 1 6l 

P. 1 09, P. 1 38 

P. 8l, P. 25l-4, P 260 

P. 96- 7, P. 123-4, P. 226-9, P. 2 7l -6, P. 2 75-6 

P. 81, P. 286 

P. 1 l 3-5, P. 150-l, P. 1 54-5 

P. 96- 7, P. 1 70-1 

P 1 72-3, P. 1 75-9, P 188-9, P 1 92-3, P 230-1 P. 232-3, 

P 263-6, P. 268-9, P. 284 

P 1 82-3, P. 1 98 

P. 81, P. 84, P. 86, P. 1 2 7, P. 302-3 

P. 81, P 84, P. 304-5 

P 300-1 

P. 123-4 

P. 1 76-9 

P. 290-1 

P. 1 03, P. 1 09, P. 1 l 3, P. 1 36- 7, P. 1 48-9, P. 220-1 

P. 238, P. 240 

P. 81, P. 84, P. 249-250 

P. 295, P. 309 

P. 9 0, P. 1 l 3, P. 142-3, P. 15 0-3, P. 261 

P. 39, P .43, P. 81, P. 88 

P. 1 83, P. 1 96- 7, P. 290-1 

P. 1 3 7, P. 1 72-3, P. 1 75, P. 1 86- 7, P. 1 96, P. 220-1, 

P 230-1, P 262, P. 2 70-1,  P. 2 75, P. 283-4 

P.230-1 

P. 90, P. 125, P. 1 52-3, P. 268-2 70 

P. 1 36, P. 1 48 

P. 81, P. 86, P. 1 72-1 83, P. 1 88-9, P .300-1 

P. 98-9, P' 1 l 8-121, P. 126- 7, P. 1 62-3, P. 1 73, P. 1 76, 

P. 1 80, P I 88-9, P. 1 9 0-3, P. 262-3, P.265-271, 

P. 2 7 7, P. 283-4 

P. 81,  P. 84, P. 286-3l l 

P. 81, P.295 

P. 1 55, P. 202-3, P. 205, P. 230-1 
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Thrusting-fmgers BIU- TZE-SA U 
Thrusting-Fingers form BIU- TZE 
Th rusting-kick (=Frontal Thrusting-kick) 
Thrusting-punch � -=Straightline-punch) 
Triangular Advancing Steps SAAM-KOK-BO FA 
tripodal dummy / three-star dummy SAAM-SING-CHONG 
Turning Kick (=Slant Thrusting- kick) 
Turning Stance (=Stance Turning) 
upper-level SHEUNG-LO 
Upper Spade-hand 
Upper Thrusting- punch 
vertical mid-line NG-SIN 
wallbag / sand plate 
Whisking-arm FA K-SA U 
Wiping Arm G WA T-SA U 
Wing-arm BONG-SA U 

wooden dummy MUK- YAN CHONG 
Wooden Dummy Techniques MUK� YAN CHONG FA 

P. l l  0, P. 143-5 
P. 76, P. 81 , P. 86, P. 1 99-209 

P. 88 
P. 81, P. 84, P. 294 

P. 316 
P. 202-3 
P. 2 77, P. 282 
P. 31 6  
P. 286-291 
P. l l 1 , P. 141, P. 1 73, P. 1 90-1 
P. 1 l 3-5, P. 150-1 , P. 153, P. 154-5 
P. 90, P. 1 l 6- 7, P. 135, P. 158, P. 160, P. 1 66, 
P. 260-2 76, P.284 
P. 81, P. 84, P. 86, P.292-3 
P. 81, P. 85-6, P. 21 1-233 

TE RMS OF MOVEMENTS, EX ERCISES, & EQUIPMENTS 

BAR T-CHAM-DA 0 
BIU-TZE 
BIU- TZE"SA U 
BONG-SA U 
CHANG-SA U 
CHI-DAN-SA U 
CHI-KWUN 
CHIN G UM-SA U 
CHI-SA U 
CHI-SHEUNG-SA U 
CHONG 
.cHONG 

CHUEN-KIU 
CHUM-KIU 
CHUNG-LO 
CHUNG-SIN 
DING-JARN 
DUI-KOK-MA / JU-SUN-MA 
FAK-SA U 
FOOK-SA U 
GA UN-SA U 
GEE-NG-DIU-TIE-MA 
GEE-NG-MA 
GEE-SIN 

GUM-SA U 
GWA T-SA U 
HAR-LO 
HA U GUM-SA U 
HOI-MA 
HUEN-BO / KA U-BO 
HUEN-GOT-SA U 
HUEN-SA U 
IU-CHEUNG 

·
IU- G UM-SA U 
IUM-SA U 
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Eight-Cutting Broadswords Techniques 
Thrusting-Fingers form 
Thrusting-fingers (a movement) 
Wing-arm 
Spade-hand 
Single Arm-clinging (exercise) 
Pole-clinging (exercise) 
Front Pinning-hand 
Arm-clinging (exercise) 
Double Arm-clinging ( exercise) 
pre fighting posture (southern Chinese) 
wooden dummy, piles, special equipment for 
kung-fu training 
Piercing-arm 
Arm-Seeking form 
mid-level 
centre line 
Bu tting-elbow 
Diagonal Stance / Sideling Stance 
Whisking-arm 
Bridge-on Arm 
Splitting-arm 
Meridian Half-hanging Stance 
Meridian Stance 
horizontal mid-line 
Pinning-hand 
Wiping Arm 
lower-level 
Back Pinning-hand 
Setting up of Stance 
Circling Steps / Plucking Steps 
Circling-cut 
Circling-hand 
Sideward Palm 
Side Pinning-hand 
Sinking-arm 



JU-SUN-KUEN 
JU-SUN-MA (=D UI-KOK-MA) 
JUT-SA U 
KAR-SIK (=CHONG) 
KA U-BO / HUEN-BO 
KA U-SA U 
KIU-SA U 
KUEN 
KUEN-TO 
KUO-SA U 
KWAI-JARN 
KWUN-MA 
KWUN-SA U 
LAN-SA U 
LAP-SA U 
LA T-SA U 
LA U-SA U 
LIN- WAN-KUEN 
LOK-SA U 
L UK-DIM-BOON-KWUN 
MANG-GENG-SA U 
MAN-SA U 
M UK- Y AN-CHONG 
M UK- YAN-CHONG-FA 
NG-SIN 
NOI-MOON 
Ol-MOON 
PA K-SA U 
PIE-JARN 
PO-PAl-CHEUNG 
SAAM-KOK-BO 
SAAM-SING-CHONG 
SAAM-PAI-FUT (=SIU-NIM- TA U) 
SEI-PING-MA 
SHA T-GENG-SA U 
SHEUNG-KUEN 
SHE UNG-L 0 
SIU-NIM- TA U 
TAN-SA U ·  
TIE-SA U 
TUT-SA U 
W U-SA U 
YAN-CHEUNG 
"YA T" CHI KUEN 
"Y A T" CHI CHUNG KUEN 
' TEE " CHI KIM YEUNG MA 
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NAM ES OF PERSONS 

Bodhidharma 
Bruce Lee 
Chan Wah Sh un 
Chan Yu Min 
Charlie Wan 
Chi Shin 
Fong Sai Yuk 

It.Jf 
4-. J  - it 
Mt ;;,. J1iJi 
f*�;f.1I 
Jt -f'J ,:A 
�--
-;? -tlt" £  

Sideling punch 
Sideling Stance (=Diagonal Stance) 
Jerk-hand 
prefighting posture (northern Chinese) 
Plucking Steps / Circling Steps 
Circling-block 
bridge-ann 
fist, fist-fighting 
boxing form 
Fighting Practice 
Downward Elbow Strike 
Pole Stance 
Rotating-arms (complex movement) 
Bar-ann 
Deflecting-arm (complex movement) 
Free-hand Fighting Practice 
Scooping-ann 
Chain-punches / Alternate-thrusting punches 
Rolling-arms (exercise) 
Six-&-a-Half-point Long Pole Techniques 
Neck-pulling Hand 
Inquisitive-ann 
wooden dummy 
Wooden Dummy Techniques 
vertical mid- line 
indoor area 
outdoor area 
Sla pping-hand 
Elbow-hacking 
Double-palms (complex movement) 
Triangular (Advancing) Steps 
three-star dummy / tripodal dummy 
Praying Thrice to the Buddha 
Quadrilateral Level Stance 
Throat-cutting Hand 
Double-punch (complex movement) 
upper-level 
Little Idea fonn 
Palm-up Ann 
Lifting-anns / Rising of Anns 
Freeing-arm (complex movement) 
Protective-arm 
Stamping-palm 
Character "SUN" Fist 
Character "SUN " Thrusting Punch 
Character "TWO " Adduction Stance 

P 33- 7 
P 55-6 
P 41-3, P .4 7, P 50, P 31 4  
P 43. P 49. P. 314 
P. 51-3 
P 33. P. 39. P .45, P. 88, P. 314 
P. 33, P 45 
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Fung To Tak 
Hung Hay Kwun 
Kam Shan Mao 
K'anghsi 
King of the Pole of Seven Provinces 
Kung-fu King of Wing Tsun 
Lee Kwong Hai 
Lee Man 
Leung Bik 
Leung Bok Chau 
Leung Jan 
Leung Lan K wai 
Leung Tsun 
Leung Yee Tei 
Luk Ah Choi 
Ma Ning Yee 
Miu Bin 
Miu Tsui Fa 
Ng Chung So 
Ng Mui 
Pak Mei 
Tse Ah Fook 
Tung Chin Kun 
Wah the Money-changer 
Wah the Wooden-man {real name unknown} 
Wong Wah Bo 
Yim Wing Tsun 
Yim Yee 
Yip Man 
Yuen Kay Shan {= Yuen the Fifth} 
Yung-Cheng 

NAMES OF P LA C E S  
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P. 33, P. 31 4  

P. 33, P .45 

P. 51 

PA5, P. 312 

P. 43 

P. 40 

P. 51, P. 53 

P. 4 9, P. 55 

P .41, P. 50-1 

P. 36, P. 38-9, P. 312, P. 314 

P. 31, P. 39-43, P .4 7, P. 50, P. 314 

P. 38-9, P. 314 

P .41 

P. 39-40, P. 314 

P. 33, P .45 

P. 33, P. 314 

P. 33, P. 314 

P. 33, P. 45 

P .43, P. 50, P. 314 

P. 30, P. 33-4, P. 45-6, P. 76- 7, P. 314 

P. 33, P. 314 

P. 33, P .45 

P. 33, P. 45 

{Nichname of Chan Wah Shun} 
P .41-3 

P. 39, P. 314 

P. 25, P. 30, P. 36-8, P .45, P. 77, P. 312, P. 314 

P. 36, P. 312, P. 314 
. 

P. 1 0-1, P. 43-4, P .4 7-56, P. 76- 7, P. 1 68, P. 214-6, P. 314 

P. 50, P. 314 

P. 33, P. 45 

Association of Restaurant Workers of Hong Kong it.ltA&� .:I.. � P. 56 
Fai -Gee Street / Chopsticks Street f'k -t 1if P. 40 
Fatshan 1/lhiJ P. 39-40, P. 47-55 
Fukien �£� P. 30, P. 36, P. 3 1 2  
Hung-Suen / Red Junk fo.LfID- P. 33, P. 39, P. 45 
International Wing Tsun Leung Ting Martial-Art Association (=JWTLTMAA) � �-t*if..*-Vt�-Ptcf� � P. 57, P. 63, P. 67 
International WingTsun Association (=JWTA) � �-t*if..�� P. 57, P.59, P. 62-. 3, P. 68- 75, P. 80-1,  P. 88 
International Wing Tsun Martial-Art Association (=JWTMAA) � �-t*if..�-Plif� � P. 59, P. 62, P. 63, P. 68 
Jan Sang Tong / Jan Sang Ph�rrnacy f' � 'l" P. 40-1 
Kwangtung 

Mt. Chai Har / Chai Har Shan (=Mt. Tai Leung) 
Mt. Sung ! Sung Shan 

Mt. Tai Leung / Tai Leung Shan (=Mt. Tai Leung) 
Red Junk (=Hung-Suen) 
Siu Lam Monastery 

Szechwan 

Ving Tsun Athletic Association 

White Crane Temple 

Wing Tsun Leung Ting Gymnasium 

Yunnan 
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P. 36, P. 39, P. 49, P. 3 1 2  
P. 33, P. 36, P. 38, P. 77, P. 3 1 2, P. 3 1 4  
P. 32, P. 34, P. 3 1 2  

P. 30, P' 32-6, P. 45, P. 77, P. 88, P' 3 1 2, P. 3 1 4  
P 33, P. 36, P. 77, P. 3 1 2  
P. 55, P. 57-8, P. 62-3 
P. 33, P. 36, P. 314  
P. 64-6, P. 68-73 
P. 33, P. 36, P. 77, P 3 1 2  



G E N E RA L  TERMS O F  C H I N ESE MARTIAL-ARTS 

CHUNG-Sl 
DAl-GEE / MOON- YAN 
GAR 
JO-Sl 
KlU / KlU-SA U 
KUEN 
KUEN-FA 
KUEN-SU 
KUEN-TO 
KUNG 
KUNG-FU 
KUNG-FU 
MO 
MOON- TO 
MOON- YAN {=DAl-GEE} 
MO-SU 
PAl 
SHA O LlN CHl 
SI-DEl 
SI-HlNG 
Sl-JE 
Sl-JUK 
SIFU 

Sl-FU 
Sl-KUNG 
Sl-MO 
SI-MUl 
Sl-PAK 
Sl-PA K-KUNG 
Sl-SOK 
Sl-SOK-KUNG 
Sl-JO 
SIU LAM GEE 
TO-DEI 
TO-SUEN 
TO- YEE( = TO-DEI) 
TUNG-MOON 
WU-SU 
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�iji 1E1 
�iji 1E1 'h 
(rrji iZ 
�iji iZ/h 
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Grand-master of a style 
student(s), follower(s), disciple(s) 
family, style 
Founder of a style 
bridge-arm 
fist, fist-fighting 
fist-fighting method 
Art of fist-fighting 
boxing form 
power or strength of a martial-art trainee 
collequial term of martial-art 
work, knowledge , .  technique 
military 
disciple(s) 

formal term of martial-art 
style, system, special group, school 
Mandarin pronunciation of Siu Lam Monastery 
younger Kung-fu brother 
elder Kung-fu brother 
elder Kung-fu sister 
Kung-fu nephew (studen t ofsi-deO 
Kung-fu instructor, reverend title for a technical 
professional in any trade 
Paternal-teacher, Kung-fu father, mentor 
Kung-fu grandfather (teacher of si-fu) 
wife of si-fu, Kung-fu mother 
younger Kung-fu sister 
elder Kung-fu brother of si-fu 
elder Kung-fu brother of si-kung 
younger Kung-fu brother of si-fu 
younger Kung-fu brother of si-kung 
teacher of si-kung 
Siu Lam Monastory 
student, disciple (southern Chinese) 
Kung-fu grandson {-student of to-deO 
student, disciple (northern Chinese) 
fellow-student, follower of the same style 
martial-art, kung-fu (Mandarin pronunciation) 
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